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FOREWORD

1. The major functions of the Advisory Committee on Administrative and
Budgetary Questions are defined by the General Assembly in resolution 14 A (1)
of 13 February 1946 as follows:

" (et) To examine and report on the budget submitted by the Secretary
General to the General Assembly;

"(b) To advise the General Assembly concerning any administrative
and budgetary matters referred to it;

"(c) To examine on behalf of the General Assembly the administrative
budgets of the specialized agencies and proposals for financial arrangements
with such agencies;

" (d) To consider and report to the General Assembly on the auditors'
reports on the accounts of the United Nations and of the specialized agencies."

The members of the Advisory Committee are:
Mr. Jan P. Bannier (Chairl1wn);

Mr. Abdou Ciss;
Mr. Paulo Lopes Correa ;
Mr. Andre Ganem;
Mr. Pedro Olarte;
Mr. John 1. M. Rhodes;
Mr. Mohamed Riad;
Mr. E. Olu Sanu;
1\11'. Dragos Serbanescu;
Mr. Shilendra K. Singh;
Mr. V. F. Ulanchev;
1\1r. Wilbur H. Ziehl.

2. The Advisory Committee 111 the first part of its summer session met in
Rome from 16 to 28 1\1ay 1968 to review the administrative and management
procedures concerning the programme and budget of the Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nations (FAO) as recommended by the Ad Hoc
Committee of Experts in paragraph 90 (d) of its second report to the General
Assembly at its twenty-first session (A/6343). A report on this item will be
submitted to the General Assembly at its twenty-third session.

3. The Advisory Committee subsequently met in New York from 4 June
to 12 July 1968, and examined:

(a) The budget estimates of the United Nations for 1969 (A/7205);
(b) The financial reports and accounts for 1967 and reports of the Board of

Auditors relating to the several United Nations programmes and activities
(A/7206 and Add.1-5; A/7208) ;

(c) Various questions of a budgetary or administrative nature.
The Committee also directed its attention, in consultation with the Secretary
General, to an appropriate definition of "unforesseen and extraordinary expenses"
and matters related thereto as called for in paragraph 6 of General Assembly
resolution 2370 (XXII). A separate report on this subject will be submitted to
the Assembly at its twenty-third session. The present report covers item (a); the
Committee's observations and recommendations on item (b) are submitted
separately in documents A/7219 and A/7220.

4. The work of the Advisory Committee in reviewing the budget for 1969
was facilitated by its preparation and presentation. The Committee expresses its
gratitude to the Secretary-General and his staff, in particular the Controller and
the Director of the Budget.

v



S. As always, the meticulous examination of the accounts by the Board of
Auditors and the explanations of the Boarcl's conclusions by its Chairman are
appreciated by the Committee.

6. On behalf of the Advisory Committee, I wish to express our thankfulness
to the Committee's competent and dedicated secretariat. For myself, it once again
has been a pleasure to work together with all members of our staff.

(Signed) J. P. BANNIER

Chair1ll(l'l't

12 July 1968

vi



REPORT TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY ON THE BUDGET ESTIMATES FOR 1969

Chapter 1

THE BUDGET ESTIMATES FOR 1969

GENERAL

1. In his initial budget estimates for 1969,1 the
Secretary-General has submitted appropriation requests
totalling $140520210 on a gross expenditure basis.
However, there are numerous items for which no pro
visions (or only pro memoria provisions) have thus
far been made. The Advisory Committee inquired of
the representatives of the Secretary-General as to the
Dossible amounts of such items, and was informed that
such additional submissions may well amount to $10
million. Member States will wish to keep this fact in
mind when examining the Secretary-General's initial
estimates for 1969.

2. Of the total estimated income of $25 059 240 for
1969, income from staff assessment (for distribution
to Member Governments as credits through the Tax
Equalization Fund) is calculated at $16.5 million, and
income from all other sources (for deduction from gross
appropriations for purposes of the assessment of con
tributions) at $8 559240.

3. As indicated in paragraph 1 above, the 1969
estimates make no provision for the supplementary
items listed in paragraph 1.4 below, which, although
foreseen by the Secretary-General, cannot be precisely
estimated at this time, nor do they provide for any
additional items which may arise as the result of sub
sequent decisions by the Economic and Social Council
and the General Assembly.

4. The Advisory Committee recommends reductions
in the expenditure estimates totalling $2 203 260, on
the basis of justifications given later in the report.
These, together with certain recommended adjustments
in the income estimates, would reduce the net2 expen
diture level for 1969 from $115460970, for the
items thus far proposed by the Secretary-General, to
$113 257710.

5. Member Governments contributing to the budgets
of other organizations in the United Nations family
may be interested to know the broad context within
which the 1969 estimates for regular activities of the
United Nations are presented. Member States' contri
butions to the assessed budgets of the United Nations
family of organizations during 1967 amounted to
approximately $304.8 million as compared with $335
million for 1968 and estimated initial requirements of
$348.9 million for 1969. Comparative figures for the
years 1964 to 1969 are given in table 1.

6. In addition to the foregoing, Member Govern
ments are urged to contribute to a number of voluntary

1 Official Records of the General Assembly, Twc/tty.tJtird
Session, Sttpplemcttt No. 5 (A/720S).

2 Throughout the remanider of this report figures are given
on a gross basis, unless otherwise stated.

I

programmes: the United Nations Development Pro
gramme; the United Nations Children's Fund; the
voluntary funds of the High Commissioner for Refu
gees; the United Nations Relief and Works Agency
for Palestine Refugees in the Near East; the W orId
Food Programme; and the United Nations Institute
for Training and Research. In 1967 the total contribu
tions paid or pledged by Governmei1ts towards these
programmes amounted to approximately $245.6 mil
lion.3 Pledges announced or foreseen for the same
purposes in 1968 are expected to amount to $252 mil
lion.3 Member Governments are also contributing to a
number of specific activities, of which pertinent details
can be found in the chapter on Trust Funds contained
in the financial report of the Secretary-General for the
year ended 31 December 1967, paragraphs 6 to 39, and
the relevant schedules to the accounts for that year.

7. Furthermore, reference should be made to the
United Nations Peace-keeping Force in Cyprus set up
originally for a period of three months under resolu
tion 186 (1964) adopted by the Security Council on
4 March 1964. Since then the mandate of the Force
has been extended by subsequent resolutions of the
Security Council, the most recent being resolution 254
(1968) of 18 June 1968, which provided for an exten
sion from 26 June 1968 to 15 December 1968. The
costs of the Force are being met by Governments
providing contingents, by the Government of Cyprus
and by voluntary contributions (resolution 186 (1964),
para. 6). The operating costs of the Force, including
repatriation and liquidation costs, to be paid by the
United Nations, and the amounts claimed or to be
claimed by Governments providing contingents as reim
bursement of part of their extra costs from the United
Nations from the inception of the Force, 27 March
1964 to 15 December 1968, are estimated by the Secre
tary-General to amount to $100 155 000. In this con
nexion the Advisory Committee would again refer to
its observations contained in its report to the twenty
first session of the General Assembly4 to the effect that
the estimates do not represent the full cost of the
operation, since certain Governments furnishing con
tingents made no claims for reimbursement (e.g. pay
and allowances of troops) and a number of other
Governments have made contributions in kind, includ
ing facilities for the transportation of troops and equip
ment by air. As at 7 June 1968, forty-seven IVfember
Governments and four non-member Governments had
pledged a total of $80417845 to the Special Account
of UNFICYP; a further amount of approximately

a Excluding approximately $187 million pledged in com
modities, cash and services to the WorId Food Programme for
the three-year period 1966-1968.

4 Official Records of thc GC/tcral Asscmbly, Twenty-first
Scssioll., Supplcment No. 7 (A/6307), para. 6.
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The budget estimates for 1969

$450000 had been received from public contributions, General. It has taken into account extensive oral and
income earned on investment of temporary surplus written information received from the Secretary-
~unds, net gains on exchange and other miscellaneous General, the Under-Secretaries-General and the As-
111come. sistant Secretaries-General concerned and other offi-

8. The Organization will incur limited expenses daIs, and has given attention to administrative and
under the ONUC special account during 1968 in con- operational practices that affect the estimates.
nexion with the liquidation of claims arising from 11. The rest of this chapter is devoted to a general
damages caused by the United Nations Operation in comparison of the 1969 estimates with the 1968 appro-
the Congo (ONUC) and the closing of the accounts, priations, and the discussion of a number of selected
in an estimated amount of not more than $5 000. questions which arose in the course of the Committee's

review.
9. The Organization will incur expense, in an esti-

mated amount of $365 000, during 1968 in connexion 12. Chapter II of the report contains a comparative
with the disposal of United Nations-owned equipment table of the Secretary-General's proposed estimates for
and supplies and the termination of the United Nations 1969, and the recommendations of the Advisory Com-
Emergency Force (UNEF), including the closing of mittee thereon. Detailed comments on the individual
the accounts. Income resulting from the sale and dis- sections of the budget estimates will be found in chapter
posal of this equipment will be credited to the special III of this report, which contains the Committee's
UNEF account. specific recommendations concerning the amounts to

be appropriated.

NATURE AND SCOPE OF THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE'S
BUDGET EXAMINATION

10. In its review of the 1969 estimates, the Advi
sory Committee has examined in detail the justifications
of all the requirements submitted by the Secretary-

COMPARISON OF 1969 ESTIMATES WITH 1968
APPROPRIATIONS

13. Table 2 below gives a comparison of the Secre
tary-General's estimates for 1969 and the 1968 appro
priations, section by section.

TABLE 2. COMPARISON OF 1967 ADJUSTED EXPENSES, 1968 ADJUSTED APPROPRIATIONS AND 1969 ESTIMATES

B,tdget parts alld sectiolls

Part I. Sessions of the Gelleral Assembly, the councils, com
missions and committees; special meetings and c01tferences

Section 1. Travel and other expenses of representatives
and members of commissions, committees and
other subsidiary bodies ", .

Section 2. Special meetings and conferences .

TOTAL, PART I

1967/1
adjnsted
expenses

$

1205048
1493039

2698087

1968n

adjusted
appropri

ations

$

1270700
2937100

4207800

1969
estimates

$

1258050
1402000

2660050

1969
increase or
(decl'ease)

by comparison
with 1968

$

(12650)
(1535 100)

(1547750)
Part Il. Staff costs alld "elated e.1:penses

Section 3. Salaries and wages .
Section 4. Common staff costs .
Section 5. Travel of staff .
Section 6. Payments under annex I, paragraphs 2 and

3, of the Staff Regulations i Hospitality ....

Part Ill.
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

TOTAL, PART Il

Premises, equipment, supplies and services
7. Buildings and improvements to premises .
8. Permanent equipment .
9. Maintenance, operation and rental of premises

10. General expenses .
11. Printing .

TOTAL, PART III

56479637
13198717
2022353

131152

71831859

4917092
722893

4062997
5705172
1820959

17229113

59325800
13739000
2179500

12500 0

75369300

4861200
605500

4135000
5627000
1624400

16853100

64862000
15552000
2219000

140 000

82773000

4492200
770200

4296000
6013800
1817000

17389200

5536200
1813000

39500

15000

7403700

(369000)
164700
161000
386800
192600

536100
Part IV. Special e.1:peltses

Section 12. Special expenses

TOTAL, PART IV
Pm't V. Technical programmes

Section 13. Economic development, social development
and public administration .

Section 14. Industrial development .

3

9179548

9179548

6104916

9210 800

9210 800

5113600
991400

8983200

8983200

(227600)

(227600)
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TABLE 2. COMPAIUSON 01' 1967 ADJUSTED EXPENSES, 1968 ADJUS'l'lill API'ROPIUATIONS AND 1969 ES'l'll\IN!'ES (contilll/ed)

TOTAL, PART VII

TOTAL, PART V

Part VI. Special lIlissi.ons alld t'clated activities
Section 17. Special missions .

TOTAL, PART VI

Part VII. Office of the United Nations High Commissioner
for Refl/gees

Section 18. Office of the United Nations High Commis-
sioner for Refugees .

1968-
1967" adjusted

adjusted approPri·
e.t·pc,.ses atio,.s

$ $

219986 220000
73545 75000

6398447 6400000

6305661 6157600

6305661 6157600

$

206500

206 500

213800

213800

1969
increa.fe o'r
(dccrcasd

by comparison
'with 1968

$

3675,500

3675500

6371400

6371400

1969
estimates

Pro memoria.

3469000

3469000

3259977

3259977

Budget parts alld sections

Human rights advisory services .
Narcotic drugs control .

Section 15.
Section 16.

5799152 8232000 9406500 1174500

5799152 8232000 9406500 1174500

130489561 140430950 140 520 210b

7935960 9014300 8559240

122 553 601 131416650 1319609701>

13654512 14620700 16500000

108899089 116795950 115460970b

b See paragmph 1 above.

Part VIII. Interllatiollal COllrt of Justice
Section 19. International Court of Justice .

TOTAL, PART VIII

Part IX. Ullitcd Natf'olls ConfcI'cuee on Tmde alld Developlllct~t

Section 20. United Nations Conference on Trade and
Dcvetoplllent .

TOTAL, PART IX

Part X. United Na.tiolls Indltstrial Development Orgau·;zati.on
Section 21. United Nations Industrial Development Or-

ganization .

TOTAL, PART X

TOTAL

Less:
Income other than staff assessment .

Income from staff assessmcnt for crcdit to l'.Iember States
through the Tax Equalization Fund .

NET EXPENDITURE LEVEL

n Adjusted for purposcs of comparability as a consequence
of the changes in presentation made in the 1967 and 1968
estimates.

1126025

1126025

6661692

6661692

1356350

1356350

9175000

9175000

1383360

1383360

7878000

7878000

27010

27010

(1297000)

(1297000)

Additlonal rcqui1'cmcnts foreseen by the
Secretary-General ,in 1969

14. The Secretary-General indicates in paragraph 5
of his foreword that the 1969 estimates

11 • •• are subject to revision in due course as a
result of decisions to he taken by the Economic ancI
Social Council at its forty-fifth session or by the
General Assembly at its twenty-third session. Par
ticular mention might be made of the following
items:
tt ( a) Revised estimates stemming from decisions to

, be taken by the General Assembly in regard to
the level to be appropriated under part V of

the 1969 estimates for programmes of technical
co-operation;

"(b) Revised estimates covering requirements of the
joint UNCTAD/GATT Trade Promotion
Centre based on the conclusions of the Joint
Advisory Group which met in Geneva at the
end of May 1968;

it (c) Additional requirements for 1969 to resolve
problems of adequate office accommodation at
Headquarters in New York and at the Eco
nomic Commission for Latin America;

"(d) Such additional needs as may arise pursuant
to General Assembly resolution 2359 B (XXII)

4
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$

$

384800

11 Sce parugl'aphs 278 and 279 below.

957000

$

164700

856000

547800
192600
213800

206 500
1174500

(c) Estimated higher common staff costs of main
taining" the 1968 establishmcnt in 1969 (Sec-
tion 4) .... 0 • 0 •••••••••• 0 0 •••••• 0 •••••••••

(cl) Estimated common staff costs attributable to
new posts and new staff t1'aining programmes
in 1969 (Section 4) 0 •••

(c) Incrcased requiremcnts for furniture and
fixtures and other permanent equipment (Scc-
tiOll 8) I" t t '" t , t I , • , • , , , , I • I • I • , t • , •• I I I •

(I) Additional requirements for maintenancc,
operation and rcntal of premises ($161 000)
and for gencral expenses ($386800) (Sec-
tions 9 and 10) .... 0 • 0 •• 0 ••••••• 0 ••••• 0 •

(y) Contractual printing costs (Section 11) . 0

(/1) Special Missions (Section 17) 0 •• 0. 0 0 •••••

(i) OOlce of the High Commissioner for Refugces
(Section 18) .. 0 • 0 •••••• 0 0 .

(j) Additional costs for UNIDO (Section 21)

,,-"lddirional -rcquin'11ll'nts foreseen by the Sacrctary
General ·in 1968

(a) Visit of the Unitcd Nations Council and the
United Nations Commissioner fOl' Namibia
to the Territory 55 000

(b) Purchase of a colour television camera and a
video tape recorder 159000

(c) Implementation of resolutions 2 (XXIV) of
the Commission on Human Rights and 1302
(XLIV) of the Economic and Social Council
relating' to the activities of the Ad Hoc
\Vorking Group of Experts, established under
resolution 2 (XXIII) of the Commission, and
resolution 3 E (XXIV) of the Commission
relating to the work of the Special Rap-
porteur on Aparlltrid 0 • • • • • • • 170800n

18. The above figures are provided only as an indi
cation of the main areas for which additional require
ments are proposed by the Secretary-General for 1969.

19. As regards the 1968 requirements, the Advisory
Committee has reviewed expenditure as of the end of
April 1968 and has received information on the projec
tion of expenditures for the remainder of the year.
The 1968 appropriations did not include provision for
certain commitments since entered into under the terms
of General Assembly resolution 2364 (XXII) of 19
December 1967, dealing with unforeseen and extra
ordinary expenses in 1968. During the first six months
of 1968 these commitments, incurred with the prior
concurrence of the Advisory Committee, were as
follows:

20. The application of the staff rules and regulations
will result in additional requirements during 1968.
A revision in the post classification at Headquarters
for professional staff has been implemented effective
1 July 1968. At Geneva and other offices increases in
general service salary rates and at Headquarters and
Geneva increases in manual worker wage rates have
taken place.

21. The Secretary-General also foresees additional
requirements in 1968 as a result of: increased costs of
temporary assistance for meetings; other temporary

of 19 December 1967 concerning the payment
of a language bonus or the introduction of
other incentives to permit greater linguistic
balance in the USe of the working languages
by staff of the Secretariat, and to provide
expanded accommodation and other facilities
for improvement of the language training
programmes, including accelerated language
courses;

" (a) Revised estimates which may arise as a con
sequence of decisions to be taken by the General
Assembly at its twenty-third session following
consideration of possible recommendations to
be made by the International Civil Service
Advisory Board in the course of its meetings
in June and July 1968.

"Separate reports will be submitted on these items
to the General Assembly at its twenty-third session.
As appropriate, the Assembly will also be advised
of the outcome of the work undertaken by the Expert
Group appointed hy me to undertake during 1968
a review of the organization of the Secretariat."

15. As indicated in paragraph 3 ahove, it is too
early for the Secretary-General to give a precise in<li
cation of the extent to which these requirements will
affect fhe level of the estimates for 1969.

A1ajor factors afJ{'eting tlla 1969 estimates as compared
'with tha 1968 appropriations

16. Table 2 above gives a comparison of the 1967
adjusted expenses, 1968 adjusted appropriations and
the 1969 estimates. As regards the figures for 1968 it
should be recognized that the appropriations include
provisions of a non-recurring nature, such as amounts
provided for: the International Conference on Human
Rights ($543700), the Conference of Non-Nuclear
\Veapons States ($350000), the Conference on the
Exploration and Peaceful Uses of Outer Space
($296000), the Conference on Hoad Traffic ($253700),
the Conference of l\finisters Responsible for Social
\Velfare ($73600), and other items covered under
Section 2 of the budget estimates ($116000), and
the second session of the United Nations Conference
on Trade and Development ($1 844 000). The total
f01' 1968 of all non-recurring items, including the
above-mentioned, amounts to some $3.6 million. On
the other hand, the initial 1969 estimates include
smaller non-recurring items, such as the thirteenth
session of the Ecotlomic Commission for Latin America
to be held in Lima Peru ($R5 400), the ninth
session of the Economic Commission for Africa to
be held in Brazzaville, Republic of the Congo ($86000),
and preparatory costs of the Fourth United Nations
Cotlgri.~ss on the Prevention of Crim: and the Treat
ment of Offenders to be held in 1970 ($86000). The
total of non-recurring items in 1969, including
the above-mentioned, is estimated at some $300000.

17. The main areas of increases in the expenditure
(stimates proposed for 1969 by the Secretary-General,
as compared with the 1968 appropriations, are as
foHows:

(a) Estimatcd additional cost of continuing into
1969 thc cstablishmcnt approvcd uncler Section
3 for 1968 . 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 • 0 • 0 ••••••••• 0 0 • 0 0 0 • 0 0 3 009 000

(ll) Estimatcd cost of additional posts requested
under Section 3 for 1969 00 0 •• 0 ••• 0 0 2717000

5
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his budget estimates to the Fifth Committee at the
twenty-third session of the General Assembly.

1969 ESTIMATES-GENERAL BUDGETARY CONSIDERATIONS

29. In his foreword to the initial budget estimates
for 1969, the Secretary-General indicates that he has
attempted to present to the General Assembly a set
of estimates which, after taking into account the totality
of the work programmes and other activities to be
undertaken by the Secretariat during 1969 to give effect
to resolutions of the principal organs, provide an evalua
tion of the minimum resources both human and material
which, in his best judgement, would be required for the
efficient and effective implementation of those pro
grammes and for the provision of the related essential
conference, general and administrative services. The
Secretary-Gcneral goes on to say that in making that
evaluation, he has kept very much in mind the concern
expressed by many lVIemher States during the course
of the twenty-second session of the Assembly at the
growing level of the annual budget of the Organization.
In the circumstances-the Secretary-General indicates
he has endeavoured to provide for total foreseeable
needs at the lowest possible cost. The Secretary-General
recognizes that the accuracy of the forecasts will de
pend on the extent to which political and economic
developments may lead to adjustments or changes of
emphasis. He also recognizes that differences of opinion
are bound to arise as to what, in fact, constitute mini
mum requirements. In this connexion, however, he adds
that the preparation of the estimates for 1969 has been
carried out with greater thoroughness than in the past.

30. In particular, the Secretary-General adopted a
new procedure for the formulation and presentation of
the estimates for economic, social and human rights
activities. So as to obtain a more accurate assessment
of needs, the Secretary-Gencral set up an internal review
group on which the Office of the Controller and the
Department of Economic and Social Affairs were repre
sented, and which carried out a detailed analysis of the
work programmes of that Dep:1rtment, the secretariats
of the four regional economic commissions, the Unitecl
Nations Economic and Social Office at Beirut, and the
Division of Human Rights. The Secretary-General in
dicates that the review group satisfied itself that the
proposed activities were authorized by the relevant
resolutions, and that it examined the resources being
requested by the units concerned. The results of the
review have been reflected in the appropriate parts of
the initial estimates, particularly under Section 3, which
for the first time contains information on the work
programmes to be undertaken, together with an indica
tion of the allocation .of the man-power available or
requested for their implementation.

31. The Advisory Committee welcomes the new
procedure inasmuch as it provides the Secretary-General

TOTALS 14158000

assistance for consultants and experts; similar needs
for the International Computing Centre at Headquar
ters; expenses for overtime and night differential; con
tractual costs of new indexing and microfiching pro
grammes for the Library; increased common staff costs;
higher costs for rental and maintenance of office equip
ment; communications, contractual services and utilities
at Headquarters, Geneva and the Regional Economic
Commissions; and increased requirements for Special
l\1issions. Some of these additional requirements at
Headquarters are the result of the prolongation of the
resumed twenty-second session of the General Assembly
from three to seven weeks.

22. Taking into account the additional commitments
referred to in paragraph 19, and those indicated in
general terms in paragraphs 20 and 21 above, the
Secretary-General tentatively estimates that total gross
expenditures in 1968 may exceed the approved appro
priations by some $2 million.

23. Requirements for 1968 will he re-examined
at a later date and to the extent required supplementary
estimates will be submitted to the General Assembly
at its twenty-third session and for review by the
Advisory Comniittee.

FINANCIAL POSITION OF THE ORGANIZATION AS RE

FLECTED IN THE FINANCIAL REPORT AND ACCOUNTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 1967

24. The Secretary-General's financial report and ac
counts of the United Nations for the year ended 31
December 1967G indicate that the financial position of
the Organization in respect of the regular budget,
UNEF and ONUC showed a further deterioration
during 1967. At the beginning of 1967 the net liquid
assets, which consist of cash ancI current accounts re
ceivable less current accounts payable, amounted to
$7413000. At the end of 1967 current accounts payable
exceeded the total of cash and current accounts re
ceivable and therefore net liquid assets as at 31
December 1967 are reported as a negative figure in the
amount of $2429000. The decrease of $9842000 was
almost entirely due to increases in the amounts payable
to Governments in respect of their reimbursable costs
for prior years arising from their participation in the
UNEF and ONUC operations. Furthermore, there
was a cash shortage of $11 400 000 for the regular
budget which for the most part was met temporarily
from Trust Funds maintained within the General Fund.

25. The amount of unliquidated obligations as at 31
December 1967 was reduced to $15964 000 as com
pared to an amount of $22260000 as at 31 December
1966.

26. The balances recorded in surplus accounts as
at 31 December 1967 totalled $45 394JOO which repre
sented an increase of $1 210000 during the year.

27. Unpaid balances of assessed contributions to the
regular budget, UNEF and ONUC showed an increase
of $14 158000 during 1967 and totalled $184895000
as at 31 December 1967, as per next table.

28. The Advisory Committee understands that the
Secretary-General will provide information on the fi
nancial position of the Organization when he presents

[i Ibid., T~~enty-thi1'd Sessiol~, Su.pplemmt No. 6 (A/7206).
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United Xations regulal' budget
UNEF ... """ .. " ... ,., ....
ONUC ."., ... ,.,.".", .. ,

1,lcl'case
(decreasc)

dMillg 1967
$

10382000
3863000

(87000)

Totals as at
31 December 1967

$
46701000
56087000
82107000

184895000
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with an administrative tool to help him evaluate the
resources required by the various units. At the same
time, the Committee believes that the system of measur
ing the manpower requirements for particular projects
on the basis of "man-months" can be regarded only
as an approximation. Despite the care with which the
estimates are compiled, it is clearly impossible to arrive
at a precise assessment of the requirements without
taking into account such variable factors as turnover,
overtime, leave and sick leave. Moreover, subjective
judgements would still have to be made and the calcula
tions might be vitiated by differences in the output of
individuals.

32. For these reasons, the Advisory Committee be
lieves that this process can give only a rough indication
of comparative needs: it cannot provide an absolute
measure of manpower and related requirements. In
short, there can be no substitute for an on-the-spot
examination of work and work processes; this is a task
which is not the responsibility of the review group,
and is clearly beyond its resources. A specific proposal
to deal with manpower deployment and utilization prob
lems is to be founeI in p:tragraph 50 below on the
growth of staff.

33. It is against this background that the Advisory
Committee's recommendations on Section 3 should be
considered. The Committee is satisfied that the reduc
tion in the number of new posts which it has proposed
should not prejudice the fulfilment of the programmes.
The Advisory Committee also wishes to stress that
care should be taken to ensure that what should be a
useful administrative tool does not become an im
mutable record of entitlements-since otherwise inflexi
bilities would develop which would detract from the
results which the Group aims to achieve, that is,
maximum efficiency at minimum cost.

34. There is also the more difficult problem of
reconciling programmes and resources to which the
Advisory Committee drew the attention of the General
Assembly in paragraphs 38-39 of its report on the
budget estimates for 1968.6 In paragraph 13 of his
foreword, the Secretary-General states that he realizes
that if the integrity of the budget is to be safeguarded,
the programmes of work to be undertaken and the
services to be rendered must be carefully and syste
matically reviewed from the points of view of relative
urgency, importance and cost. The Secretary-General
continues:

"In compiling my annual budget estimates I must
accept as a basis the decisions taken by the various
principal organs and I am obliged to seek provision
for their implementation without regard to priority,
unless some such indication is given in the relevant
resolution. If, therefore, the present method .of budget
preparation is to be followed in future, and if the
validity of such a budget is to be secured, it would
seem to me that parallel steps need to be taken to
strengthen the methods and procedures which cur
rently govern the formulation, development and
approval of programmes. In this context considerable
advantages might well accrue if some, albeit broad,
determination could be made of the priorities attached
to the various sectors comprising the total work

6/bid., T'lC'ent)'·secOlld SessiOlt, Supplemmt No. 7 (A/6707).
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programme of the Secretariat particularly in the eco
nomic and social field. Clearly, the final responsi
bility for this task rests with the Member States
themselves through the decisions they take in the
various legislative organs. The Secretariat for its
part, however, could contribute by providing to the
appropriate programme reviewing bodies a more spe
cific and co-ordinated appraisal of both past and
proposed activities. Some change in present methods
will, in any event, need to be developed if the im
plementation of General Assembly resolution 2370
(XXII) is to serve a meaningful purpose."

35. The Advisory Committee welcomes the sugges
tion that the Secretariat play a more active role in the
review of programmes. The fact that, in the last
analysis, the power of decision rests with the competent
intergovernmental body does not absolve the Secretary
General of the duty to go beyond the mere suhmisssioll
of a report on the financial implications of a proposed
programme. Quite clearly, if the Secretary-General,
on the basis of a 'fco-ordinated appraisal of past and
proposed activities" entertains doubts as to the time
liness or value of a new or existing programme,
such doubts should be communicated to the competent
body at the earliest possible m.oment.

36. The Advisory Committee welcomes the decision
taken by the Committee for Programme and Co
ordination (CPC) to devote henceforth greater atten
tion to the question of priorities. This is a process
in which the Secretary-General can provide useful
assistance. The Advisory Committee also believes that
the task of the CPC would be considerably facilitated
if the Secretary-General, when necessary, gave more
guidance about existing and proposed new programmes
at the functional committee level.

37. Bearing in mind the need for reconciling pro
grammes and resources, the Advisory Committee be
lieves that it would be useful if the Secretary-General,
at the appropriate time, advised various bodies such as
the Economic and Social Council, the CPC, the Trade
and Development Board, and the Industrial Develop
ment Board of the over-all financial consequences of the
programmes of work under review. Naturally, these
bodies will wish to focus their review 011 the intrinsic
value and importance of the programmes, the pos~ibility

of their practical implementation over a given period
of time and their relationship with similar activities
being undertaken in other areas of the Secretariat.
While not conferring any budgetary functions upon the
programme-formulating bodies the new procedure
would help them to view activities in their field of com
petence in relation to total United Nations programmes.
It would merely be an extension of the principle under
lying Financial Regulation 13.1 which requires that the
administrative and financial implications of a proposal
pending before a given body are coml11Unicated to that
body before a decision is taken.

38. The Secretary-General suggests "that the re
sponsibility of the Advisory Committee to advise the
General Assembly on the level of budgetary require
ments l11i~ht well be facilitated if [th~ Committee]
could receIve at as early a date as pOSSIble the views
and recommendations of the various programme re
viewing organs". While that would indeed be the case
the Advisory Committee's advice to the General
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45. The Secretary's General budget estimates for
1969 make provision for 607 new permanent staff in
the professional, general service, manual and local
grades in Section 3 (Salaries and wages), Section 17
\ Special missions) , Section 20 (UNCTAD) , Sec
hon 21 (UNIDO), and Income section 4 (Revenue
producing activities). The new posts would be distri
buted as follows:

44. The Advisory Committee is pleased to note that
the report relating to the financial year 1967 is a con
siderable improvement on its predecessor. In addition
to providing a comparison by section and chapter be
tween appropriations on the one hand and expenditures
and obligations on the other, it contains material ex
plaining the reasons for the surplus or deficit. Under
Section 3, performance in the economic and social area
is further analysed to indicate the man-power actually
allocated to major projects, as against what had been
programmed, and information is provided in many
instances as to the disposal of the proj ects. Similar
material is also available for UNCTAD under Section
20. The Advisory Committee trusts that UNIDO will
be similarly covered in subsequent reports.

4~.. ,!,he Advisory. Committee's task in examining
the 1111tml budget estullates for 1969 was considerably
facilitated by the information contained in the report
on the budget performance of the United Nations for
the financial year 1967 (A/7125). The first such report
covered the year 1966 (A/6666) and was issued in
response to a recommendation of the Ad Hoc Committee
of Experts.\) In its comments on that report the Ad
visory Committee, while acknowledging its considerable
value, suggested that future reports provide a more
detailed breakdown of expenditures in various chapters
and items.10

SECRETARy-GENERAL'S BUDGET PERFORMANCE REPORT
FOR THE FINANCIAL YEAR 1967

8
'l Ibicl'J lJaras, 325-338.

Assembly would continue to be based on the estimates 42. The Advisory Committee has noted the Secre-
prepared by the Secretary-General in accordance with taty-General's comments in paragraphs 7 to 11 of the
Financial Regulation 3.1. The spirit of the Financial foreword concerning the form of presentation of the
Regulations-with particular reference to Regulations United Nations budget and the United Nations budget
3.4, 3.5 and 3.6-requires that the initial estimates be cycle. The Committee welcomes the additional material
as complete as possible in order to give Member States provided in the budget estimates and in particular,
an accurate idea of the amount they will be assessed the clear distinction drawn between the additional cost
for the financial year covered by the estimates. of continuing the existing establishment, on the one

39..Accordingly, it is the intention of the Advisory hand, and new requirements on the other. At the
Comnllttee to request the Secretary-General in the same time the Committee would reiterate the view it
future to indicate the estimated total of the submis- ex~ressed in its tenth report to the General Assembly
sions which, in his best judgement, may reasonably be at 1ts twenty-second sessions that it is inadvisable to
expected for the ensuing budget year. The initial budget make further changes at this stage. Any such changes
estimates for 1969 do not achieve this objective in w~uld l~ave to l~e made in the light. of the experience
view of the omission of estimates under Part V and gamed m applymg the system outltned in resolution
certain chapters of Sections 2, 12 and 20. The corre- 2370 (XXII).
sponding appropriations in 1968 amounted to 5 per
cent of the gross expenditure budget for that year.
The Advisory Committee understands that, in the light
of General Assemhly resolution 2298 (XXII) and the
action taken since then by the Industrial Development
Board and by the: Governing Council of UNDP, the
Secretary-General found himself unable to include a
provisional estimate under Part V, and left the matter
in the hands of the General Assembly. The Advisory
Committee's detailed observations on Part V are con
tained in paragraphs 262 to 271 below; in this con
nexion reference may also be made to the historical
background material given in the Committee's report
on the budget estimates for 1968.7

40. The procedures laid down in resolution 2370
(XXII) constitute a major step forward towards the
longer-term planning of-and budgeting for-the ac
tivities of the United Nations, in line with the recom
mendations of the Ad Hoc Committee of Experts to
Examine the Finances of the United Nations and the
Specialized Agencies. Under General Assembly reso
lution 2370 (XXII), the Secretary-General, after
taking into account the actions of the various pro
gramme-formulating bodies, including the Economic and
Social Council and the CPC, should suggest to the
General Assembly at each regular session a planning
estimate for the United Nations regular budget for the
second succeeding budgetary period to which the reso
lution gives the name of "forecast period". The planning
estimate, together with the comments and recommenda
tions thereon hy the Advisory Committee, would be
considered and approved hy the Assembly at the same
session; the planning estimate as approved by the
Assembly would then be available as a guide to the
Secretary-General when he drew up the detailed esti
mates for the year in question.

41. As the Secretary-General indicates in his fore
word, the procedures mapped out in resolution 2370
(XXII) call for a review of the calendar of meetings
of the various bodies responsible for carrying out the
several parts of an integrated system of programming
and budgeting. The Advisory Committee looks forward
with interest to the Secretary-General's special report
thereon to the General Assembly at its twenty-third
session. The Advisory Committee's observations on the
relationship between its own meetings and those of the
CPC are given in paragraphs 57 to 65 below.
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Hea~ql;1~rters (excluding revenue-producing
actlvltles) .

Geneva (excluding ECE) .
Regional commissions (including ECE and

United Nations Economic and Social Of-
fice, Beirut) .

Special missions .
UNCTAD .
UNIDO .
Revenue-producing activities .

Professional

106
27

42

7
361>

2

220

Ge/feral
Service

165
40

4
4

12
38
26

289

Local and
Ma/lIlal

3

65
7

23

98

Total

271
70

111
11
1911

97
28

6071>

A Includes other offices of the United Nations at Geneva and New York which provide
services to UNCTAD.

b Not taking into account a reduction of five Industrial Field Advisers posts to be included
in the budget estimates for administrative and programme support services of UNDP as from
1 January 1969.

46. Approval of these requests would bring the total
strength (professional, general service, manual and
local posts) of the United Nations as reflected in all
sections of the 1969 budget estimates up to 8435 as
against 7833 in 1968, 7477 in 1967, 7090 in 1%6 and
6477 in 1965. '

47. The Advisory Committee is fully aware of the
importance of providing the Secretary-General with the
necessary staff and other resources to cope with
the growing tasks in the economic, social and human
rights fields entrusted to him by Member States, and
of the need to provide the essential administrative and
servicing facilities. At the same time staff increases
are warranted only when it is clear that existing staff
cannot absorb new workloads resulting from new deci
sions of the various United Nations organs.

48. The Advisory Committee is not at all certain
that the absorptive capacity has been completely ex
hausted and that each new programme automatically
calls for additional staff. It is for this reason that, as
will be seen in chapter III of this report, the Advisory
Committee has not felt able to endorse the full pro
posals which the Secretary-General has made for staff
increases in 1969. Indeed, the Committee has not been
able to satisfy itself beyond all reasonable doubt that
further reductions could not be achieved either by a
reorganization of work or a redeployment of staff.

49. In this connexion the Advisory Committee is
under the impression that, within the total staff avail
able to the Secretary-General, there is an unevenness in
the intensity of the use of posts. It believes that while
certain areas of the Secretariat are under very great
pressure, there is room elsewhere for a curtailment or
redeployment of staff resources. Furthermore, the Com
mittee feels most strongly that a distinction must be
made, for every new programme proposal, between the
needs which can be met by reorganization or rede
ployment of staff and those which clearly cannot, and
also between those staff requirements which are clearly
of a continuing nature and those which may be for
fixed or uncertain periods only. The Committee would
also stress that the reasons which led the General As
sembly to accord to the Secretary-General a global or
consolidated manning table for flexible administration

9

by him in the light of changing circumstances within
a budget year remain valid.

50. In the light of these observations, the Advi~,ory

Committee recommends that the Secretary-General
should undertake on an urgent basis a careful and de
tailed survey, preferably desk by desk, of existing
personnel available to him, their deployment and utiliza
tion. Such a survey might be carried out either with
the help of external management specialists, by the
Administrative Management Service of the United
Nations, or by teams specifically selected for this pur
pose. In the Committee's opinion, it should be under
taken in 1969 or if possible even earlier.

PUBLIC INFORMATION ACTIVITIES

51. In its report to the General Assembly last year
on the Secretary-General's 1968 budget estimates for
public information activities,l1 the Advisory Commit
tee referred to the proposed internal study and re
appraisal of the United Nations information policies
procedures and practices and the budgetary resource~
allocated thereto, which the Secretary-General initiated
in 1966. This report was submitted to the Committee
a~ its summer session last year, ~ut due to the provi
SIOnal nature of the text, the AdVIsory Committee con
curred in the Secretary-General's proposal to submit
th~ final report to the General Assembly at its twenty
thIrd, rather than at its twenty-second session.

52: In May 1?68 ~he Assistant Secretary-General for
PublIc Information mformed the Advisory Committee
that he was fully seized with the review of his Office
but. l~aving been only recently appointed to his present
posIUon, he felt that he would not be able to submit
the detailed analysis and report required by the General
Assembly to the Advisory Committee at its present
session, and requested that consideration should be
given to po~tponing submission of the report to 1969.
The CommIttee recognized the Assistant Secretary
General's desire to present to the General Assembly
his own thorough reappraisal and review of the pol
icies, procedures and activities of the Office of Public
Information, and accordingly informed the Secretary
General that it concurred in the request. The Advisory

11 Ibid., paras. 110-118.
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CO-OPERATION BETWEEN THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE
AND THE COMMITTEE FOR PROGRAMME AND CO
ORDINATION

57. By resolution 1303 (~LIV) ad?pted on .29 May
1968 the Economic and Socml Counc1l authOrized the
Com;nittee for Programme and Co-ordinatio~l (CPC)
to transmit its final report on the first part of ItS second
session in 1968 to the Advisory Committee in order
to assist it in its review of the Secretary-General's
budget estimates with regard to activities in the eco
nomic, social and human rights fields and to enable
it to take into account the Advisory Committee's com
ments and observations on these activities. Subse
quently, CPC, at its 150th meeting, held on .24 June
1968, decided that chapter Il (General concluslOt:Is and
recommendations) of its report to the Econonuc and
Social Council should be transmitted to members of
the Advisory Committee on an informal basis.

58. On 30 June 1968, the Advisory Committee re
ceived from the Acting Chairman of CPC the follow
ing reports on the work pr?grammes ~pproved b~
CPC at its meetings held durlllg the penod 15 A1?nl
to 9 May 1968 ;12 science and technology; populatl?n
programmes; social development; fiscal and finanCial
questions; statistical services; housing,. bui1~ing and
planning; natural resources; transport, 111clud1l1g tour
ism' public administration; economic development plan
ning, projections and policies; and ~dministration. of
United Nations programmes of tech11l~al co-~peratt~n.

The Advisory Committee was also prov1ded w1th cop1es
of draft reports relating to ECLA, ECE, ECAFE,
ECA and industrial development, together with chap
ter II of its report to the Economic and ~ocial Cou~cil
( <Yeneral conclusions and recommendations) , wluch
w~re approved by CPC at its subsequent meetings held
during the period 3 June to 24 June 1968.

59. In forwarding the above material to the Ad
visory Committee, the Acting Chairman of CPC ex
pressed the hope that the comments and conclusions
contained in the extracts would be helpful to the Ad
visory Committee in its consideration of the allocations
to be made to each of the sectors in the economic,
social and human rights fields in the 1969 budget
estimates. The Advisory Committee is grat~ful to t~le

Council and CPC for the documents prov1ded to 1t.
The Committee gave careful consideration to the ma
terial received from CPC, although the documents were
received at a rather late hour, when the Committee,
of necessity, had all but concluded its.examination of
that part of the Secretary-General's estl,nmtes. for 1969
concerning staff and other resources, u~cludlll!? those
relating to requirements 111 the eCOn0111lC, soctal and
human rights fields.

60. Chapter Il of the report of CPC, containing
its general conclusions an~l recommen~ations, wa~ of
special interest to the Adv1sory C0111111lttee. Espec~al1y

worthy of consideration are the number of observ~ttons
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Committee, therefore, looks forward to receiving the to the General Assembly. Apart from certain specific
report at its 196~ summer session, at w.hich time it will proposals in the individua! budget sect!ons, th~ pro-
offer its observations and recommendahons or any pro- posed reduction of $41 025 111 the expend1ture estl~nates

posals of an administrati:re and b~ldgetary.nature which and the increase of $20000 under Income Section 3
the Secretary-General m1ght dec1de to bring .to the at- (vii) have been taken into accou~t in arr~ving at the
tention of the General Assembly. The Comm1ttee looks totals recommended for the variOUS sections of the
forward also to receiving the study being undertaken by budget in chapter III of this report.
UNITAR of the use by mass media of United Nations
information material.

53. The 1969 estmate of $7 481 025 for public infor
mation activities shows an increase of $425 125 over
the approved appropriation of $7055900 for 1968. Of
the total additional requirement of $425 125, some
$228000 provides for such statutory incr.ease~ as up
ward revisions in post adjustment class1ficatlOns for
professional staff at Headquarters, Geneva and the
Information Centres, increased salary rates for general
service staff, additional costs of pension contributions,
and other increases related to common staff costs. A
further $76500 relates to the proposed increase of ten
general service posts (five each at Headquarters. and
Geneva) and nine reclassifications in the professlOnal
category and above and four upgradings in the general
service category. Of the balance of some $120000,
approximately $20 000 provides for increased comm.u
nications costs at Headquarters and travel on officml
business; $26000 for equipment, com~1tlnications, offi
cial travel and other costs at Informahon Centres, and
$75000 for public information supplies and services,
including television, radio, publica.tio~s film an~ photo
O'raphic items and telecommu11lcahon supphes and
~ervices. Most' of the additional $36 500 provided for
the latter item relates to contractual salary increases
and other benefits for telecommunications engineers at
Headquarters.

54. The Advisory Committee understands that the
expansion of the programmes and activities of the Or
oranization has had its concomitant effect on the respon
~ibi1ities devolving upon the Office of Public ~nforma
tion. However, in the light of the reap~r~lsal and
review of the entire establishment and activ1tles of the
Office at present being undertaken, the Committee is
of the opinion that every effort should be made to
contain expenditures under ~ll hea~ings to the absolute
minimum so as not to prejudge 111 any manner, such
observati~ns and recommendations as the Secretary
General may decide to submit to the General As:.,"'mbly.

55. In particular, the Committee would refer to the
proposed reclassification of nine professional posts and
four upgradings in the general .service ca.tegory, and
the addition of ten general serV1ce posts 111 1969.. In
this connexion the observations and recommendatlOns
of the Advisory Committee under Section 3 of this
report apply equally to the C?ffice .of Public ~nforma
tion. Additionally the Conu11lttee 1S of the v1ew. ~hat

the estimate of $403000 for revenue from teleV1Sl?':,
film and photographic activities, apart from that antlc~

pated from special subscription payments from telev1
sion networks to offset the purchase of colour. cameras
and ancillary equipment, could reasonably ~e l11creased
to $423000 to be credited to Income SeclOn 3. Thus
total revenu'e from all these sources would be increased
from $505 000 to $525 000.

56. The Advisory Committee believes, therefore,
that savings on the estin;ates as presen!ed coul~ ~e
accomplished so as to bnng the expend1tures w1t1un
a total of $7 420 000, which the Committee recommends

10
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and recommendations concerning the breakdown by
categories of the priorities to be attached to the various
sectors in the economic and social field; the proposal
that the Committee should act as first reviewing au
thority for those activities not subject to review by a
programme-formulating body; the recommendation that
the Economic and Social Council should recall to the
functional commissions and other subordinate bodies
that their terms of reference require that the Council
consider in advance of their implementation all pro
posals relating to their work programmes, particularly
when they involve financial implications; and the recom
mendation that the Committee should consider the new
proposals in the reports of the functional commissions
and subordinate bodies from the standpoints of priorities
in the work programme and of avoidance of duplication
with the functions of the specialized agencies and other
international organizations. The other recommendations
under item A, and those under item B of chapter II
of the report of CPC equally deserve support.

61. Of importance also are the general recommenda
tions and conclusions listed under item C of chapter U,
the first two of which are reproduced below:

"The Committee [CPC]
"(a) Suggests to the Council that it give further

consideration to the possibility of limiting the number
of conferences, and that it request its subsidiary or
gans to keep the number of their meetings to the
minimum considered desirable, in the interest of en
suring that the limited resources of manpower and
money are used for agreed high priority purposes;

" (b) Considers that various technical Committees
in the United Nations should meet as a rule at their
headquarters, or on invitation, pursuant to General
Assembly resolution 2116 (XX), at locations within
the territories of l\1ember States. However, on appro
priate occasions they might meet at the headquarters
of the specialized agencies and the regional economic
commissions in the interests of promoting co-ordina
tion of their programmes, of working out common
approaches to problems, and of familiarizing related
bodies with the activities carried on in other divisions
and agencies;

" "
62. In his foreword to the 1969 estimates, the

Secretary-General has drawn attention to the need to
provide programme-formulating organs as early as
possible each year with detailed programmes of work
and the related financial requirements for the various
sectors in the economic and social field. This would
enable such bodies as the Economic and Social Council,
CPC, the Industrial Development Board and the Trade
and Development Board, in the words of General
Assembly resolution 2370 (XXII), to "develop their
own processes to carry out at the earliest possible date
a system of long-term planning and programme forn1U
lation, within their respective fields of competence,
taking into account the recommendations in paragraph
73 of the second report of the Ad !iGC Committee of
Experts to Examine the Finances of the United Nations
and the Specialized Agencies".

63. The Advisory Committee was interested to note
fro111 chapter II of the report of CPC its intention to
consider in depth all sectors of the United Nations
economic, social and human rights programme over a
three-year period. At its April session in 1969, CPC
proposes to review the Secretary-General's general
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report on the work programme and priorities, the new
decisions and proposals of the functional commissions
and subordinate bodies from the programme and co
ordination standpoints, and to consider the proposed
programme projections for 1971. At the second part
of its session in June, CPC proposes to take up its
consideration of programme sectors for the first year
of the three-year period, and its examination of selected
work programmes on the basis both of the current
projects included in the budget estimates, and also of
the long-term planning priorities for succeeding years.
The CPC states that the degree of success which it can
achieve in carrying out these responsibilities is largely
dependent on the arrangements for a properly co
ordinated schedule of meetings.

64. The Advisory Committee, for its part, regrets
that the schedules of work of both committees make
for almost parallel meetings. As regards its own time
table, meetings of the Advisory Committee are de
pendent upon the date of submission of the budget
estimates. In the light of its responsibility to the General
Assembly, the Committee submits its report on the
United Nations budget estimates for the ensuing year
some five weeks in advance of the Assembly session.
Accordingly, the Advisory Committee convenes its
summer session in New York in the first week of June
and endeavours to conclude its deliberations and ap
prove its report within a five-to-six week period. Con
sidering the increasing magnitude of its work pro
gramme, it is difficult to see how the Committee can
further adjust its summer meetings schedule and at
the same time fulfil its obligations to the General As
sembly. Once the Committee has completed its report,
adequate time is needed for the appropriate services
within the Secretariat to process and reproduce the
report in the various languages so as to ensure its
simultaneous distribution with the Secretary-General's
budget estimates to l\1ember Governments in good time.

65. In this connexion, the Advisory Committee rec
ognizes that a phased programme and budgetary review
may lead to some modification of present procedures
governing the examination and general distribution of
the annual budget estimates, and, in some cases, to
changes in the meetings schedules of the reviewing
organs concerned.

PATTERN OF CONFERENCES

66. In submitting its report to the General Assembly
at its twenty-second session on the pattern of confer
ences for 1968,13 the Committee on Conferences stated
that it had not been in a position to consider the pro
gramme of conferences and meetings for 1969, as called
for in operative paragraph 7 (c) of General Assembly
resolution 2239 (XXI) of 20 December 1966, owing
partly to the fact that the programme was highly tenta
tive and very incomplete, except for the regularly sched
uled sessions of the main organs of the United Nations
and the specialized agencies. The Committee therefore
agreed, in the light of its experience in 1967, that it
was necessary to meet outside, as well as during, the
regular sessions of the General Assembly to enable it
to fulfil its mandate. It therefore decided that in the
course of 1968 it would give detailed consideration to
the calendar of conferences and meetings for 1969 on

13 A/6991/Rev.2, para. 40.
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the basis of discussions with substantive departments
of the Secretariat, and also that it would review the
question of the pattern of recurrent conferences and
meetings.

67. The Committee on Conferences held a number
of meetings earlier this year during which it considered
the meetings and conference programme submitted by
the Secretary-General for 1969. The Committee under
stands that the Committee on Conferences plans to
convene its second session of 1968 in late August or
early September.

68. Over the years the Advisory Committee has
consistently called for a halt in the proliferation of
the meetings and conference programme of the Organi
zation, and for a rationalization of the size of the
programme in relation to the resources available. The
Committee, therefore, was especially gratified by the
action taken by the General Assembly at its twenty
second session following its consideration of the first
report of the Committee on Conferences,14 in adopting
resolution 2361 (XXII) of 19 December 1967, which
reads as follows:

"The General Asselnbly,
"Recalling its resolutions 2116 (XX) of 21 De

cember 1965 and 2239 (XXI) of 20 December 1966
on the pattern of conferences,

"1. Ta/us note of the report of the Committee on
Conferences; ,

"2. Approves the calendar of conferences and
meetings of the United Nations for 1968 contained
in annex Il, parts I and II, of the report of the
Committee on Conferences;

"3. Reaffir11tS the decision contained in paragraph
4 of its resolution 2116 (XX) that any meeting
-other than an emergency meeting, in the sense of
a meeting which cannot be deferred without serious
detriment to the United Nations-not covered by
the basic programme for a given year shall not be
held during that year;

"4. Endorses resolution 1264 (XLIII) adopted
by the Economic and Social Council at its 1505th
meeting on 3 August 1967, and, with particular ref
etence to paragraph 3 of that resolution, requests all
other organs and subsidiary bodies of the United
Natiolls to take the necessary steps to review their
methods of work and ca.lendar of conferences and
meetings with a view to reducing the total meeting
time;

"5. Requests the Committee on Conferences to
meet as early as possible in 1968 to begin examina
tion of the schedule of conferences and meetings of
the United Nations for 1969 and to eX£lmine the
schedule 'for 1970;

"6. Requests the Committee on Conferenc\~s to
review General AssC'mbly resolution 2116 (XX) and
to submit to the Assembly at its twenty-third session
recommendations relating to the pattern of confer
ences for the years 1969, 1970 and 1971 and to the
definition of the term 'major special conference'."
69. It had been evident for some time that there

was general agreement and growing concern on the
part of the Secretary-General and representatives of
Member States, that the meetings programme was
already too large to be properly serviced or documented;

14 A/6991/Rev.2.
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that its calls upon the time of the substantive divisions
of the Secretariat seriously encroached on the other
work required of them, and that measures had to be
taken to solve the problems of the growing size and
complexity of the meetings programme.

70. The action endorsed by the Member States in
resolution 2361 (XXII) gives added proof of their
determination to bring some order and rationalization
to both the magnitude and the scheduling of the con
ference and meetings programme. It therefore falls to
the lot of the Committee on Conferences to implement
the decisions of the General Assembly. The deliberate
manner in which the Committee has approached the
second phase of its mandate augurs well for productive
results. However, to achieve the measure of success
which is so essential to the orderly conduct of United
Nations activities, the Committee on Conferences must
have the active support and co-operation of all organs
and subsidiary bodies of the Organization, and also
of the Secretariat.

71. In this connexion, the Advisory Committee
would draw attention to the action taken by the Eco
nomic and Social Council at its forty-third session15

requesting its subsidiary bodies to review, inter alia,
their methods of work and calendar of conferences with
a view to reducing the total meeting time, and alw
to review the terms of reference of their own subsidiary
bodies with a view to rationalizing the system of sub
sidiary bodies. Also of note are the recommendations
of the Committee for Programme and Co-ordination
to the Council at its forty-fifth session, quoted in para
graph 61 of this report. For its part, the Advisory
Committee looks forward to close co-operation with
the Committee on Conferences, and sincerely hopes
that before the end of the second year of its three-year
mandate, the Committee will be able to recommend
concrete action for reducing the number of meetings
and conferences for 1969 and future years. The Ad
visory Committee would venture to suggest that the
Committee on Conferences could also play a useful role
in the implementation of General Assembly resolution
2292 (XXII), as it relates to the length of particular
conferences and meetings and the volume of documen
tation emanating therefrom.

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE RECOMMENDATIONS MADE BY
THE Ad Hoc COMMITTEE OF EXPERTS TO EXAMINE
THE FINANCES OF THE UNITED NATIONS AND THE
SPECIALIZED AGENCIES

72. In submitting its fifth report to the General As
sembly at its twenty-second session16 the Advisory
Committee welcomed the Secretary-General's report
concerning the action taken by him and the Executive
Heads of the specialized agencies in implementing the
recommendations of the Ad Hoc Committee of Experts.
At the same time the Commi.ttee recommended that a
more detailed description of the relative arrangements
should be included in the Secretary-General's next
report to the General Assembly sO' as to give the
Assembly a clear picture of the scope and 'Substance
of the steps taken by the individual organizations.

73. By resolution 2360 (XXII) the General Assem
bly invited the Secretary-General, as chief administra-

15 Economic and Social Council resolution 1264 (XLIII).
16 0 jficial Records of the 'Ge11..eral Assembly, Twenty-second

SessioH, Amtexes, agenda item 80, document A/6853.
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tive officer and in his capacity as Chairman of the
Administrative Committee on Co-ordination, to submit
to all Members, and the Advisory Committee, at the
earliest possible date and in any 'event not later than
30 April 1968, a report giving fuller information on
the implementation by the United Nations, by the
individual speciali~ed agencies and by the International
Atomic Energy Agency of the specific recommendations
of the Ad Hoc Committee of Experts.

74. The Advisory Committee ha:s considered the
Secretary-General's report17 and is pleased to note
the comprehensive nature of its contents. The detailed
information on the specific recommendations of the Ad
Hoc Committee of Experts will enable Member States
to review the actions taken by all organizations as of
31 March 1968, the further action proposed and
the timing thereof.

75. In this connexion, the Advisory Committee is
also plea:sed to note that th,e Economic and Social
Council at its forty-fifth session will consider the imple
mentation of those recommendations of the Ad Hoc
Committee of Experts which relate to the Council and
its subsidiary bodies, in the light of operative paragraph
5 of General Assembly resolution 2360 (XXII).

76. The Advisory Committee looks forward to
receiving a further report from the Secretary-General

17 A/7124.
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giving the stage reached by all Organizations in the
implementation of the recommendations contained in
the second report of the Ad Hoc Committee of Ex
perts,18 as of September 1968, to be presented to the
General Assembly at its twenty-third session.

THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY AND THE VOLUNTARY
PROGRAMMES

77. In its report on the budget estimates for 1968
the Advisory Committee expressed the opinion that
greater uniformity between the administrative and
budgetary arrangements of the United Nations and its
voluntary programmes was required. ID The Committee
went on to say that a greater measure of central
review and control of the procedures relating to those
administrative budgets was desirable. Accordingly, the
Committee indicated that it would prepare a note on
the present administrative and budgetary procedures
and practices of the United Nations programmes fi
nanced from sources other than the regular budget,
and the extent of the Committee's present responsibility
in that regard. The Committee will 'Submit a separate
report on this question to the General Assembly at
its twenty-third session.

18 Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-first
Session, Annexes, agenda item 80, document A/6343.

19 Ibid., Twenty-second Session, S1tpplement No. 7 (A/6707),
paras. 119-121.



Cbaplel" 11

DRAFT RESOLUTIONS

78. The Advisory Committee has considered the
three draft resolutions submitted by the Secretary
General in connexion with his initial budget estimates
for 1969. They are:

1. Draft budget resolution for 1969;
n. Draft resolution on unforeseen and extraordi

nary expenses for 1969;
Ill. Draft resolution on the W orldng Capital Fund

for 1969.
79. As has already been indicated in paragraph 1

of this report, the initial estimates submitted by the
Secretary-General contain a number of pro memoria
entries some of \vhich relate to potentially substantial
items of expenditure and in respect of which the Ad
visory Committee cannot make any recommendations
at this stage. Having considered this question, the
Committee reached the conclusion that, if it were to
submit a draft budget resolution for 1969 which would
leave out of account the sections and chapters at present
covered by pro memoria entries, the resulting text
would not be of much assistance to the General Assem
bly and might indeed actually prove misleading.

80. As regards the draft resolution on unforeseen
and extraordinary expenses for 1969, the Advisory
Committee has been requested in operative paragraph

7 of General Assembly resolution 2370 (XXII) of
19 December 1967, "in consultation with the Secretary
General rto1 recommend for consideration by the Gen
eral Assembly at its twenty-third session an appropriate
definition of 'unforeseen and extraordinary expenses' ".
The Committee's recommendations on this question will
be submitted to the General Assembly in a separate
report, and the draft resolution on unforeseen and
extraordinary expenses for 1969 will be so worded as
to reflect those recommendations.

81. In the circumstances, it is the intention of the
Advisory Committee, following submission by the Secre
tary-General of the further data for the sections and
chapters for which pro memoria entries have been made
in the initial estimates, to submit to the General Assem
bly at the appropriate time an addendum to the present
report which will contain the recommended texts of
the three draft resolutions relating to the budget for the
financial year 1969.

82. In the meantime, in order to assist the General
Assembly in its consideration of the budget estimates
for 1969, the Committee submits hereunder a compara
tive table showing the initial estimates proposed by
the Secretary-General, and the Advisory Committee's
recommendations thereon.

COMPARATIVE TABLE OF APPROPRIATIONS AS PROPOSED BY THE SECRETARy-GENERAL
AND RECOMMENDED BY THE ADVISORY COMl\IITTEE

Expenditure estil1wtes

Pm-t I. Sessions of the General Assembly, the' councils, com.
missions and committees; spe'cial 1neetings and conferences

Section

1. Travel and other expenses of representatives and mem
bers of commissions, committees and other subsidiary
bodies .

2. Special meetings and conferences . , .

Part 11. Staff costs and related e.1:penses
Section

3. Salaries and wages .
4. Common staff costs .
5. Travel of staff .
6. Payments under annex I, paragraphs 2 and 3, of the Staff

Regulations; hospitality .

Part III. Premises, equipment, supplies and services
Section

7. Buildings and improvements to premises .
8. Permanent equipment , .
9. Maintenance, operation and rental of premises .. "., ..

1O. General expenses .""." .. , , .. ,., , .
11. Printing ,., , , .

14

Secretary
General's

budget esti
mates for 1969

$

1258050
1402000

6486200D
15 552000
2219000

140000

4492200
770200

4296000
6013800
1817000

Advisory
CO1nmittee's

feeo II/mendatio liS

$

1218050
1 302000

64 101400
15393000

(~ 128000

140000

4372400
735200

4260000
5950800
1667000

Decrease

$

40000
100 000

760600
159000
91000

119800
35000
36000
63000

150000



Draft resolutions

COMPARATIVE TABLE OF APPROPRIATIONS AS PROPOSED BY THE SECRETARy-GENERAL
AND RECOMMENDED BY THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE (continued)

Expenditure estimates

Secretary
Gmeral's

budget esti
mates for 1969

Advisory
Committee's

recommendations Dec1'ease

Part IV. Special e.l,,·penses
ScctiOll

12. Special expenses

Part V. Technical programmes

$

8983200

$

8983200

$

Scctt'on

8360

50000

75000

135000

380500

$140 520210
$138316950

$2203260

Pro
memoria

7743000

1 375000

3600500

6321400

Pro
11lemorw

7878000

1 383360

3675500

6371400

13. Economic development, social activities and public ad-
nlinistration .

14. Industrial development .
15. Human rights advisory services " .
16. Narcotic drugs control .

Part VI. Special missions and related activities
Section

17. Special missions .. . ,.

Part VII, Office of the United Nations High Commissioner
for Refugees

Section

18. Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for
Refugees .

Part VIII. International Court of Justice
Section

19. International Court of Justice ., .

Part IX. United Nations Conference on Trade and Develop
ment

Section

20. United Nations Conference on Trade and Development ..

Part X. Um:ted Nations Industrial Development Organization
Section

21. United Nations Industrial Development Organization 9406 500 9 026 000
Recapitulation:

Secretary-General's estimates .
Advisory Committee's recommendations .

TOTAL REDUCTION RECOMMENDED BY THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE

Income estimates

Secretary
Ge1teral's

budget esti
mates for 1969

Advisory
Committee's

1'ecommelldatiolls
Increase

(Decrease)

Part I. Income from. staff assessment
l,lcome
section

1. I nCOl11e from staff assessment

Part II. Other income

$

16500000

$

16350000

$

(150000)

57000
93000

$25059240
$25059240

2704790
3281650
2722800

2704790
3224650
2629800

2. Funds provided from extra-budgetary accounts ,
3. General income , ..
4. Revenue-producing activities .

Recapitulation:
Secretary-General's estimates .
Advisory Committee's recommendations .

Income
section

15



Cbapter III

DETAILED RECOMMENDATIONS ON THE BUDGET ESTIMATES

EXPENDITURE ESTIMATES

Part I. Sessions of dIe General Assembly, dle
COlllWils, commissions llnd corruniUees; spedal
meetings ami conferences

SECTION 1. TRAVEL AND OTHER EXPENS.ES OF REPRE
SENTATIVES AND l\[El\lBERS OF COMMISSIONS, COM
MITTEES AND OTHER SUnSl1HARY Bonms

$
Estimate submitted by the Secretary-

General 1 258 050
Estimate recommended by the Advisory

Committee 1 218050
1967 (actual expense) 1 205 048
1968 (appropriation) 1270700

83. This section contains provisions for travel and,
as appropriate, subsistence and/or honoraria relating
to the programme of meetings of the General Assem
bly, the Security Council, the Economic and Social
Council and the Trusteeship Council, and their commis
sions and committees scheduled to take place in 1969.

It also covers meetings in 1969 of the Investments
Committee and the Committee of Actuaries, the costs
of which are fully rcimbursable by the United Nations
Joint Staff Pension Fund; the reimbursement is cre
dited under Income section 2. The travel and subsist
ence allowances payable to members of United Nations
organs are governed by General Assembly resolution
1798 (XVII) of 11 December 1962, as amended by reso
lution 2128 (XX) of 21 December 1965 and resolution
2245 (XXI) of 20 December 1966; the general policy
as laid down in these resolutions is that reimburse
ment of travel expenses by the United Nations is
limited to the cost of economy-class accommodation by
air, or its equivalent, except that one representative
of each l\1ember State attending regular, special or
emergency special sessions of the General Assembly,
and all persons serving in their individual capacities are
reimbursed travel expenses limited to the cost of first
class accommoda:tion by air, or its equivalent, vi'a: a
direct route.

84. A breakdown by chapter of the 1969 estimates,
the 1968 appropriations and actual expenditure in 1967
is given in table 3 below:

TAnLE 3

Chapter

I. The General Assembly, commIssIons and
COllll11ittees .

n. The Security Council, commissions and
conll11ittees .

IlL The Economic and Social Council, com-
missions and committees .

IV. The Trusteeship Council, commissions and
conll11ittees .

V. Administrative advisory bodies .

TOTAL, Section 1

1969
estimates

$

925550

323500

9000

1258050

1968 1967
appropriatiolls e:rpellditures

$ $

944 500 974 702

277 100 186938

41000 39840
8100 3568

1 270 700 1 205 048

85. The estimate under Section 1 shows an over-all
decrease of $12650 compared with the 1968 appropria
tion, attributable 'to decreases under chapters I, the
General Assembly, commissions and committees (down
$18950), and IV, Trusteeship Council, commissions
and committees (down $41000), which are partly offset
by increases under chapters Ill, the Economic and
Social Council, commissions and committees (up
$46400), and V, administrative advisory bodies (up
$9(0) .

86. The decrease under chapter I is attributable to
a lower estimate for the Board of Auditors which, at
$157 550, is $41 950 below the 1968 appropriation
of $199500; the Advisory Committee notes that this
estimate is subject 1:0 revision in the light of the deter
mination by the Board itself of its precise requirements
for 1969. The estimate includes $6000 in respect of
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the cost of auditing the Joint Staff Pension Fund,
which is reimbursable by the Fund; a corresponding
provision has been included under Income section 2.
The estimate for the United Nations Joint Staff Pen
sion Board also shows a decrease-from $6000 in 1968
to $2500 in 1969.

8'1. The estimate in respect of the travel of represen
tatives to the twenty-fourth regular session of the
General Asesmbly, in the amount of $530000, is
$10000 higher than the 1968 appropriation of $520000.
The Advisory Committee understands that full entitle
ments on the basis of five representatives or alternate
representatives of each l\tfember State (one of whom
is entitled to first-class travel, as indicated in paragraph
83 above) would amount to $590950, and that the
Secretary-General has reduced that amount by 10 per
cent (as against 6.3 per cent in 1968) in view of the



Detailed recomlnendations on the budget estimates

TOTAL REDUCTION 40000

SECTION 2. SPECIAL MEETINGS AND CONFERENCES

programme for 1969. In so far as meetings of sub
sidiary bodies of the Economic and Social Council are
concerned, the Advisory Committee welcomes the
suggestion by the Committee for Programme and Co
ordination, adopted at the Committee's 149th meeting,
and included in its report to the Economic and Social
Council22 that the Council should Hgive further consid
eration to the possibility of limiting the number of
conferences, and that it request its subsidiary organs
to keep the number of their meetings to the minimum
considered desirable".

92. In the light of the foregoing observations, with
particular reference to paragraph 89 above, the Ad
visory Committee recommends an appropriation of
$1 218050 under Section 1, representing a reduction
of $40000 in the estimate submi,tted by the Secretary
General, to be applied to chapter I ($15000) and
chapter In ($25000).

93. This ,section includes estimates, on a project
basis, for conferences of an extraordinary character
-whose volume varies from year to year-and for
the regular sessions of the Economic Commission for
Asia and the Far East, the Economic Commission
for Latin America and ,the Economic Commission for
Africa. Estimates for conferences of UNCTAD and
UNIDO are given under the respective sections for
these two organizations (20 and 21). Sessions of the
General Assembly, the councils, commissions and com
mittees and other subsidiary organs are serviced by
staff whose salaries and common staff costs are included
under Sections 3 and 4, and travel under Section 5.

94. As will be seen from table 4 below, the estimate
submitted by the Secretary-General for 1969 amounts
to $1 402000, representing a decrease of $1 535 100 as
compared with the 1968 appropriation, and of
$91039 compared with actual expenses in 1967.

22 E/4493/Rev.l, para. 34 (a) j E/AC.51/19/Rev.1.

15000

25000

$

1402000

1302000
1493039
2937100

Recapitulation of reductions 1'eC01111llelldcd:

Section 1. Travel and expenses of reprcsentatives
and mcmbers of commissions, committccs and other
subsidiary bodies
Chapter 1. The General Assembly, commissions and

conunittees .
Chapter Ill. The Economic and Social Council,

commissions and committees .

Estimate submitted by the Secretary-
General .

Estimate recommended by the Advisory
Committee .

1967 (actual expense) ..
1968 (appropriation) .

20 Ibid., para. 137.
21 E/4493, para. 11.

fact that full entitlements for the travel of representa
tivC's to the General Assembly may not be utilized by
all IVIember States. The Committee was informed that
this reduction is very close 'to the actual average non
utilization factor in recent years.

88. Other changes within chapter I relate to the
Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary
Ques,tions (up $10000, from $70000 in 1968 to
$80 000) to allow for the higher ratio of overseas to
local members: the Committee on Contributions and
the Administrative Tribunal (up $1 000 each), the
United Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of
Atomic Radiation (up $2 000), and the International
Law Commission (up $2500).

89. The estimate under chapter IH shows an in
crease of $46 400, from $277 100 in 1968 to $323 500
in 1969. This increase is largely attributable to the
Advisory Committee on Science and Technology whose
requirements have been estimated at $94 000, as against
an appropriation of $60000 in 1968 and actual expen
diture of $36 151 in 1967. In its report on the budget
estimates £91' 1968,20 the Advisory Committee drew
attention to the rapid increase in the expenditures of
that Committee (whose members are entitled to travel
and subsistence costs). The estimate for 1969 is based
on two sessions of the full Committee, eight sessions of
working groups and regional groups, and other travel
by the chairman and members of the Committee. The
proliferation of meetings of the Advisory Committee
on Science and Technology was noted with concern
also by the Committee for Programme and Co-ordina
tion in its report on the first part of its second ses
sion ;21 the CPC indicated that Hthis schedule of
several meetings a year may prove too heavy a burden
both for the participants and for the limited resources
of the Secretariat". It is desirable that the programme of
work of the Advisory Committee on Science and
Technology should be rationalized and so organized as
to make the most economical use of the funds expended
on travel costs.

90. The substantial increase in the estimate for the
Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimination and
Protection of Minorities (up $15 500, from $23 500 in
1968 to $39 000 in 1969) i.s largely attributable to
the decision taken by the Economic and Social Council
at its forty-fourth session in May 1968, upon the
recommendation of the Commission on Human Rights,
to increase the membership of the Sub-Commission
from eighteen to twenty-six; the estimate also includes
an amount of $4500 for the travel and subsistence
expenses of two special rapporteurs of the Sub-Com
mission. The estimate for the Commission on Human
Rights itself shows an increase from $20000 in 1968
to $25000 in 1969.

91. In its consideration of Section 1 as a whole, the
Advisory Committee was aware of the fact that the Com
mittee on Conferences had not yet considered the full

17



Detuiled l'CeOIl1JllClldutioIl8 011 the budgct cstilUutcs

Space ,. I , I I I • , I • , • I ••• t • , , • , I , •• I , •• t • , •• I I •• I ••• , • t I ••••• , I • I I • I

TOTAL, Section 2

1. Conference of the Eighteen-Natil)n Committee on Disarmament ...
11. Sub-Committces of thc Committee on the Pcaceful Uscs of Outcr

Ill. United Nations Confcrence on Road Traffic .
IV. Twenty-fifth scssion of the Economic Commission for Asia and the

Far East "., , .
V. United Nations Confercnce on the Law of Trcaties .

VI. United Nations Confercnce on thc Exploration and Peaceful Uses
of Outcr Space .

VII. United Nations Confercnce on the Standardization of Gcographical
Natl1CS ..... t • t • I I •••• I •• t • I • I , •••• t I •••••• I • I ••••••• I • , •• , • I •• , I I

57225

56897
21457

3006
2455

149303929371001402000

1969 1968 1967
es tl'1Ilatt'S aPP"o/,riatiolls C,l'pcuscs

$ $ $
840000 660000 959343

Pro I/Iel/loria 85000 24233
5500 253700 2361

30000 4200011 36901b

238600 407100 2125

Pro IlIl'l/Ioria 296000 12218

18500 13000 18622

12000 20000 7324
85400 79354\'
86000 79332cl

86000 ,) 100t'
543700 95846
73600 31240

350000

77000
40000
76000

rmcCllaPtcr

VIII. Fifth United Nations Regional CartogTaphic Conference for Asia
and the Far l~ast , .

lX, Thirtccnth scssion of the Economic Cotl1mission for Latin Amcrica
X. Ninth session of thc Ecot\omic Commission for Africa , .

XI. Fourth United Nations Congress on thc Prevcntion of Crimc and
the Treatment of Offcndcrs " .
International Confcrelll'c on Human Rights .. ,., .
Conference of :Ministcrs Hesponsiblc for Social \\'c1fal'c .
Conferencc of Non-Nuclear-Weapon Statcs .
~[eeting of the Spccial Committcc on thc Policies of Apartheid of
the Govcrnmcnt of the Republic of South Africa .
Special Committec on the Question of Defining Aggression .
Second \-Vorld Population Confcrcnce .
International Conference or Seminar on Apartheid .
Second Unitcd Nations Regional Cadographic Confcrcnce for Africa
Spccial Committee on Principlcs of Intcrnational Law concerning
Friendly Relations and Co-operation among States .
Fourth United N'ations Regional CartogTaphic Conference for Asia
and the Far East , .
First United Nations Regional Cartographic Confercnce for Africa

11 Appropriation for twenty-fourth scssion, Canberra.
b Actual cost of twenty-third session, Tokyo.
C Actual cost of twelfth session, Caracas.

11 Actual cost of eighth session, Lagos.
(> Costs of cOIll\lleting' l)rinting of 11rocccdings of Third

Congrcss.

95. Chapter I, the Conference of the Eighteen
Nation Committee on Disarm<Ullent, accounts for more
than half the entire estimate under the section
$840 000. This figure is $180000 more than the 1968
appropriation, and only some $120000 less than the
expenditure in 1967 ($959343), when the Commit
tee's workload was particularly heavy. Bearing in mind
the fact that the programme of work of the Committee
on Disarmament in 1969 is not known at this stage
even in broad outline, the Advisory Committee-on
the basis of experience-recommcnds that this estimate
be reduced by $90000 to $750000, thereby bringing
it closer into line with the 1968 appropriation.

96. The estimates under chapters Ill, VI, VII and
VIII relate to the costs of printing (and, where neces
sary, translating ancI editing) of the post-session docu
mentation of a number of conferences held in 1967 or
scheduled for 1968. As regards chapter Ill, the Ad
visory Committee welcomes the revised 3.rrangel11ent
made by the Secretary-General for the printing and
distribution of the revised convention and protocol to
be elaborated at the United Nations Conference on
Road Traffic; the new arrangement will result in a

saving of $16500 under this head. The amount of
$5 500 being requested for 1969 will be offset by the
saving of the equivalcnt amount in 1968. Likewise, if
any expenditure is incurred in 1969 under chapter VI,
United Nations Conference on the Exploration and
Peaceful Uses of Outer Space, for which a pro memoria
entry is made in the estimates, a corresponding amount
will be saved in 1968.

97. The estimate under chapter VII in the amount
of $18500 relates to the costs of translating and
printing the proceeding'S of the United N<ttions Confer
ence on the Standardization of Geographical Names
helel in September 1967 j this amount is partly offset
by the saving of $1 700 out of the 1968 appropriation
of $13000. The Advisory Committee notes with
concern that whereas the expenses for the preparation
and holding of the Conference in 1967 amounted to
$18622, the revised estimate for issuing the proceedings
(now spread over the two years 1968-1969) amounts
to $29800-more than double the original estimate of
$13000. The Advisory Committee hopes that the
Publications Board will ensure that material that is
\viclely availablc in other publications is not included

18



Dctuilcd rCC0l1l1UCIldutioll8 011 tlte budgct cstiJnates

Ran/dllllalio,," of redllctiolls recol/ll/lcl/ded:

Part 11. StaD costs ancl related expenses

SECTION 3. SALARIES AND WAGES

$

$

64862000

64101400
56479637
59325800

Section 2. Spccial mectings and confcrences

Chaptcr I 90 000
Chapter VII 5000
Chaptcr XI 5 000

TOTAL REDUC'l'lON 100000

Estimate submitted by the Secretary-
General .

Estimate recommended by the Advisory
Committee .

1967 (actual expense) .
1968 (appropriation) .

mittees of the Committee 011 the Peaceful Uses of
Outer Space, and chapter VI (see para. 96 above). Sub
ject to this reservation, the Advisory Committee recom
mends an appropriation of $1 302000, or a reduction
of $100000 in the estimate proposed by the Secretary
General,

General
102. This section provides for all established posts,

temporary assistance (including experts and consul
tants) and overtime and night differential for all de
partments and offices except the following: the United
Nations l\.femorial Cemetery in Korea (Section 12,
chapter I); Special missions (Section 17); the Office
of the United Nations High Commissioner for Re
fugees (Section 18) ; the International Court of Justice
(Section 19) ; the United Nations Conference on Trade
and Development (Section 20); the United Nations
Industrial Development Organization (Section 21);
and the revenue-producing activities (Income sections
3 and 4).

103. For purposes of comparability paragraph 3.1
of the estimates for 196921i ,shows in detail the adjust
ments made in the 1967 expenses to reflect transfers
between sections proposed by the Secretary-General
and approved by the General Assembly for 1968.
Similarly, the 1968 appropriations have been adjusted
to reflect the proposal by the Secretary-General to
provide the credits for the United Nations Commis
sioner for Namibia under Section 17, chapter VII,
instead of under chapter III of Section 3. As a con
sequence of these adj ustments and for purposes of
comparability, the Secretary-General has excluded a
net amount of $741 633 fro111 expenses incurred in
1967 and $95000 from the appropriation approved for
1968 under this section.

104. The appropriation requested by the Secretary
General amounts to $64 862 000, an increase of
$5536200 over the 1968 appropriation and $8382363
over actual expenditures in 1967. Comparisons by
chapter are given in table 5.

in these proceedings. Accordingly, the Advisory Com
mittee recommends that the estimate under chapter VII
be reduced by $5000 to $13 500.

98. The estimate under chapter VIII amounting to
$12000 will be partly offset by a saving of $10000
in 1968, the Secretary-General having determined that
the publication of the technical papers of the Fifth
United Nations Regional Cartographic Conference for
Asia and the Far East, originally schedulcd for 1968,
will have to be spread over the two years 1968-1969.
The Advisory Committee notes that in the process the
original estimate of $20000 for this purpose has been
increased to $22000.

99. As regards chapter V, the second session of the
United Nations Conference on the Law of Treaties,
the Advisory Committee understands that the estimate
of $238600 was prepared prior to the adoption by
the Conference at its first session of certain decisions
which may affect the level of expenditure in 1969.
The Committee would recall at this stage that in para
graphs 14R-152 of its report on the budget estimates
for 1968/,~3 it drew attention to the adverse financial
consequences of decisions on organizational questions
being entrusted 'wholly to subordinate bodies. The Ad
visory Committee will consider the estimate under
chapter V in detail in the light of the decisions
which will be taken by the Gencral Assembly on the
report of the first session of the Conference on the Law
of Treaties.

100. The estimate under l'hapter XI, in the amount
of $86 000, relates to preparatory work for the Fourth
United Nations Congress on the Prevention of Crime
and the Treatment of Offenders which is scheduled
for 1970 in accordance with General Assembly resolu
tion 415 (V) of 1 December 1950. 1,'he estimate makes
provision for temporary assistance ($61 000), con
sultants ($6000), regional meetings ($15000) and
travel of staff ($4000). The Advisory Committee has
been informed that similar arrangements had been
made prior to the Third Congress which was held in
Stockholm in August 1965. The Advisory Committee
of Experts on the Prevention of Crime and Treat
ment of Offenders, which reviewed the work of the
Third Congress at its session in December 1965,
tendered the advice "so that future Congresses might
be even more successful" that Ha separate Congress
secretariat within the Section of Social Defence should
be established and should concentrate on preparatory
work for the Congress for at least two years before
the Congress".:.!'! Bearing in mind, however, that no
provision has been made for possible delays in the
recruitment of the temporary staff, and that there is
room for economics in respect of consultants, the Ad
visory Committee recommends a reduction of $5000
undcr chapter XI.

101. The Advisory Committee notes that the pattcrn
of conferences in 1969 has 110t yet been reviewed in
full by the Committee on Conferences, and that the
estimate as submitted by the Secretary-General cannot
be regarded as definitive in view of the uncertainty
relating to chaptcr V (see para. 99 above) and of
the pro 11/emoria entries t111der chapter TT, Sub-Co-

:m 0 Didal Records of lite Gel/ernl ...tut'lIIbl.\', ']''ll'CJI t.\,-sL'Colld
.""('.1'.1';01/., SIIPplemellt No. 7 (A/6707).

:).1 E/CN.S/398, para. 15 (a).
2Ci O.tlicial Records of the Gellernl Assembl~l) T'lCI(,l/.t~'-third

Sessiol/) SUPPlcmellt No. 5 (A/720S).
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Detailed reconlmendations on the budget estimates

TABLE 5. COMPARISON OF THE ESTIMATES WITH THE 1968 APPROPRIATIONS AND THE 1967
EXPENDITURES

1969 increase

1969 1968 1967
or (decrease)
as compared

Chapter estimates aPPropriations e.-rPenditnres with 1968

$ $ $ $
1. Established posts , ......... , 60975000 55248700 52300921 5726300

11. Temporary assistance for
meetings ................... 826000 898000 1188150 (72 000)

Ill. Other temporary assistance .. 2152000 2288 100 1990680 (136 100)
IV. Overtime and night differential 909000 891000 999886 18000

TOTAL, S'ection 3 64862000 59325800 56479637 5536200

Additional posts requested for 1969 under Se'ction 3

sional and general service staff by mid-1968. The
offsetting reduction of some $171 000 at Geneva takes
into account the request for new permanent staff for
the language and documents divisions of the United
Nations Office at Geneva included under chapter 1.

110. The estimate of $2 152000 for Other tem
porary assistance (chapter In) shows an over-all
decrease of $136 100 as compared with the 1968 appro
priation. Some $239 500 of the total figure relates to
requirements of the United Naotions Joint Staff Pension
Fund, which amount is fully reimbursable and is in
cluded under Income section 2.

111. Chapter IV, Overtime and night differential,
reflects an increase of $53 000 as compared with the
1968 appropriation, after excluding from the latter
figure special credits approved for the resumed twenty
second sess{on of the General Assembly. Some $43000
of the increase relates to upward revisions in salary
rates.

$

60375400
52300921
55248700

Chapter I. Established posts

Estimate submitted by the Secretary-
General 60 975 000

Estimate recommended by the Advisory
Committee .

1967 (actual expense) .
1968 (appropriation) .

Cost of continuing the 1968 establishment

112. Of the estimated additional cost of continuing
the 1968 establishment into 1969, amounting to
$3 009000, some $1 942 900 is attributable to upward
revisions in salary rates and post adjustments. The
Secretary-General's estimates include provision for
increases which have already taken place in 1968 and
those which are anticipated in 1968 and 1969 on the
basis of statistical data and indices, but which have
yet to be implemented. Table 6 gives a breakdown of
these two elements.

113. The balance of the total increase of $3009000,
namely $1 066 100, is attributable primarily to the
costing of vacancies in the professional establishment
at average salary and post adjustments, rather than at
step III of the grade, and to a reduction in the turnover
factor applied to the cost of new posts approved for
1968, as noted in paragraph 107 above.

105. The Secretary-General has attributed the in
crease of some $5 726 000 for salaries and wages to
two principal factors: (a) the additional cost of con
tinuing the 1968 establishment in 1969 ($3009000),
and (b) the estimated cost of additional requirements
in 1969 ($2717000).

106. 1\!Iajor factors contributing to the additional
cost of continuing the 1968 establishment in 1969 are
the upward revisions in general service salary and
manual worker wage rates, as well as adjustment clas
sification rates, amounting to $1 942 900, which were
not foreseen when the 1968 appropriations were ap
proved, and those which are now foreseeable but which
have not yet been implemented.

107. Further costs attributable to continuing the
1968 es'tablishment, amounting to $1066 100, include:
$801 000 resulting from a decrease in the turnover
deduction from 6 to 5 per cent: $37000 for the newly
established level of Under-Secretary-General; $72000
in regard to incentive payments for the purpose of
attracting and retaining general service staff in the
stenographic service; and some $156000 in regard to
other factors, including the costing for 1969 of new
posts approved for 1968 at a higher average rate than
step In of the grade.

108. The additional cost for staff increases in 1969
amounts to some $2717000 and is distributed among
most departments and offices of the Secretariat both
at Headquarters and overseas. The maJor portion of
the increase of $2 635 000 for new posts relates to the
economic and social fields, both at Headquarters and
the regional economic commissions, and the offices of
Conference Services at Headquarters and at the United
Nations Office at Geneva. The balance of the estimate
of $82200 for new requirements for 1969 provides
for the reclassification of a number of posts within the
professional category and the upgradings of some
general service and local level posts to the professional
category, plus twenty-five upgradings within the gen
eral service category.

109. The estimate of $826000 for temporary assis
tance for meetings shows an over-all reduction of
$72000. However, the requirements under subchapter
(i) (the General Assembly) reflect an increase of
$197000 over 1968,after taking into account credits
of $39400 provided for the resumed twenty-second
session of the General Assembly in 1968. This increase
is attributable to additional temporary staff require
ments over and above those requested on a continuing
basis under chapter I (Established posts), and upward 114. The 1969 estimates for chapter I provide for
revisions in the rates of pay for short-term profes- new established posts, reclassifications and upgradings
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TABLE 6. ESTIMATED ADDITIONAL COST OF CONTINUING 1968 ESTABLISHMENT

Post adjttst111ents
N ew York, on the basis of a rise in the cost-of

living index, an upward revision from class 5 to
6 by nlid-1968 .

Geneva, on the basis of a rise in the cost-of-living
index, an upward revision from class 2 to 3
by early 1969 .

Other established offices, including information
centres .

General service salal'~' rates
New York, an anticipated increase by 1 January

1969 .
Geneva, the cost of increases on 1 January 1967

and 1 January 1968 in excess of the amount
included in the budget appropriations for 1968

And a further increase expected by 1 January
1969 .

Other established offices, including information
centres .

Manual 'Wor/~er wage rates
New York, additional cost in 1969 of an increase

implemented on 1 June 1968 ".""""""."
And a further increase on 1 June 1969 .
Geneva, increases identical to those indicated above

for general service staff at Geneva .

TOTAL INCREASES IN EFFECT AND PROJECTED

Increases
in effect

$

607800

61200

76200

185000

31600

10200

972000

Proiected
i,~creases

$

120500

16700

641800

128200

46 500

17200

9iO 900

$1942900

$

153750
6850

115. The Secretary-General has requested for 1969
an increase in the number of established posts from
2 196 to 2380 in the professional category and above
(including the proposed reclassification of 7 general
service and 2 local level posts to the professional
category), and from 2 392 to 2 594 in the general
service category. Table 7 shows the proposed distribu-

of existing posts, the cost of which would be $2717000,
made up as follows:

(a) 175 new posts at the professional level
and above 1 406 200

(b) 209 new general service posts 1 068 000
(c) 65 local staff for the regional economic com-

missions and the Economic and Social Office
at Beirut .

(d) 3 manual worker posts at Geneva .
(e) Reclassification of 64 posts within the profes-

sional category, 25 within the general service
category, 7 from the general service and 2

from the local level to the professional
category .

$

82200

2717000

TABLE 7. ADDITIONAL ESTABLISHED POSTS REQUESTED FOR 1969 UNDER SECTION 3

New posts

Professional General
level and service

above level
Local Manual Reclassi·

N1tmber of Number of level workers fications
posts Amount posts Am01t1lt (amount) (amol/nt) (amount) Total

$ $ $ $ $ $
Headquarters •••••••••••••• I ••••• 106 891500 165 874500 41500 1807500
Geneva (excluding ECE) ........ 27 199000 40 175100 6850 7950 388900
ECE " I I ••••••• I I I ••••••• I •••••• 6 42500 4 18400 6700 67600
ECAFE I •••• I ••••••••••••••••••• 16 120700 52950 9350 183000
ECLA •• I •••••• l •••••••• "' IO""" 9 59800 69200 5400 134400
ECA ••••••••••••• I I.' ••• I ••••••• 8 68800 24400 5600 98800
United Nations Economic and Social

Office at Beirut ................. 3 20000 7200 27200
Information centres •• I •••••• I •••• 3900a 5700 '9600

---
175b 1406200 209 1068000 153750c 6850d 82200e 2717000

a Provides for the suppression of a P-2 post and the
substitution therefor of a P-5 post.

b Excludes 9 rec1assificationS' to the professional category;
7 from the general service category and 2 from the local
level category.

c Provides for an additional 65 local level posts.
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d Provides for an additional 3 manual worker posts.
e Provides for the reclassification of 64 posts within the

professional category, the upgrading of 7 general service
posts and 2 local level posts to the professional category,
and twenty-five upgradings to the principal level of the
general service category.
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tion of these additional posts and their costs, and table
8 shows the proposed distribution of the new posts
requested for Headquarters.

116. Of the 386 new posts requested in the profes
sional and general service categories (including the
proposed reclassification of seven general service and
two local levels posts to the professional category-

see table 3-3 of the budget estimates), 127 posts are
required for activities in the economic and social field,
including 77 at Headquarters and 50 in the regional
economic commissions, the Economic and Social Office
at Beirut, the Division of Social Affairs at Geneva,
and the International Narcotics Control Board. Apart
from the 127 posts in the economic and social field,

TABLE 8. DISTRIBUTION OF NEW ESTABLISHED POSTS REQUESTED FOR 1969 AT

HEADQUARTERS UNDER SECTION 3

Executive Office of the Secretary-General .
Offices of the Under-Secretaries-General for Special Political

Affairs .
Office of Legal Affairs .
Office of the Controller .

Internal Audit Service-Headquarters .
Office of Personnel .

Health Service .
Division of Human Rights .
Department of Political and Security Council Affairs .
Department of Trusteeship and Non-Self-Governing Territories
Department of Economic and Social Affairs .

International Computing Centre .
Office of Public Information .
Office of Conference Services .

Library .
Office of General Services .

Professional General
categot'Y scrvice

a/Id above catcgory

2 1

1 1
5 5

12
1

5 5
1
1

1 3
3 1

41 36
13 13

5
23 61
10 6
2 13

106n 165n

a Excludes 4 rec1assifications from the general service to the professional category (one
each in the Department of Political and Security Council Affairs, the Office of Conference
Services, the Library and the Office of General Services).

84 new posts are required for the Office of Conference
Services at Headquarters, 65 for the United Natiol1's
Office at Geneva (51 in the languages and documents
areas), 26 for the International Computing Centre at
Headquarters, 16 for the Headquarters Library, 15 for
the Office of General Services at Headquarters, with the
remaining 53 posts spread over the other Headquarters
and overseas offices.

117. It will therefore be seen from the above that
262 of the 386 new posts requested are required for
two main areas of activity, meetings and conference
servicing (135) and the economic and social activities
of the Organization (127), which have been growing
constantly in recent years.

118. In its examination of the Secretary-General's
proposals the Advisory Committee, to a greater extent
than in previous years, ha,s been in a pogition to
consider the components of the global totals in terms
of main activities and of locations. This more thorough
examination resulted from the greater detail in which
requirements in terms of programmes, broken down
over the various divisions, sections and units of the
Secretariat, were presented in the estimates. The Com
mittee has particularly in mind the information pro
vided in justification of the estimates for the work
programmes of the Organization in the economic, social
and human rights fields.

119. A useful development in this respect is the
refinement in the man-months data provided under
each heading of the estimates. These data were the
subject of discussion and examination by a Secretariat
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review group, composed of senior officials of the Office
of the Controller and the Office of the Under-Secre
tary-General for Economic and Social Affairs. The
task of the review group was to ascertain, on the basis
of a scrutiny of programme requirements, the net
minimum resources which would be required by the
Secretary-General in 1969 in order to meet the demands
made upon the Secretariat as a result of decisions .:>f
the programme-formulating organs. Thus, the staffing
requirements under Section 3 fo.r 1969 are accom
panied by a description of the activities to be under
taken, together with a summary of the man-months
requirements for carrying out the programmes.

120. The Advisory Committee is grateful to the
Secretariat review group for the detailed information
provided in support of the estimates, which facilitated
the Committee's review. The Committee hopes that
in conducting its examination next year the review
group will place particular emphasis on the need to
improve the programme formulation and evaluation
process so as to facilitate the preparation of the plan
ning estimate to be provided for the budget year 1971
in accordance with General Assembly resolution 2370
(XXII). Such a review, when taken together with
the manpower utilization study proposed by the Com
mittee in paragraph 50 above, should be of considerable
assistance in preparing this estimate.

121. In its examination of the estimates for the
Department of Economic and Social Affairs and
the regional economic commissions, the Advisory Com
mittee also considered the Secretary-General's report
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to the COl11111ittee for Programme and Co-ordination
and to the Council,26 prepared in response to Council
resolution 1275 (XLIII) of 4 August 1967, giving
details of the work programmes in the economic and
social area and the evaluation of staff resources, ex
pressed in man-months, required to implement the
programmes.

122. As indicated in paragraph 116 above, a total
of 127 new posts (86 professional and 41 general
service), exclusive 'Of local posts, is proposed for 1969
to meet the expansion of existing work programmes a's
well as the creation of new projects in the economic
and social fields. As regards the request for new posts
at Headquarters for these areas of activity, the Ad
visory Committee understands that considerable work
pressures and new requirements exist, and that others
are emerging. However, these are areas in the main
in which old programmes are being completed and in
which there is already a staff of some strength. Addi
tionally, continued efforts of policy-making bodies to
place emphasis on projects of high priority may enable
these areas to restrict somewhat their needs for new
posts.

123. \iVith regard to the new professional posts
requested for the regional economic commissions and
the Economic and Social Office at Beirut, the Advisory
Committee recognizes that new programmes are being
called for generally by the regional commissions, and
that there is a trend toward more regional and sub
regional meetings in many specialized fields, as well as
an increasing number of inter-sessional working groups.
Care must therefore be taken to ensure that staff are
not diverted to provide substantive services to meetings
to the detriment of research and operational pro
grammes.

124. The Advisory Committee appreciates the
concern of Member States for establishing the neces
sary machinery and organizational requirements for
effective action in these highly important fields of
United Nations activity. It therefore paid particular
attention to the new requirements and the mounting
demands of the responsible bodies for increased activity
and resources in the important fields of resources and
transport, social development, population, housing,
building and planning, and the Centre for Develop
ment Planning, Projections and Policies. The Commit
tee also considered the impact that these expanding
programmes in the economic and social field are having
on UNCTAD and UNIDO and on the establishments
of all the regional commissions, and their concurrent
requests for increased staff resources.

125. In its examination of the additional staff re
sources requested for activities in the economic and
social fields for 1969, the Advisory Committee had
some difficulty in reconciling the estimated number of
man-months required and the concomitant financial
resources requested, both under chapter I (Established
posts) and chapter III (Other temporary assistance),
with the outline of work to be undertaken in 1969.
The Committee's more detailed observations and com
ments on this subj ect are contained in Chapter I,
paragraphs 31, 32, 47 and 48 of the report. The Com
mittee noted that the Secretary-General had applied a
50 per cent reduction over-all in the costs of all new
profes'sional posts to take account of delays in recruit
ment, which would seem to indicate that in certain

26 E/4463 and addenda; ElAC.51/16 and addenda.
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areas the number of new posts requested may be in
excess of actual requirements for the implementation
of the work programmes.

126. Another factor taken into account by the Ad
visory Committee was the vacancy 'situation in the
professional category and above as at 1 June 1968.
In this connexion, the Committee was informed that
there had been some improvement in the recruitment
situation as compared with previous years. Of the total
vacancies of 71 professional posts in the economic,
social and human rights fields (excluding the Interna
tional Computing Centre which 'showed an over-en
cumbrance of 11 posts), some 18 posts were under
various stages of active recruitment, leaving a balance
of 53 unencumbered posts as at 1 June 1968, 15 of
which were at Headquarters and 38 at the regional
economic commissions. While some further progress
in recruitment efforts may be anticipated most of these
53 vacant posts and the 86 new professional posts
requested require highly specialized qualifications, for
which experience has shown it is difficult to obtain
suitable candidates. Reference must be made also to
the need to fill posts falling vacant a's a result of the
normal turnover of staff, e.g., through separations,
resignations and retirement, etc., some of which are
bound to occur in these highly technical fields and
may prove difficult of replacement. The Commit ~,ee

therefore, while acknowledging the improving rer .
ment situation, still has reservations as to the possibl. cy
of filling all of these specialized posts by the end of
1969.

127. As indicated in paragraph 59 above, the Ad
visory Committee took also into account, to the extent
possible from the material made available to it, the
observations of the Committee for Programme and
Co-ordination on the work programmes of the various
sectors in the economic, social and human rights fields.

128. As regards the Office of Conference Services,
the Advisory Committee recalls that in its report on the
budget estimates for 196827 it noted the Secretary
General's statement that two of the principal workload
elements-the conference programme and the volume
of related documentation-were to be the subject of.
re-examination by the General Assembly at its twenty
second session, and that he had therefore refrained from
seeking any significant strengthening of the language
staff per se in 1968.

129. In submitting his additional staffing require
ments for that Office for 1%9, the Secretary-General
refers again to these two elements. As regards the first
point, the Secretary-General observes that the Commit
tee on Conferences at its first session was primarily
concerned with the need to acquaint itself with the
dimensions of the conference and meetings programme,
and that the Committee will submit a further report to
the General Assembly at its twenty-third session. As
to the second factor, namely the implementation of
General Assembly resolution 2292 (XXII) relating
to publications and documentation of the United
Nations, the Secretary-General advises that he is bring
ing the contents of the resolution to the attention of
all United Nations bodies as they meet, but that it is
not possible at this time to predict the results of this
action on the total workload, or whether such reduc
tions as may be achieved will offset the steady growth

270ffidal ReC01'ds of the General Assembly, Twellty-second
Sessioll, SUPPlement No. 7 (A/6707), para. 168.
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of documentation implicit in the increased activity of
the O,-:"anization. Accordingly, the Secretary-General
has rf_~~lested what he considers the minimum addi
tional staff resources required in 1969 to enable the
Office of Conference Services to meet effectively its
current commitments.

130. Of the 23 new professional posts requested,
8 are required for the translation section, 10 for the
interpretation and meeting service area and 3 for the of
ficial records editing section. The Advisory Committee
ascertained that as of 1 June 1968, there were a total
of 36 vacancies in the professional category in the
Office of Conference Services, 12 of which were under
active recruitment and 8 in various stages of appoint
ment, leaving a balance of 16 unencumber~d posts.
\Vith respect to the 61 new general serVIce p~sts

requested, 11 have been added to the TranslatIOn
Section, 22 to the Stenographic Service, 11 to. tl~e
Reproduction Section and 9 to the Documents DIstn
bution Section, with the balance of 8 posts spread over
the other sections and units of the Office.

131. Here also, professional posts in th~ translati.on
and interpretation sections require canchdates wIth
highly specialized lan~uage qua1ific~tions, and although
recent recruitment efforts are provmg more successful
than heretofore, experience shows that this rare com
modity is hard to find. The Committee understands that
staffino- and related requirements in this area increase
in mo~e or less direct ratio to increases in the number
of meetings and volume of documentation~ ~nd that a
heavy reliance must be placed on the wIllmgness of
Member States to exercise restraint in the establish
ment and maintenance of a conference pattern. In this
connexion, the Advisory Committee is optimistic that
the Committee on Conferences will have 'further success
in bringing some order and rationalization. to the n:teet
ings and conference programme .of the U~1tt~d N a~IOns.
It is also convinced on the baSIS of prelu111nary 111for
mation provided to' the Committee, that a ~ignificant
response will be received from the 1VIembershtp to Gen
eral Assembly resolution 2292 (XXII), thereby re
ducing the volume of work required of the Office of
Conference Services in producing the publications and
documentation of the Organization in 1969.

132. Additional major requirements for the Office
of Conference Services relate to the Headquarters
Library, where the Secretary-General is requ~sting an
increase of 11 professional and 5 general serVIce posts.
In requesting an increase of such magnitude for 1969,
the Secretary-General refers to the significant increase
in the total volume of documentation as a result of the
growth in the membership and activities of t~1e Organi
zation over the past several years. Accord111g to the
Secretary-General the impact of this growth on the
Library has been such that with its present manpower
and conventional techniques it is able to index only
8 per cent of the yearly output of d?cuments, resulting
in a backlog of some 1 270 000 unmdexed documents
at the end of 1967.

133. In order therefore to provide adequate bibHo
graphic control of the documentation and to ensure
access to the information it contains, the Secretary
General has been studying since 1965 the possibility
of applying computer. techniques to t~e indexin!? .a~1d
control of United Nations documentatlOn. A feaslblltty
study conducted in 1966 confirmed the practicality of
such techniques and a pilot study was successfully con-
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ducted in 1967 with the assistance of New York Uni
versity. Adoption of this new system would make it
possible to (a) extend the indexing to a wider range
of documentation, (b) expand the coverage in contents
and in languages of issue (only documents in English
are indexed at present), and (c) accelerate the fre
quency of the production of indices.

134. The Secretary-General mentions also a parallel
project he has undertaken on the microfiching of docu
ments with a view to solving the problems created by
the preservation and servicing of comprehensive collec
tions of United Nations documents. Sample microfiches
of some 30 000 pages of text 1n English, French, Rus
sian, Spanish and Chinese were prepared under con
tractual arrangements, and the Secretary-General pro
poses to initiate in 1969 a regular programme of
selective reproduction of documents by this new method,
for which provision has been made under chapter VI
of Section 10 of the 1969 estimates.

135. In its consideration of these new programmes,
the Advisory Committee received supplementary in
formation and material from representatives of the
Secretary-General. The Committee is aware of the
problems confronting the Library and also of the Sec
retary-General's desire to provide efficient and rea
sonable services to permanent missions at Headquarters,
Member Governments and depository libraries. At the
same time the Committee is concerned that any such
major innovations having considerable financial impli
cations for the future should receive careful assessment
and reappraisal during the various stages of imple
mentation of the programmes. In this connexion, the
Advisory Committee ,vas informed that the present
equipment and facilities available in the United Nations
International Computing Centre do not have the ca
pacity or flexibility to undertake the proposed library
programme, and that it is more economical to contract
for this specialized work for the foreseeable future.
The Committee considers, however, that the possibility
of undertaking this work in the Centre should be kept
under close review.

136. The Secretary-General's request for 28 new
professional and 37 general service posts at Geneva
(not counting ECE) includes 24 additional professional
and 27 related general service posts for the language
and conference services area. In support of his proposal
the Secretary-General states that in view of the ex
panding meetings and conference needs it is necessary
to adjust the ratio between permanent (45 per cent)
and temporary (55 per cent) language staff, which in
his view has reached a serious imbalance, and is having
an adverse effect on the quality and effectiveness of
the services rendered. This problem is reported as
becoming more acute in view of the rising costs for
temporary personnel and the difficulties of securing
such staff with the requisite qualifications. The Secre
tary-General feels it is essential therefore that a rea
sonable balance should be maintained between the num
ber of temporary staff and the regular establishment if
the services to be rendered are to be commensurate
with the funds expended. He suggests that a, ratio of
the order of 60 to 40 per cent between permanent and
temporary staff respectively would restore the balance
in so far as the normal recurring workload of the
Office is concerned. In the light of his proposal for
the addition of staff to the permanent establishment,
the Secretary-General has made a corresponding re-
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n Including the reclassification of 7 general service posts
and 2 local level posts, to the professional category.

in paragraph 50 above to suggest that a survey be
made of existing personnel, their deployment and utili
zation. In view of this recommendation the Advisory
Committee would not expect to see any substantial
change in the level of staff resources to be presented
for 1970, which, in any event, will need to be con
sidered in the light of the study to be undertaken by
the Secretary-General.

142. The Advisory Committee suggests that in allo
cating the new posts the Secretary-General might wish
to give consideration to the following breakdown:

Reclassifications and upgradings

143. In addition to the request for 175 new profes
sional and 209 new general service posts, the Secre
tary-General has proposed the reclassification of 73
posts in the professional category and above and 25 in
the general service category at a total cost of $82200.
The 73 posts in the professional category include the
conversion of 7 posts in the senior and principal levels
of the general service category (G-4/G-5) and 2 in
the local level category into an equivalent number of
posts in the junior professional levels (P-1/P-2).

144. The Advisory Committee noted that only com
paratively few of the proposed redassifications are sup
ported by specific justifications in the 1969 budget
estimates. The Committee was informed that in 1110St
cases the job content of the posts had increased sig
nificantly in volume and complexity, that the posts
were undergraded in comparison with similar posts in
allied fields, or that the remuneration for the posts as
presently classified had become too low in relation to
outside salaries. The Committee was also informed that
the proposed adjustments related to posts and did not
involve the automatic promotion of the incumbent, if

duction in the credits previously made available for
temporary staff.

137. The Advisory Committee is not wholly con
vinced that continuing requirements justify at the pres
ent time additions to the language and conference area
of the order requested. In view of the nature of the
meetings and conference programme at Geneva, it con
siders that certain needs should continue to be met
out of funds for temporary assistance, for which pur
pose adequate funds have been included under chapters
II and IU of Section 3.

138. As regards the staff increases requested for
1969 in other areas of the Secretariat, particularly those
for the Office of Legal Affairs, Office of Personnel,
General Services and the Department of Trusteeship
and Non-Self-Governing Territories, the Advisory
Committee recognizes that the volume of work placed
upon those secretariats as a result of the expansion
of the various work programmes calls for some adjust
ment in the staffing resources provided to them. How
ever, it is not convinced of the need for additions to
the permanent establishments in each and every case.
In some areas it appeared that different units were
requesting additional staff to perform similar functions,
and in other cases that the need was increased output
rather than additional staff. Elsewhere the Committee
felt that the requirements were insufficiently precise for
the purposes of establishing a continuing post.

139. Apart from its observations above on the num
ber of new posts requested for the various offices and
on the justifications adduced for such increases, the
Advisory Committee doubts whether the expansion
proposed for 1969 can reasonably be achieved within
the limits of the over-all resources which :rvlember Gov
ernments may wish to make available to the Organiza
tion. In this connexion the Committee feels bound to
point out that because the 1969 estimates provide for
only part of the full annual cost of the new posts (50
per cent professional and 80 per cent for other posts),
the cost of continuing the posts in 1970 will be con
siderably greater.

140. Relating all these considerations to the Secre
tary-General's request for new posts the Advisory Com
mittee recommends that the General Assembly approve
the following:
(a) In the professional category and above, a total of 144n

new established posts as against 184 requested;
(b) In the general service category and above, a total of

152 established posts as against 202 requested;
(c) In the category of local posts a total of 50 posts as

against 65 requested;
(d) In the category of manual worker posts a total of 3 posts

as requested by the Secretary-General.
---

n Including the reclassification of 7 general service posts
and 2 local level posts, to the professional category.

141. In recommending this increase in the estab
lishment for 1969, the Advisory Committee has rec
ognized the careful manner in which the Secretary
General has prepared his estimates in the light of the
totality of the work programmes called for by Member
States. At the same time the Committee is confident
that the General Assembly and the Secretary-General
share its concern for the need to ensure the 1110St effi
cient and maximum utilization of staff resources at the
lowest possible cost to Member Governments. The
Advisory Committee therefore has found it necessary
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(a) Office of Legal Affairs .
(b) Offic of t J.: - C --L ..nl1~·", e ...... 1t:= OllLa __.&.,;1 •.•.•••••

(C) Office of Personnel .
(d) Department of Trusteeship and

Non-Self-Governing Territories
(e) Office of Public Information .
(I) Office of Conference Services .
(g) Library ..
(h) Office of General Services .
(i) Department of Economic and So~

cial Affairs at Headquarters (ex-
cluding ICC) .

(j) Geneva, (Excluding ECE, Divi
sion of Social Affairs, and Inter
national Narcotics Control Board)

(h) ECE .
(I) ECAFE ..
(m) ECLA .
(n) ECA ..
(0) Economic and Social Office at

Beirut .
(p) Other departments and offices as

proposed by the Secretary-General

TOTAL

Gell- Local
eral alld

Proles- scr- mallt/al
sional 'vice posts

4 4-
11

4 4

2 1
3

16 43
9 4
3 9

31 26

22 25 3
5 3

13 27
7 14
5 6

3 3

20 19

144a 152 53
=
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826000

any. In all cases of promotion, whether it concerned
the incumbent of a reclassified post or not, the Secre
tary-General would satisfy himself that the person in
question fulfilled the conditions laid down by him. On
the other hand, the Committee ascertained that at the
time of writing its report 33 of the 54 reclassifications
of posts within and to the professional category and
above approved by the General Assembly for 1968
provided for the promotion or st~.ff performing higher
level functions and responsibili\.; " and 2 for the pro
motion of staff whose qualifications at the time of re
cruitment were recognized as warranting a higher grade.

145. The Advisory Committee is aware of the fact
that opportunities for promotion constitute an im
portant element in the recruitment and retention of
qualified staff. At the same time it remains of the
opinion. that the grading structure of the Organization
should be determined primarily by the requirements of
its programme of work. As the Committee has stated
in the past, it believes that any reclassification of posts
designed primarily for promotion purposes is open to
serious question.

146. The Advisory Committee attaches importance
to this question of reclassification of posts, particularly
at the higher levels, and it hopes that the Secretary
General in future budget submissions will present a
full and detailed justification for all upgradings pro
posed for the ensuing year. Additionally, the Committee
would recall that in its observations on this subject in
its report to the General Assembly at its twentieth
session on the budget estimates for 1966,28 it suggested
that the Secretary-General should give consideration
to undertaking a thorough study and report on the
comparable practices and mechanisms used throughout
the United Nations family of agencies in the matter
of post reclassifications. As regards the Secretary
General's present proposals and taking into account the
above observations, the Advisory Committee recom
mends that the monetary provisions included in the
1969 estimates for post reclassifications be reduced
fro111 $82 200 to $50 000.

Deduction for turnover
147. In arriving at the total estimated costs for

salaries and wages for 1969 ($64 862 000), the Secre
tary-General has allowed for savings arising from turn
over of staff or delayed recruitment amounting to
~3 661 630. This figure has been obtained in the follow
mg manner:
(a) A 5 per cent deduction has been applied to the

estimated cost of all existing posts at the profes
sional levels and above.

(b) A 50 per cent deduction has been applied to new
posts at the professional levels and above, and
20 per cent to general service, local level and
manual worker posts.

This compares with the Secretary-General's 1968 pro
posals of 5 per cent under (a) above, and 40 per cent
and 20 per cent, respectively, under (b) above. Sub
sequently, on the basis of the Advisory Committee's
recommendation the General Assembly at its twenty
s~cond session approved 6 per cent under (a), 40 and
~O per cent, respectively, as proposed under (b), and

28 Ibid., '('!»elftieth Sessi01~J Supplement No. 7 (Aj6007) ,
para. 181.

added a new 1 per cent turnov::r deduction to existing
general service posts carried forward into 1968. Dur
ing its review of expenditures for the first four months
of 1968, the Advisory Committee was informed that
it would be difficult to achieve a reduction of this total
order and that a shortfall is expected in 1968. The
current proposal to increase the deduction for new pro
fessional posts from 40 to 50 per cent will result in
additional savings in 1969, notwithstanding the fact that
the Secretary-General has found it necessary to exclude
the 1 per cent deduction for existing general service
posts, and reduce from 6 to 5 per cent the deduction
for existing posts at the professional level and above.

148. As regards the 1969 proposals, only the amount
derived from (b) above is affected by the number of
new posts finally approved for 1969. The Advisory
Committee has recommended 90 fewer established posts
in the professional and general service categories, and
15 fewer local level posts than were requested by the
Secretary-General, and for this reason it considers that
savings arising from turnover and delayed recruitment
could amount to $3290880 for 1969, or $370750 less
than was proposed by the Secretary-General.

149. Approval of the recommendation contained in
paragraph 140 would result in a related reduction of
$159000 in the estimates under Section 4 (Common
staff costs). On the other hand, it would involve a
reduction of $113000 in income from staff assessment
(Income section 1).

Chapter II. Temporar31 assistance for meetings

$
Estimate submitted by the Secretary-

General .
Estimate recommended by the Advisory

Committee 826000
1967 (actual expense) 1188150
1968 (appropriation) ,........ 898000

150. This estimate provides for the costs of tempo
rary assistance for (i) the General Assembly, and (H)
meetings to be held in Geneva.

151. In examining these estimates, the Advisory
Cominittee tbok into account the increase it has rec
ommended in the number of language and other meet
ings staff both at Headquarters and Geneva. While
acknowledging that the Secretary-General has sub
mitted reduced requirements under this heading in the
light of his proposals for new permanent staff at both
offices, the Committee would have expected greater
savings than those indicated by the Secretary-General.
However, considering its own recommendations for in
creased staff in these areas, the Committee recommends
a pruvision of $826000 for chapter Il, the amount
requested by the Secretary-General for 1969.

Chapter III. Other te1nporary assistance
$

Estimate submitted by the Secretary-
General 2 152 000

Estimate recommended by the Advisory
Committee 2000000

1967 (actual expense) 1 990680
1968 (appropriation) 2288100

152. The estimates under this chapter provide for
(i) general temporary assistance other than for 'meet-
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909000

SECTION 4. COMMON STAFF COSTS

Recapitulation of reductions reco1ll1llended:

Section 3 as a whole

.158. In the preceding paragraphs the Advisory Com
l1uttee has recommended reductions in Section 3 total
ling $760 600.

$

15 552000

15393000
13 198717
13739000

$ $

567400
32200 599600

152000
9000

760600TOTAL REDUCTION

159. !he estimates under this section for 1969 repre
s~nt an 111crease of $1 813000 over the 1968 appropria
tIon.. They cover staff allowances, social security and
penSlOn fund payments, recruitment transfer and. '
separatlOn costs and other common staff costs of all
units of the Secretariat provided for under Section 3.
There is no provision in this section for common staff
costs related to staff attached to missions (Section 17) .
t!1e Office of the Hi~h Commissioner for Refugees (Sec~
hon 18); the RegIstry of the International Court of
Justice (Section 19); the United Nations Conference
on 'rrade and D~velopment (Section 20); the United
l':JatlOns Industnal Development Organization (Sec
hon 21) and staff whose salaries have been transferred
to revenue-producing activities (Income section 4).

160. Table 9 shows the breakdown of the figures
over the six chapters for 1967, 1968 and 1969 and the
increases between 1968 and 1969 and 1967 and 1969.

161. The level of c~mmon staff costs depends mainly
on the cost of estabhshed posts for which provision
is made under Section 3 for 1969. Common staff costs
amo~nt t~ 25.50 per cent of the estimate of $60975000
~or estabhshed posts as compared with 24.87 per cent
111 1968 and 25.24 per cent in 1967.

162. l\10re than three-quarters of the provision re
quested under this section cover items of expenditure
such as dependency allowances, education grant and
related travel under chapter I and social security pay
ments and monthly contributions to the Pension Fund
under chapter n. Expenditures on these items which
represent staff entitlements or other payments in ac
cordance with decisions or directions of the General
Assembly, depend on the number of casei in which
the entitlements arise. The estimates are based on
experience, adjusted to reflect any known factors which
may affect the requirements.

163. The estimates for recruitment, transfer and
separation costs shown in chapter Ill, are also based

Estimate submitted by the Secretary
General ...........................

Estimate recommended by the Advisory
Committee .

1967 (actual expense) .
1968 (appropriation) .

Section 3. Salaries and wages
Chapter

I. Ca) Established posts .
Cb) Reduction for 'reclassification

n. Temporary assistance for meetings
Ill. Other temporary assistance ....
IV. Overtime and night differential "
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Estimate submitted by the Secretary-
General .

Estimate recommended by the Advisory
Committee 900000

1967 (actual expense) 999886
1968 (appropriation) 891 000

157. The estimate of $909000 under chapter IV,
Overtime and night differential, shows an increase of
$18000 over 1968, and a reduction of some $90000
as compared with actual expenses in 1967. Having re
viewed the justification for this estimate, the Advisory
C0111mittee is of the opinion that the estimate for 1969
could be maintained at approximately the 1968 appro
priation level. It therefore recommends an appropriation
of $900000 for chapter IV, or a reduction of $9000 in
the estimate proposed by the Secretary-General.

ings ($1004500); (ii) individual experts and con
sultants ($823 000); (iii) ad hoc experts groups
($324500).

153. The estimate for general temporary assistance
under sub-chapter (i) shows a decrease of $251100 as
~ompared with t~1~ 1968 figure. However, after taking
mto account addItlonal costs in respect of higher rates
of pay of short-term professional and general service
staff, and further requirements of the United Nations
Joint Staff Pension Fund for 1969, the decrease would
be adjusted to $197850. As regards the latter, it is to
?e noted that t~~ total estimate under sub-chapter (i)
mcludes a proVIsIon of $239 500 for temporary require
ments of the Joint Staff Pen1:>ion Fund which amount
is reimbursed in full and is reflected under Income sec
tion 2.

154. Th~ estimate of $823000 for sub-chapter (ii)
reflects an mcrease of $39300 over the 1968 level for
individual experts and consultants. Of the total amount
requested, some $650 000 relates to the Department
of Economic and Social Affairs, the regional economic
coml11isslons, and the Economic and Social Office at
Beirut. While the Committee sees merit in the hiring
of consultants and experts for projects of limited dura
tion and short fixed periods, it would expect adequate
controls to be exercised over their numbers and rates
of remu~eration. Some recognition must also be given
under thIS heading to the number of new posts recom
mended by the Committee for all these offices in 1969.

155. Of the $324500 requested under item (Hi),
ad hoc expert groups, $276000 is provided for eco
nomic and social activities. The Committee noted with
some concern the growth in the number of ad hoc ex
pert groups and concomitant resources, which have
more than doubled since 1967. Although the Commit
tee received more information in support of the esti
mates this year, it still considers the explanations given
as inadequate. In particular, it noted that the justifica
tions presented for these groups do not preciseiy indi
cate the number of experts or the fixed duration of the
meetings, and the Committee doubts that the total
programme as envisaged will be fully implemented.

156. In the light of the foregoing observations the
Advisory Committee recommends an appropriation of
$2 million for chapter Ill, or a reduction of $152000
in the estimate proposed by the Secretary-General, to
be applied primarily to sub-chapters (ii) and (iii).

Chapter IV. Overtime and night differential
$
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TABLE 9. COMMON STAFl~ COSTS: ANALYSIS DY CHAl'TER AND BY YEAR FOR 1967, 1968 AND 1969

I1,erease Illcrease
1969 1968 1967 bet~lJ(!c,~ betwecll

ChaPter estimate approPl'iatioll c.rpclldl'turc 1968 alld 1969 1967 a/l(l1969

$ $ $ $ $
I. Staff allowances ..... , ...... 3219000 2938000 2884384 281000 334616

n. Social security payments ., .. 8444000 7485400 7128928 958600 1315072
Ill. Travel on appointment, trans-

fer and separation .......... 1237000 891600 981083 345400 255917
IV. Rcmoval expenses on appoint-

mcnt, transfcr and scparation 772 000 679000 616352 9.3 000 155648
V. Separation payments .... "", 1300000 1258000 1203143 42000 96857

VI. Staff training programmes '" 580000 487000 384827 93000 195 173

TOTAL, Section 4 15552000 13 739000 13198717 1813000 2353283

Appointments .
Transfc'rs .
Scparations .

other documents which otherwise would have to be
translated 011 Cl contractual basis.

168. A new item (iv) has been added to chapter VI
to provide $40000 in 1969 for an interpreter training
programme as a means Ly which young and promising
candidates can be trained for future permanent service
as interpreters with the United Nations family of Or
ganizations. This programmc, which was initiated in
1968, is a result of interagency discussions conducted
under the auspices of the Consultative Committee on
Administrative Questions. \Vhereas 9 candidates were
accepted as trainees in 1968, it is hoped to increase the
number in 1969 and suhsequent years, and to include
trainees from Africa for ultimate service with the Eco
nomic Commission for Africa in Addis Ababa.

169. The Secretary-General advises that in 1968 the
scheme was financed primarily through the use of tem
porary assistance funds related to the various meetings
held in Europe, each organization undertaking to pay
a fixed daily charge for all trainees employed. How
ever, to ensure adequate financial provision for the
continuation of the scheme, the Secretary-General is
requesting an amount of $40000 to provide for 4 or 5
trainees throughout 1969. It is expected that a further
10 or 12 trainees would continue to be accommodated
under temporary assistance arrangements similar to
those mentioned above.

170. The Advisory Committee welcomes this dem
onstration of interagency co-operation. At the same
time it hopes that any future direct charges of this kind
will be shared equitably among the participating or
ganizations. The Committee will follow the progress of
this venture with interest.

171. On the hasis of the Committee's observations
in paragraphs 161 to 165 above, it recommends an ap
propriation of $15 393 000 under Section 4, or a reduc
tion of $159000 in the estimate submitted by the Secre
tary General.

largely on experience, but for these costs the calculations
call for a forecast of the number of cases that may
arise. The 1969 estimates for professional staff are
based on the following figures, as compared with 1967:

1969 1967
320 267
95 90

115 107

164. The reductions recommended by the Advisory
Committce under. Section 3 (Salarics and wages) would
automatically be reHeeted in requirements for the
various common staff costs directly related to the salary
costs. It is estimated that the reductions applicable to
Section 4 will amount to $159000.

165. The Advisory Committee recognizes that the
estimates under chapters I to V are based in the main
on previous years' expenditures and that there is no
real basis for more precise assessment. The Commit
tee is therefore of the opinion that actual costs in some
chapters might prove less than currently estimated. In
any event the Advisory Committee would expect the
Secretary-General to apply the strictest controls in
respect of all statutory provisions leading to expendi
ture under Section 4 of the budget.

166. The estimate ot $580000 under chapter VI
(Staff training programmes) shows an increase of
$93000 as compared with the 1968 authorization. In
addition to the regular language classes amounting to
$84600 at :Headquarters, $12 500 at Geneva and
$11 000 for ECAFE, ECLA and ECA, provision is
made under item (i) for a total of 20 accelerated lan
guage classes at Headquarters and six intensive courses
at Geneva at a cost of $25000 and $7000 respectively.
Additional staff training courses at Headquarters and
Geneva account for a further $16900. The estimate
under item (ii) (Junior professional trainees) is main
tained at the 1968 level of $275000.

167. Item (iii) provides $100000 towards the cost
of continuing the training programme for Russian lan
guage personnel in agreement with the Moscow Peda
gogical Institute for Foreign Languages. The United
Nations has recruited some 78 translators and 15 inter
preters since the inception of this programme, thereby
enabling the Organization to replace virtually all staff
of the Russian Translation Section who had continued
to work beyond retirement age, and also to fill vacant
posts arising as a result of normal turnover of staff.
During the course of their instruction, students trans
late an estimated 4,500 pages of official records and

Redl/ction recollllllellded:

Section 4. Common staff costs

SECTION 5. TRAVEL OF STAFF

Estimate submitted by the Secretary-
General .

Estimate recommended by the Advisory
Committee .

1967 (actual expense) .
1968 (appropriation) .
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$

159000

$

2219000

2128000
2022353
2179500
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172. The total estimate of $2219000 under this sec
tion, representing an increase of $39500 over the 1968
authorization, covers travel of staff to meetings (chap
ter I) and on other official business (chapter II), and
of staff and their dependants on home leave (chap
ter IH). Separate provision for other of-ficial staff
travel, including that relating to special mcetings and
conferences, individual experts and consultants, special
missions, the Office of the High Commissioner for
Rcfugees, the International Court of Justice, and the
programmcs of UNCTAD and UNIDO, is included

under the appropriate sections of the budget esti
mates.

173. The estimate under this heading is based on
air economy travel for all staff members except Under
Secretaries-General, Assistant Secretaries-General and
officials of equivalent level and staff at the D-2 level
who, when travelling 011 official business, are normally
authorized to travel first class.2o Comparative figures
for 1967, 1968 and 1969 are given in table 10.

2\l Decision taken by the Fifth Committee at its 1148th
meeting, on 16 November 1966 (A/6631, para. 50 (c)).

TABLE 10. TnAVEL OF STAFl~: ANALYSIS BY CHAPTER AND BY YEAR FOR 1967, 1968 AND 1969

1968
IlIc,'case Increase

or (decrcase) or (dccrcase)
1969 aPProp,·j· 1967 bctwecll bctwec'l

Chaptcr estimate atio,1 c:rpcllditllre 1968' alld 1969 1967 alld 1969

$ $ $ $ PcI' cCllt $ PCI' ccnt
I. Travel of staff to mcetings .. 200000 170700 175505 29300 17.16 24495 10.95

Il. Travcl of staff on other official
business ......... , .......... 631000 608000 564650 23000 3.78 66350 11.75

Ill. Travel of staff and dcpendants
on home leave .............. 1388000 1400800 1282198 (12800) .91 105802 8.25

TOTAL, Scction 5 2219000 2179500 2022353 39500 1.81 196647 9.72

Chapter I. Travcl of staff to mcctings

174. The estimate of $200000 under chapter I shows
an increase of $29300 as compared with the 1968 au
thorization. Thc main reasons for the increases include
thc travel of mectings scrvices staff from Geneva to
:~cw York for the General Asscmbly session ($7 500),
provision for servicing staff for six subregional meetings
of I;:CA ($5000), travel of one staff member from
each of the regional economic commissions and the
Economic and Social Ofnce at Bcirut to attend meet
ings of the Committee for Programme and Co-ordina
tion ($5900), increased travel for substantive staff to
attend meetings of the Advisory Committee on Science
and Technology and Regional Group meetings at ECA,
ECAFE and ECLA ($6000), plus requirements for
staff to attend meetings of the Population Commission
($7000), Committee on Housing, Building and Plan
ning ($8000), and the Commission for Social Develop
ment ($6 000). These increases are partly offset by
clecrensed requirements for the Economic and Social
Council ($5000), ECLA committees and sub-commit
tees ($3000), and thc Committce for Development
Planning ($2 600) .

175. The Advisory Committec is not convinced that
all thc proposed travel under this heading can be con
sidered as esscntial and it looks to thc Secretary-General
to make the maximu111 effort to achieve the most eco
nomical arrangements compatible with efficient sub
stantive and technical servicing of the meetings provided
for under chapter 1.

Chal'ter 11. TrG'lJcl of sta·ff on other official business

176. The estimate of $631 000 under chapter II re
flects an increase of $23 000 over the 1968 authorization.
The figure of $282000 for Headquarters represents an
additional amount of some $10000, while an increase of
$2 500 is requested for Geneva, $3 000 for the informa-

tion centres and a $7000 increase for the regional
economic commissions.

177. The largest part of the expenditure anticipated
under chapter II concerns the economic and social field,
both at Headquarters and in the regional economic
commissions, some $391 500 of the total estimate of
$631 000. The Advisory Committee appreciates that
the growing activities of the Organization within the
framework of decentralization, as well as the trend to
wards joint programmes with specialized agencies and
intergovernmental bodies call for more direct consulta
tions. However, continuous travel especially on the part
of senior officials can have an adverse effect on the
performance of the Secretariat, and it is essential that
considerable restraint be exercised as regards all travel
on official business, whatever the department or office.
As regards the 1969 estimates, the Advisory Committee
sees little justification for increased travel requirements
for the Office of Public Information, the Office of Per
sonnel, particularly TARS at Headquarters and Geneva
and the morc than doubling over 1968 of the require~
ments for a number of offices, divisions and other units
of the Department of Economic and Social Affairs.

178. In this connexion, the Advisory Committee
would also call attention to a fundamental difference in
nature betwecn the expenditures charged against chap
ter ~ of Section 5 and those included t111der chapter n.
\iVhlle the former are incurred to provide services re
quired for meetings expressly decided on by United
Nations organs, i.e., in the last analysis by lHember
Governments, the latter are intended to cover the costs
of travel exclusively decided by the Secretariat. The
Committee therefore urges the strictest application of
the special review and control procedures for thi::; cate
gary of expenditure. Taking into account the reductions
recommended in the request for new staff requirements
under Section 3, and the reduction made possible by
the continued application of the strict controls men
tioned above, the Committee is confident that some
savings can be realized under chapter II in 1969.
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Cha,ptcr In. Trm1cl of staff and dependants O1l

home h'm/c
179. The 1969 estimate, in the amount of $1 388000

is $12 ~OO less than tlK' figure approved for 1968 and
some $105000 over the actual expenditure in 1967.
Strictly coste<1 on the basis of the 2 598 entitlements
,111ticip"ated for 1969 (sce table 11), the requirements

under chapter III of Section 5 would alllount to ap
proximately $1 7~~5 000 on the basis of presently au
thorized modes and standards ·of travel accommodation
and fares in force at the time the estimates were pre
parcel. However, to take account of possible deferments
and turnover of stair, tilt' Secretary-General has reduced
this flgure by $~)·~7 000 to $1 388000.

TADLE 11

Staff ",ell/bl'I's nt'/'t'lIdallts

1969 1968 1967 1969 1968 1967

ITeadquartcrs departments and ollices 609 557 558 938 934 916
United Nations office at Gcncva .,. I 161 182 202 211 228 267
Information ccntres ••••••••••••••• I' 17 17 16 33 31 44
Economic and Social omcc, Beirut .. 6 2 4 18 7 10
Economic Commission for Europe ... S7 60 46 81 80 61
Economic Commission for Asia and

the Far East •••••••• ,. t. I. t •• t t. 46 37 37 91 78 74
Economic Commission for Latin

Amcrica •••••••• I I •••• I ••••••••• I ,~4 4.3 33 lOC) 125 91
Economic Commission for Africa .. 52 R3 ·10 135 216 l1S

TOTAL 982 981 936 1616 1 699 1S78

TOTAL HEJ)UCTlON 91 000

$

SECTION 6. PAYMENTS UNDEI~ ANNEX I, PARAGRAPnS 2
AND 3, OF TIlE STAFF REGULATIONS: HOSPITALITY

180. \Vhereas the Advisory Committee realizes that
the Secretary-General cannot require all eligible staff
m<.'mber to forgo a homc leave entitlement, it neverthe
less believes that economics due to deferment and turn
over \vill in practice lead to a somewhat larger reduction
than that already applied by the Secretary-General,
and therefore recommends a further reduction of
$70000 under this chapter.

181. In the light of the foregoing observations, the
Advisory Committee recommends an appropriation of
$2 128000 under Section 5, or a reduction of $91 000
in the estimate proposed by the Secretary-General.

$

4492200

11. Paymt'nts to ot1lt'r nH.'m\)t'l's of the Secretariat
for otTIcial hospitality .. 30000

I1I. Hospital ity t'xpt1mlitures for the Gcneral 1\s-
scmbly and for functions honouring Chicfs of
State and visiting' dignitaries 20000

183. Of the total increase of $15 000 under this
section, $10000 is requested under chapter 1. The
Secretary-General advises that this increase relates to
the addition of staff at the Director level proposed
ttnder Section 3 of the estimates for 1969. The Ad
visorv Committee is bound to observe that the addi
tionai payments authorized under this chapter, and also
under chapter Il, are not he considered as specific
entitlements of offlee, but that they are intended to
help defray expenses of those officials extending hos
pitality in the interest of the Organization, and as such,
are controllable.

184. In this connexion, the Advisory Committee is
pleased to note that the Secretary-General intends to
undertake in the course of 1968 an internal review of
the present system of payments provided under chap
ters I and II of this section.

185. Although the Advisory Committee is not sug
gesting a reduction in the present request, it trusts
that the Secretary-General will exercise the strictest
controls in administering th('s~ funds thereby limiting
hospitality expenditures to the absolute minimum.

Part 111. Premises, eqllipmer!t, supplies alld
ser'viccs

SECTlON 7. BUILDINGS AND Il\{PROVEMENTS
TO PREMISES

Estimate submitted by the Secretary
General , .

Estimate recommended by the Advisory
Committee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4 372 400

1967 (actual expense) 4917092
1968 (appropriation) 4861 200

186. The estimate of $4492 200 submitted by the
Secretary-General under this section for 1969 is

30

$

70000

$

21000

Ral1pitl/latz'ol/ of reductiollS recoil/melided :

Scction S. Travel of staff
Chapter n. Travel of staff on other otlicial busincss
Qmptcr Ill. Travel of staff and dcpendants on homc

leave .

Estimate submitted by the Secretary-
General ,................ 140000

Estimate recommended by the Advisory
Committee 140000

1967 (actual expense) 131152
19&~ (appropriation) 125000

182. The estimate of $140000 proposed by the
Secretary-General under this heading reflects an in
crease of $15000 over the 1968 appropriation and
$8848 over the actunl expenditure incurred in 1967.
The estimate covers the following:

1. Payments to Under-Sccretaries-General, As
sistant Secretaries-Gcneral, and Directors under
annex 1, paragraphs 2 and 3 of the Staff Regula-
tions , , ,....... 90 000
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TOTAI.j Section 7 4492200 4861200 4917092

85900

21400

260400

$ $

2500
6000

6000

45000

11000

19000

25000

16400

C. Replacclllcllt of 'Worn carpctillg

(vi) Replacemcnt of sound amplification
and intcrpretation equipmcnt in
confcrence rooms 5 ancl 6 .

(vii) Installation of additional mcchan-
ical voting systems ., Pro mcmoria 153 100

13. Major lIlaipitclIC/ncc 'ul/dcr t"r('e-~Icar

jlrogram/llc j 1969-1971
(i) Repair and repointing' of exterior

luasonry , .. , .
(ii) Repainting of General Assembly

Hall and regilding of the podium
\vall ,., " .

(iii) Hcplaccmcnt of equipment in the
air-conditioning and heating plant

(iv) Rcplaccmcnt of sluice gatcs in
the air-conditioning" systcm """

(v) Replaccmcnt of grease traps in the
kitchen , .. , , , .

(vi) Replacemcnt of asphalt tile flooring
(vii) Repair and rescating of asphalt

roadways and service roads ....

30 Official Records of tlll' General Asscmbly, T'wcII/J'-first
Session, SU.Ppll'IIIC/lt No. 5 (A/6305), table 7-2.

190. The estimate of $72 400 under paragraph 189 A
above for the replacement of wiring and listening de
vices in the public areas of the meeting rooms relates
to the fourth instalment of a programme begu11 in
1966, and scheduled to be completed by 1970 at a total
cost originally estimated at $155000.30 The estimate
for 1969 includcs $17000 for the installation in the
General Assembly Hall of equipment acquired in 1968,
$43 000 for the acquisition of equipment for the Se
curity Council Chamber, and for conference rooms 1,
2 and 3, and $12400 for the installation of such equip
mcnt in conference rooms 1 and 2. The estimate for
1970 will cover installation work in conference r00111 3
ancI the Security Council Chamber, and the require
ments for the Economic and Social Council Chamber,
the last of the meeting rooms involved.

191. The estimate of $45000 for the replacement
of sound amplification ancI interpretation equipment
covers the penultimate phase of a programme begun
in 1964. It is proposed that conference r0011jS 5 and 6
should be re-equipped in 1969, and that the programme
should be completed in 1970 when provision will be
requested for conference rooms 7 and 8.

192. The Advisory Committee notes that it is the
intention of the Secretary-General, in accordance with
the decision taken by the General Assembly at its
1635th plenary meeting, on 16 December 1967, to sub
mit to the Assembly at its twenty-third session detailed
recommendations relating to the installation of addi
tional mechanical voting systems. Pending decision by
the Assembly, a pro 1llc11loria. entry is included in the
budget estimates for 1969.

193. The new three-year programme of major main
tenance at Headquarters, proposed by the Secretary
General for 1969-1971 is estimated to cost $180000,
out of which $85 900 relates to work scheduled for
implementation in 1969, and listed in paragraph 189 B
above. The work to be carried out in 1970 and 1971
would be as follows:

31

7000

1 700

72400

15000

12000

10000

1968
1969 al'I',·o/ll'i· 1967

estimate ation c.l'pclldl·tll'·C

$ $ $

2500000 2500000 2500000

260400 613235 795092
1 731 800 1 658965 1 612000

89000

(i) Replacement of electric lighting
control pancls ,., ,.".,

(ii) Installation of electronic fire de
tectors in the film vaults in the
first basemcnt of the Secrctariat
building " ... , , ... , . , . , ... , , , , , .

(iii) Alterations in the third basement
arca occupied by the pouch scrvice

(iv) Installation of additional lighting
fixtures in the conference arca

(v) Replacement of wiring and listen
ing devices in the pubtic areas
of the meeting rooms ."" ... ,

A. Altcratian Cllld impro'Z'cmcllt of prcmises alld facilitics:
$ $

C/H1Pter

J!cadquartcrs, N C'lt' J'01'11'

189. The estimated cost of the work proposed for
implementation in 1969 amounts to $260400, made up
as follows:

187. As indicated above, the estimate under chapter I
provides for the annual instalment of $2.5 million for
the amortization of the Headquarters construction loan
of $65 million as approved in General Assembly reso
lution 242 (1II) of 18 November 1948. After payment
of the 1969 instalment, a balance of $25 million will
remain outstanding to be liquidated by 1982 in six
annual instalments of $2.5 million each, six payments
of $1.5 million and a final payment of $1 million.

188. The estimate of $1 992200 under chapter II
includes the costs of alter:ltions, improvements and
major maintenance of premises and facilities at I-Iead
quarters, New York, ancI at the Palais des Nations,
Geneva. The Advisory Committee notes that the esti
mate covers both items which form part of long-term
programmes ancI others which have been included on
an ad hoc basis.

$369000 below the appropriation for 1968. The 1969
figure includes $2 500000 for the amortization of the
Headquarters construction loan and $1 992 200 for
alterations, improvement, and major maintenance Qlf
premises and facilities at Headquarters, New York, and
at Geneva. Comparative f1gures relating to Section 7
are given in table 12 below.

TADLE 12

I. Amortization of the Head
quarters construction loan

11. AItcration, improvcmcnt and
major maintenance of prem
ises and facilities at:
(a) Headquartcrs, New

york .
(b) Geneva .. ,.,., ".,
United Nations building in
Santiago, Chile "" .
Construction to house a
language laboratory on the
grounds of Africa Hall,
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia ""
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31 Ibid., Twc1ttieth Sessiolt, Altnexcs, agenda item 76, docu
ment A/6223.

32 Ibid., A/6137, para. 26.

Palais des Nations) Geneva

194. The estimate for the Palais des Nations,
Geneva, amounts to $1 731 800, made up as follows:

$ $

195. The estimate of $1 million for the extension
of the conference facilities at the Palais des Nations
has been included pursuant to General Assembly reso
lution 2246 (XXI) of 20 December 1966; under that
resolution the project, the maximum cost of which has
been set at $15 million, is to be financed from the
budget estimates over the period 1967 to 1980. The
Advisory Committee has been informed that a progress
report on the project will be submitted to the General
Assembly at its twenty-third session.

196. The long-term programme of major mainte
nance and improvement of the Palais des Nations
derives from a decision taken by the General Assembly
at its twentieth session3l on the recommendation of the
Advisory Committee.32 The amount of $612000 in
cluded under Section 7 constitutes the third annual
instalment for the programme which is estimated to
cost $4894200 spread over the years 1967-1974. The
Advisory Committee notes that the Secretary-General
will submit a progress report on the programme to the
General Assembly at its twenty-third session.

197. The Advisory Committee has considered the
request for $119800 to cover seven items which are

$

$

770200

$
129000

(27300)
2800

700
2800

31800
24900

164700

Estimate submitted by the Secretary-
General .

Estimate recommended by the Advisory
Committee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 735 200

1967 (actual expense) 722893
1968 (appropriation) 605 500

199. This section provides for the acquisition and
replacement of furniture and equipment at all offices
of the U nited Nations, with the exception of special
missions, the International Court of Justice and the
United Nations Industrial Development Organization,
for which separate provision has been made under
Sections 17, 19 and 21 respectively. The standard
office furniture requirements of UNCTAD have been
included in the estimates for Geneva under chapter I
in accordance with the practice begun in 1967; special
equipment needs for UNCTAD are charged to Sec
tion 20.

200. The total estimate of $770 200 for 1969 shows
an increase of $164 700 as compared with the 1968
appropriation, distributed as follows between the offices
concerned:

SECTION 8. PERMANENT EQUIPMENT

$
Scction 7. Buildings and improvcments to premiscs 119 800

INCREASE (OR DECREASE): 1969 ESTIMATES COMPARED WITH

1968 APPROPRIATIONS

additional to the long-term programme for the Palais
des Nations and which are listed in paragraph 194
above. The Committee notes that all these items lend
themselves to inclusion in a long-term programme. In
its reports on the budget estimates for 1966, 1967 and,
again, for 196833 the Advisory Committee indicated the
need for a well conceived and realistic maintenance
programme. Accordingly the Committee recommends
that the provision for the additional major maintenance
at Geneva in the amount of $119 800, be deleted pend
ing the submission by the Secretary-General at the
twenty-third session of the General Assembly of a
detailed report which will update and integrate the
major maintenance requirements at Geneva and give
an indication of priorities.

198. In the light of the foregoing observations the
Advisory Committee recommends an appropriation of
$4372400 under Section 7, representing a reduction
of $119800 in the estimate submitted by the Secretary
General.
Rcduction recolI/mendcd:

Office

Headquarters , .
Gencva Office (including the Economic Commis-

sion for Europe) .
Information centres .
Economic and Social Office at Beirut .
Economic Commission for Asia and thc Far East
Economic Commission for Latin America .
Economic Commission for Africa .

201. A comparison O'f the 1969 estimates with the
1968 appropriations and actt1al expenditure in 1967, by
chapter and year, is given in table 13 below.

331bhi., Twcltty-sccolld Session, Sttpplel1wJtt No. 7 (A/6701),
para. 245.

20100

$

74000

1000000

612000

119800

1731800

40000

17000

5000

16000

16000

12800
13000

(i) Replacement of equipment in the
air-conditioning and heating plant 15 000

(H) Replacement of asphalt tile flooring 6000
(Hi) Repair and resealing of asphalt

roaclways and service roads .... 6000
(iv) Resurfacing of roof of General

Assembly dome 22 000
(v) Resealing of second basement ga-

rage floor above the warehouse 25 000

TOTAL

A. Extension of conference facilities at
the Palais des Nations .

B. Long-term programme of maj or
maintenance and improvement .

C. Additional major maintenance re
quirements:

(i) Installation of electronic fire
and flood alann system .

(H) Installation of transfer control
and automatic tracing equip
ment in the telephone exchange

(iii) Installation of condensers in
the electric power system ....

(iv) Replacement of batteries for
emergency lighting system .. ,

(v) Replacement of shades in the
conferenc~ area .

(vi) Replacement of the master clock
system in the Palais .

(vii) Replacement of worn carpeting

1971:
(i) Replacement of equipment in the

air conditioning and heating plant 9 100
(H) Replacement of asphalt tile flooring 6000

(iii) Repair and resenting of asphalt
roaclways and service roads .... 5 000

1970:

32
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TABLE 13

Increase or
1968 1967 (decrease)

1969 appro- expelldi- 1969 comPared
Chapter ~stimate priatiol~ tllre ~(lith 1968

$ $ $ $
I. Furniture and fixtures ........ 199600 89300 147673 110300

n. Office equipment ............. 149400 194400 174603 (45000)
Ill. Internal rev ~ldt1ction equipment 193500 109000 110422 84500
IV. Telecommunications equipment 131 400 109000 192944 22400
V. Transportation equipment ..... 33500 37300 45424 (3800)

VI. Other equipment ............. 62800 66500 51827 (3700)

TOTAL, Section 8 770200 605500 722893 164700

Income from sale of equipment .... 50900 59200 55715 (8300)

SECTION 9. MAINTENANCE, OPERATION AND RENTAL
OF PREMISES

ment of a heavy and a light offset press and other
reproduction equipment items.

206. The $131 400 estimate under chapter IV (Tele
communications equipment) includes $68200 for ac
quisition and $63 200 for replacement items. The Ad
visory Committee is of the view that a reduction of
$5 800 in the amount of $76 900 requested for the
Ofnce of Public Information, which represents some
70 per cent of the total request for Headquarters, is
possible without detriment to the efficient operation of
the programmes.

207. The estimate of $33 500 for chapter V (Trans
portation equipment) shows a .slight reduction com
pared with the 1968 authorization. This reduction is
reflected over all offices, with the exception of Geneva,
which provides for the replacement of a sedan pur
chased in 1958.

208. As regards chapter VI (Other equipment)
which shows a reduction of $3700 as compared with
1968, some $30000 of the total estimate of $62800
relates to the acquisition and replacement programme at
Geneva. The major item under the acquisition pro
gramme at that office is gas chromatography equipment
requested by the Commission on Narcotic Drugs
($9600) .

209. In the light of the foregoing observations, the
Advisory Committee recommends an appropriation of
$735 200 for Section 8, or a reduction of $35 000 in the
estimates proposed by the Secretary-General. The Com
mittee recommends that the reduction be applied as
follows:

202. The total provision of $770 200 under this sec
tion covers (a) the replacement of obsolete or worn
out equipment ($461 900), and (b) acquisition of
additional equipment ($308300).

203. The estimate of $199600 under chapter I for
furniture and fixtures reflects an increase of approxi
mately $110300 due in large measure to the need for
acquisition of basic office furniture to provide for the
requirements of new staff requested for all offices for
1969. Of the total requirement of $128 100 for Head
quarters, $62600 relates to acquisition ancI $65 500 to
replacement items. The amount requested for acquisi
tion for all other offices amounts to $44 300 as com
pared with $27 200 for replacement items. The Ad
visory Committee therefore, taking into account the
reduction in the number of new posts over the various
offices recommended by it for 1969 believes that it
should be possible to make a substantial reduction in
the over-all acquisition programme proposed for 1969.

204. The estimate of $149400 under chapter II
(Office equipment) is $45000 less than the 1968 au
thorization uncler this heading. Some $85 900 relates to
the replacement programme, and the balance of $63 500
is for acquisition purposes at the various offices. In the
light of the Committee's observations in the preceding
paragraph some reduction should also be possible under
this chapter.

205. Chapter III (Internal reproduction equip
ment) in the amount of $193 500 shows an increase
of $84500 over the 1968 appropriation. Of the total of
$120800 for Headquarters, $102 500 provides for the
replacement of the present "cold composition" equip
ment by a new type recorder composing system, de
signed to increase considerably the capacity of the docu
ments reproduction photo-offset facilities to cope with
increased workloads without recourse to staff increases
of any magnitude. Additionally it is anticipated that
this more sophisticated internal reproduction equipment
will result in certain consequential savings in the ex
ternal contractual printing costs in 1970 and subsequent
years. The Committee believes that some savings will
also be possible in 1969 and it has taken this factor
into account in its observations on the amount to be
deducted for internal printing under Section 11 of the
estimates. Following a survey of the document repro
duction facilities at the Economic Commission for
Latin America, an amount of $35 500 is requested for
the acquisition and replacement of a minimum of related
equipment considered essential to a more efficient and
effective reproduction operation. Similarly, $20000 is
included for the Geneva ofnce to provide for the replace-

Recapitulation. of reductions 1"ec01/l.11wtded:

Section 8: Permanent equipment
Chapter 1. Furniture and fixtures .
Chapter n. Office equipment .
Chapter IV. Telecommunications equipment .

TOTAL REDUCTION

Estimate submitted by the Secretary-
General .

Estimate recommended by the Advisory
Committee .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1967 (actual expense) .
1968 (appropriation) .
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$

26900
2300
5800

35000

$

4296000

4260000
4062997
4135000
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210. The estimate of $4296000 under this section
represents an increase of $161 000 as compared with
the 1968 appropriation, and $233 003 over actual ex
penditure in 1967. Table 14 below gives a breakdown
by chapter of the 1969 estimates, 1968 appropriations
and the 1967 expenditures. rrhe 1967 figures have been

adjusted throughout by excluding the custodian and
maintenance posts at ECAFE ($15781) and informa
tion centres ($4 325) in order to make those figures
comparable with the 1968 appropriation and 1969 esti
mates, the posts in question having been included in
Section 3, chapter I, since 1968.

TABLE 14. :MAINTENANCE, OPERATION AND RENTAL OF PREl\IISES: ANALYSIS BY (,HAPTEI~ AND BY

YEAR FOR 1967, 1968 AND 1969

1968 1967 1967
1969 appro. e.t,pclldi. L'.rpelfd it 11 re

ChaPter estimate P/'iatioll tll,.e ( adjllstcd)

$ $ $ $
r. Contractual services ........ 2279700 2200500 2193900 2266 900

n. Utilities ............ " ..... 1169800 1136700 1124786 1148 157
III. Other expenses ••••••••• I'" 846500 797800 744311 744311

TOTAL, Section 9 4296000 4 135000 4062997 4159368

211. As most of the charges under section 9 relate to
items covered by contractual arrangements, the level
of services proposed for 1969 can best be judged by
comparing the 1969 estimates with 1967 expenditures
adjusted to take account of estimated rate and wage
increases at Headquarters in 1968 in the amount of

$96371, which brings the 1967 figure up to $4159368.
Table 15 gives an analysis of the requirements by of
fIces and by year for 1967, 1968 and 1969,

212. There is an increase of $79200 under chap
ter I (Contractual services) as compared with the 1968
authorization and $12 800 as compared with the ad-

TABLE 15. MAINTENANCE, OPERATION AND RENTAL OF PHEMISES: ANALYSIS DY OFFICE AND BY YEAR FOR 1967, 1968 AND 1969

1967
e.t·Pellditll re
adjllsted to IIICI'easc
take accoullt br/7I'eL'tl 1967

of .wbscqllellt (COl/111111 4)
1969 1968 1967 1t'llgC alld mtc alld 1969

cstil/Hlte appropriatitJlI e.l'pelldit/lI·C illcreascs (coil/mill)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

$ $ $ $ $
Headquarters ................................. 3502500 3422000 3380035 3453035 49465
Geneva (including the Economic Commission for

371261Europe) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• I •••••• 411 000 384000 383982 27018
Economic and Social Ot'fice at Beirut .......... 26000 19000 16440 16440 9560
Economic Commission for Africa ............. 74000 64000 66490 67840 6160
Economic Commission for Asia and the Fa'r East 58000 51000 33897 33897 24103
Economic Commission for Latin America ...... 134500 108000 109502 118802 15698
Information centres ........................... 90000 87000 85372 85372 4628

TOTAL, Section 9 4296000 4135000 4062997 4159368 136632

justed expenditure for 1967. The net decrease of
$11 739 for Headquarters is due to the reduction in the
number of elevator operators as a result of the automa
tion of elevators in the Secretariat building ($73 501),
partly offset by increased requirements for the main
tenance of electrical facilities ($26859), telecommunica
tions operation and maintenance for conferences
($2 121), and for cleaning services ($32782). The esti
mate of $99000 at Geneva reflects an increase of $9213
as compared with the adjusted expenditure for 1967.
The requirements for the Economic and Social Office at
Beirut represent an increase of $1 014 over 1967. An
estimate of $6200 is included for ECAFE to provide
for the technical maintenance by part-time personnel
of special installations such as the central air-condition
ing plant and elevator systems. The estimate of $9 500
for ECLA reflects an increase of $6407 over the 1967
figure, $2 300 of which is reimbursed by the Latin
American Institute. The requirements of ECA are set
at $36000, including $4000 for the four sub-regional
offices, for a total increase of $1 705 over the adjusted
1967 expenditure.

213. Chapter II (Utilities) reflects an increase of
$31 700 over the 1968 appropriation, and $21 643 over
the aclj usted 1967 expenditure. The estimate of
$930 500 at Head(ltmrters has been maintained at the
adjusted 1967 expenditure level, and is slightly less
than the 1968 appropriation. The Geneva estimate of
$126000 is $4922 higher than the adjusted 1967 ex
penditure, and is attrihutable primarily to increased
fuel costs. A small increase of $209 is included for the
Economic and Social Office at Beirut and $809 for
ECA. The requirement .of $26 300 for ECAFE reflects
an increase of $13 158 as compared with the 1967
figure, and covers the partial reimbursement by the
United Nations of the total costs incurred by the
Government of Thailand for water supplies. The ECLA
estimate of $67000 shows an increase of $2 .532, and
takes into account a twenty-three per cent increase in
electricity rates.

214. Under chapter IH (Other expenses) there is
an increase of $48700 as compared with the 1968 ap
propriation and $102 189 ov~r the actual 1967 expendi
ture. The increase of $6119) at Headquarters relates



801 Ibid., T'wl'lIf)'-fhil'd Session, S1IP/'11'1IICl/t No. 5 (A/720S),
table 9-4.

primarily to supplies for the maintenance of premises,
including anticipated price increases ($27088), miscel
laneous maintenance costs ($9 744), and the rental of
commcrcial space in the New York area for storage of
publications and documents ($24000). The estimate
of $186000 for Geneva is $5 500 above the 1968 ap
propriation and $12883 higher than the adjusted 1967
expenditure. Of the total increase of $12883, some
$3 700 relates to the cost of supplies for maintenance of
premises, $8 000 for telecommunications operation and
maintenance and $4000 for minor alterations to pre
mises, offset in part by a reduction of $3 175 for the cost
of heating outside premises now charged under chap
ter n. The estimated requirements for the information.
centres is set at $90000, an increase of some $4600
over the adjusted 1967 expenditures. In this connexion,
it is to be noted that to facilitate accounting procedures,
the estimates for the information centres under this
chapter include the requirements for chapters I and lI.
The estimate of $22 000 for the Economic and Social
Office at Beirut shows an increase of $8 337 as com
pared with the adjusted 1967 expenditure, to provide
additional office space to accommodate increased staff,
including the UNCTAD and UNIDO units which are
to be attached to the Beirut Office. The increase of
$4745 for ECAFE relates primarily to the rental of
additional space outside Sala Santitham. The estimate
of $58000 for ECLA, which shows an increase of
$6759, provides for the rental of of-fices at :Mexico
City, Montevideo and \iVashington, D.C. The estimate
of $19000 for ECA, a net increase of $3646 over the
1967 . expenditures provides for minor alterations to
prel111ses.

215. Over the years the Advisory Committee has
acknowledged that expenditures under this section are
determined by such factors as the terms and conditions
which can be negotiated with outside contractors1 the
costs of utilities and the level of rentals, and therefore
permit only of relatively limited administrative control,
this control being restricted for the greater part to
deciding upon the lcvel and standard of services re
quired. Nevertheless, the Committee has consistently
exhorted the Secretary-General to make greater efforts
to achieve savings and to encourage the utmost economy
in the use of utilities, an area which lends itself to strict
administrative control.

216. The Committee considers that the estimates
under section 9 for 1969 reflect a determined effort by
the Secretary-General to keep these types of expendi
ture to the minimum possible, consistent with sound
administrative procedures and practices. The Advisory
Committee, while wishing to encourage the Secretariat
in this endeavour, is of the view that some savings
should be possible in the estimates by continued applica
tion of the strict controls laicl clown by the Secretary
General.

217. The Advisory Committee notes that the 1969
expenclitures to be paid 1:1' the Unitecl N a~i~)!lS for
rental of office accommodation and storage facllttles are
estimated at $236 562.3'1 The combined costs for the
forty-seven information centres (excluding those at the
regional economic commissions) for which the United
Nations does not receive rent-free premises amount to
$78298, offset in part by cash contributions from host
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Governments of $27 696, for a total charge to the United
Nations budget of $50 602. The Committee appreciates
that the Governments of India and Brazil, which previ
ously assumed partial rental costs of the information
centres in New Delhi and Rio de Janeiro respectively,
now have assumed total rental costs.

218. The balance of $185960 under this heading
covers rental costs for Geneva ($102000) 1 ECLA
($29660), ECAFE ($10800), Economic and Social
Office, Beirut ($18000), the Technical Assistance Liai
son Office, \iVashington, D.e. ($1 500), and Head
quarters ($24000). The latter estimate provides for
the rental of 18000 square feet (1 672 square metres)
of commercial storage space for publications and docu
ments in the Headquarters area. A similar provision
was requested by the Secretary-General in his revised
estimates under this section for 1968. In this connexion,
the Advisory Committee noted that the Secretary
General will submit a separate report on the rental
of outside office accommodation in New York to the
General Assembly at its twenty-third session.

219. As regards the broader context of consolida
tion of premises occupied by the United Nations and
its family of agencies, the Advisory Committee under
stands that the Secretary-General has actively con
tinued negotiations with host Governments and his
consultations with the specialized agencies. The fol
lovving encouraging developments have occurred since
last year:

(a) Ba.nglwl~: the extension of the separate documents
building at the Sala Santitham site (constructed
with a grant from the Netherlands Government,
which gave a further grant for equipping the ex
tension) was completed and inaugurated in N 0

vember 1967;

(b) Cololllbo: the extension to the existing United
Nations office building will be ready for occupancy
this summer. The entire building is owned by the
Government of Ceylon which has made space
available to the U nitec1 Nations offices free of any
rental charge; it also provides for the major main
tenance of the building and pays for the electricity
supply;

(c) 111anila: plans for the construction of the new
Asian Development Bank building, which will in
cluded a common premises building for United
Nations offices, are at an advanced stage;

(d) Teherall: the Government of Iran has offered to
construct a building to accommodate the offices of
UNDP, FAO, UNESCO, V/HO, UNIDO,
UNICEF and the information centre. The offices
will be built in conjunction with an International
Conference Centre and construction plans are being
prepared.

(e) Yaound6: the Government of Cameroon is con
structing Cl building to house UNDP, ILO,
UNESCO and the information centre;

(f) Rabat: the G?vernment of Morocco is constructing
a new build111g to accommodate the offices of
UNDP and the information centre, together with a
joint library.

220. The General Assembly will no doubt wish to
express its appreciat~rm of the assistance thus provided
by Member States.
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223. The estimate under this section covers the cost
of general services and supplies and the rental and
maintenance of equipment at Headquarters, Geneva, the
information centres, the Economic and Social Office
at Beirut, and the regional economic commissions.

224. The 1969 estimate shows an over-all increase
of $386800 as compared with the 1968 appropriation
and $308628 over actual expenditures in 1967. Taking
account of estimated wage and rate increases since the
beginning of 1968 amounting to $46 176, the increase
over the adjusted figure for 1967 is $262452. The
1969 estimate of $6013800, with comparable figures
for 1967 and 1968, is distributed between Headquarters
and the other offices as shown in table 16.

221. While considerable progress has thus been
made in this respect the Advisory Committee must
emphasize that in the planning of further common pre
mises, the existing policies and the financial position
of the Organization preclude appreciable progress in
any project without "he active interest and financial
support of the Government concerned. The Committee
is confident that the Secretary-General will continue
to explore every possibility for ensuring the most
rational and economical use of premises and facilities
by United Nations organizations.

222. In the light of its observations in paragraphs
215 and 216 above, the Advisory Committee recom
mends an appropriation of $4 260 000 for Section 9 for
1969, representing a reduction of $36000 in the esti
mate submitted by the Secretary-General. The Commit
tee is aware of the difficulty in applying a reduction
under chapter I, and suggests that the reduction should
be effected in chapter rI, and more particularly in
chapter IH of Section 9.
Reduction recommended:

$
Section 9. Maintenance, operation and rental of

premises 36000

SECTION 10. GENERAL EXPENSES

Estimate submitted by the Secretary-
General .

Estimate recommended by the Advisory
Committee .

1967 (actual expense) .
1968 (appropriation) .

$

6013800

5950800
5705 172
5627000

TABLE 16. GENERAL EXPENSES: ANALYSIS BY OFFICE AND BY YEAR FOR 1967, 1968 AND 1969

Headquarters .
Geneva .
Information centres .
Economic and Social Office, Bekut .
Economic Commission for Africa .
Economic Commission for Asia and the Far East
Economic Commission for Latin America ....

TOTAL, Section 10

1969
estimate

(1)

$
4315000

683500
228000
12800

321500
161500
291500

6013800

1969.
appropriat1'on

(2)

$
4108500

604000
210000

10000
292500
134000
268000

5627000

1967
expenditure

(3)

$
4174321

633676
226895

9231
301364
120604
239081

5705172

1967
expendit1l1'e
adjusted to
take account

of subsequent
wage and rate

increases
(4)

$
4206321

635076
226895

9231
301364
120604
251857

5751348

Increase
between 1967
(column 4)
and 1969

(colunlll 1)
(5)

$
108679
48424

1105
3569

20136
40896
39643

262452

225. Table 17 shows the breakdown of figures under the vanous chapters
over the years 1967, 1968 and 1969.

TABLE 17. GENERAL EXPENSES: ANALYSIS BY CHAPTER AND BY YEAR FOR 1967, 1968 AND 1969

1967
1968 1967 (adjusted)

1969 appro- expendi· expendi·
ChaPter estimate priation titre ture

$ $ $ $
I. Communications ............ 1693600 ~ 603 000 1650801 1678977

n. Rental and maintenance of
equipment ................. 1044 500 952400 849224 849224

II!. Public information services
and supplies ................ 1408000 1338500 1492743 1510743

IV. Other supplies and services 293200 258000 354434 354434
V. Office and internal reproduc-

tion supplies ............... 1307500 1269300 1166008 1166008
VI. Library books, supplies and

services .................... 267000 205800 191962 191962

TOTAL, Section 10 6013800 5627000 5705172 5751348
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226. In its consideration of the estimates for 1969,
the Advisory Committee has taken into account a
revievv' by the Secretary-General of the status of the
1968 budget on 30 April 1968, which indicated an
anticipated deficit of $168 500 under this section for
1968. This is due mainly to additional requirements
for radio and television coverage, communications costs,
rental of office equipment, office and internal repro
duction supplies at Headquarters, resulting from the
extension of the resumed twenty-second session of the
General Assembly from three to seven weeks, and in
creased temporary assistance requirements for the In
ternational Computing Centre. Additional needs are
foreseen at Geneva, primarily for increased commu
nications costs, price increases for the rental and main
tenance of office and data-processing equipment and
increased recruitment advertising and examination costs.
Similar increased requirements for communications ex
penses and rental of data-processing equipment are
anticipated at ECA and ECAFE respectively.

227. The main 1969 increases over the adjusted
1967 level, as indicated in table 16 above, occur at
Headquarters ($108679), Geneva ($48424), ECAFE
($40 896), ECLA ($39 64.3 ), and ECA ($20 136).

228. The main increase above the adjusted 1967
expenditures occurs at Headquarters ($108679). In
round figures, the principal components are: (a)
$21 000 under chapter I (Communications) to provide
for rental of additional telephone dial lines and stations
in 1969, and a full year's rental of dial lines, stations
and trunk lines installed during 1967 and 1968; (b)
$145000 under chapter II (Rental and maintenance
of equipment) mainly to provide for the rental and
maintenance of data-processing equipment ($140000),
and maintenance of other equipment and furniture
($4 000); (c) $68 000 under chapter V (Office and
internal reproduction supplies) including data-process
ing forms and supplies ($18000); and (d) $72000
under chapter VI (Library books, supplies and services)
to provide for additional French editions of puhlica
tions, increased postal rates, and contractual services
to inititate a programme of selective microfiching of
documents and the proposed computer-aided indexing
system. These increases are offset in part by reduced
requirements under chapter IH (Public information
supplies and services) and chapter IV (Other supplies
and services).

229. The estimated additional cost of $48000 for
the European Office at Geneva shows an increase of
some $32000 under chapter H (Rental and mainte
nance of equipment), $22 000 under chapter IV (Other
supplies and services), and $16000 for chapter V
(Office and internal reproduction supplies). Reduced
estimates under chapter I (Communications) serve to
offset some of the increases.

230. Requirements for the information centres for
1969 are maintained at approximately the adjusted
1967 expenditure level. The estimate for the Economic
and Social Office at Beirut shows an increase of $3 569
over the adjusted 1967 expenditure of $9231.

231. FCAFE shows an increase of approximately
$41 000, attributable in the main to office and internal
reproduction supplies ($28000), library books, supplies
and services ($3 300), communications. ($3 400), and
rental and maintenance of equipment ($4700).

232. At ECLA, the increase of almost $40 000 re
sults essentially from higher costs of $13 500 for chap-
ter I (Communications), $6 600 under chapter IV
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(Other supplies and services) in particular for general
insurance premiums, part of which is reimbursable by
the Latin American Institute, and $16 000 under chap
ter V (Office and internal reproduction supplies).

233. The increase of some $20000 for ECA occurs
primarily under chapter II (Rental and maintenance
of eql1ipment-$8 300), including $7 700 for rental of
data-processing equipment, and chapter V (Office and
internal reproduction supplies-$12 000), of which ap
proximately $8800 relates to data-processing forms
and supplies.

234. In considering the estimates submitted for
Section 10, the Advisory Committee has recognized
that the expansion of activities in a number of areas
such as the regional t>:"0nomic commissions, the
European Office at Geneva, as well as the impact on
certain services at Headquarters of the high level of
meetings and conference activity has inevitably re
sulted in a higher rate of expenditure under this section.
Additionally, the Committee has received evidence of
and has been favourably impressed by the efforts made
by the Secr(~ary-General to impose strict administrative
controls over the use of funds under this section.
The Committee considers that the Secretary-General's
endeavours have resulted in some tightening-up of con
trols over expenditures, and the present estimates
reflect the limited success which has been achieved. It
is persuaded nevertheless that, in the case of expendi
tures of this nature, additional, special efforts should
be made to ensure restraint. Strictest curbs should be
maintained at all offices over such costs as lend them
selves to administrative control.

235. The estimate for chapter I (Communications)
reflects an increase of some $90 000 as compared with
the 1968 appropriation and $14623 over the adjusted
1967 expenditure. \iVhile recognizing the efforts made
to ensure the most economical dispatch of communi
cations, the Advisory Committee feels that some further
saving should be possible under this chapter.

236. As regards the provision for rental and main
tenance of equipment under chapter H, which show:~

an increase of some $195 000 over the 1967 expenditure,
the Advisory Committee realizes that the major portion
of the increase relates to rental of the electronic data
processing equipment for the International Computing
Centre at Headquarters.

237. In this connexion the Advisory Committee,
in its report last year on the Secretary-General's budget
estimates under chapter II of Section 10,35 expressed
concern at the magnitude of the estimates relating to
the operations of the International Computing Centre,
and suggested that the Centre's operations and financial
requirements should be kept under strict review. The
Committee in noting that the 1968 expenses for the
Centre under Section 10 included considerable staff
requirements, also suggested that in future such infor
mation should be given in the form of a foot-note to
Section 3. In this connexion, paragraph 266 of Section 3
of the Secretary-General's budget estimates for 196936
provides a summary of direct costs related to the
operation of the International Computing Centre and
of offsetting revenue for 1969. The total estimated
direct costs of the Centre for 1968 and 1969 are
summarized below:

35 Ibid., Twenty-second Sessiol~, S1tpplemellt No. 7 (A/6707),
para. 285.

36 Ibid., Twent.y-third SessioH, Supple11tC1tt No. 5 (A/7205).
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Increase
1968 1969 (decrease)

$ $ $
Section 3. Established posts, temporary assistance,

overtime and night differential .............. 431800 495 100 63300
Section 8. Acquisition of permanent equipment 7100 2500 (4600)
Sectio1£ 10

(a) Rental of data-processing equipment .,. , 640500 690000 49500
(b) Data-processing forms and supplies ...... 100000 95000 (5000)

ESTIMATED TOTALS 1179400 1282600 103200

238. While the Advisory Committee considers that
the Centre should be provided with resources necessary
for efficient administration and econon of operation
and for the maximum utilization r 3 capacity, it
reiterates the hope that once the C .. e is fully opera
tive, the Secretary-General will submit a report in
depth on the operations and their total financial im
plications, both as regards expenditure and revenue,
together with an i.ndication of the extent to which
savings originally envisaged have been realized. The
Committee wishes also to draw attention to the require
ments under chapter II for rental of data-processing or
similar equipment for most other United Nations Offices
totalling some $100000 for 1969.

239. With r~gard to requirements other than those
for the rental of data-processing eqtlipment under chap
ter H, the Advisory Committee is of the view that
some reduction should be possible in the provisions
requested for rental and maintenance of other equip
ment and furniture, office equipment and transportation
equipment.

240. The estimate of $1408000 under chapter III
(Public information services and supplies) represents
an increase of $69500 over the 1968 appropriation, and
a decrease of some $102000 as compared with the
adjusted 1967 expenditure. In this connexion it should
be noted that the 1967 expenditure includes additional
costs arising out of Security Council meetings and the
fifth emergency special session of the General Assembly,
totalling $157000, of which $97000 relates to salary
and overtime payments to telecommunication engineers,
and $54000 to supplies for radio, films, television and
laboratory processing costs. Although it would seem
that the exceptional circumstances and expenses which
occurred in 1967 have been taken into account in pre
paring the estimates for 1969, the Advisory Committee
is of the opinion that some savings could be effected
under most subheadings of this chapter. Certainly, it
would be reasonable to compare the 1969 estimates with
the 1968 appropriations in this particular instance.
Having examined the estimates for the individual sub
chapters under this heading, the Advisory Committee
recommends a total reduction of $13000 under chapter
III of Section 10 for 1969. Revenue from television
and sir, Har services (exclusive of special subscription
revel1llt' , e'3timated at $403000 for 1969, shows an
increase of $3000 as compared with 1968. The Com
mittee's observations on this item are contained in
paragraph 55 above, and under Income section 4.

241. Chapter IV provides for other supplies and
services in the amount of $293 200. The decrease of
some $95000 for Headquarters for 1969 as compared
with the adj usted 1967 expenditure is due almost
entirely to losses on exchange, for which no figure
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appears in the 1969 estimates. The increase of approxi
mately $22000 at Geneva is accounted for by additional
requirements of $16000 representing the United
Nations 29 per cent share of the Joint Medical
Service operated by the W orId Health Organization,
and $6 000 for miscellaneous supplies and services. The
increases of $1 577, $6643 and $2850 for ECAFE,
ECLA and ECA respectively, provide for additional
fire and other insurance premiums for buildings and
equipment at the headquarters of the regional economic
commissions.

242. The estimate of $1 307 500 for chapter V
shows an increase of $141 500 over the adjusted 1967
expenditure, and $38200 over the 1968 appropriation.
Some $67 000 of the increase relates to Headquarters,
primarily for paper and other internal reproduction
supplies, and data-processing forms and supplies. Sig
nificant increases are requested at Geneva, ECAFE,
ECLA and ECE for similar purposes, and the Com
mittee is bound to point out that additional require
ments under these headings, as with increases in
certain other areas of the budget estimates, result from
the heavy meetings and conference programme and
the concomitant proliferation of documentation. Having
regard to General Assembly resolution 2292 (XXII),
the Advisory Committee is confident that savings will
be possible under chapter V in 1969.

243. An estimate of $267 000 is provided under
chapter VI (Library books, supplies and services),
reflecting an increase of some $75000 over the 1967
expenditure. While smaller increases are requested at
most Offices, som~ $72 000 relates to the Headquarters
Library. Of this latter figure, $25 600 is attributed
to the general rise in prices for librClry materials, in
creasing requests for publications in French, and the
increase in postal rates in 1968. Approximately $45 000
of the increase at Headquarters provides for a new
programme of selective microfiching of documents
($25000), and for further work 011 the proposed
computer-aided indexing system of United Nations
documents ($20 000) referred to in paragraph 228
above.

244. In connexion with the two latter items, the
Advisory Committee received the reports referred to in
para:graph 10.18 of Section 10 of the Secretary-General's
budget estimates for 1969. The Committee's observa
tions on the wider implications of the Secretary
General's proposals in connexion with these two items
are to be found in paragraphs 132 to 135 under Sec
tion 3 above.

245. The Advisory Committee is of the opinion
that all chapters of Section 10 lend themselves to firm
administrative supervision. As indicated in paragraph
234 above, the Committee recognizes the signal efforts
of. the Secretary-General to limit. such expenditures
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and it acknowledges the gains made as reflected in the
presentation of the budget estimates for 1969. The
Committee is also convinced that the Secretary-General
will continue to apply the strictest controls to expendi
tures under thi:, section. Bearing this in mind, and in
the light of the observations contained in the preceding
paragraphs, the Advisory Committee recommends an
appropriation of $5 950800 for Section 10, represent
ing a reduction of $63 000 in the estimate proposed by
the Secretary-General, of which $13 000 should be
applied to chapter III, and $50000 primarily over
chapters II and V.
Reduction recommended:

Section 10. General expenses

SECTION 11. PRINTING

Estimate submitted by the Secretary-
General ............,...............

Estimate recommended by the Advisory
Committee .

1967 (actual r; xpense ) .
1968 (appropriation) .

$
63000

$

1817000

1667000
1820959
1624400

246. The estimate for Section 11 covers contractual
printing expenses, except for those relating to special
meetings and conferences (Section 2) ; public informa
tion requirements other than books and periodicals
( Section 10); the Office of the United Nations
High Commissioner for Refugees (Section 18); the
International Court of Justice (Section 19); the
United Nations Conference on Trade and Dev
elopment (Section 20); and the United Nations
Industrial Development Organization (Section 21).
The total estimated cost of these additional require
ments amounts to $536670. As in 1968, the estimate
under Section 11 also excludes the cost of producing
additional copies of publications for sale (which has
been charged against Income section 4, chapter II).

247. As will be seen from table 18 below, a sub
stantial portion of the printing programme will be
carried out internally, with a corresponding reduction
in contractual printing expenses. After allowing for this
reduction the net estimate for 1969 is $192600 higher
than the 1968 appropriation. The 1969 estimate i.s not
comparable with actual expenses in 1967 since the latter
included the cost of copies for sales purposes.

TABLE 18. PRINTING: ANALYSIS BY CHAPTER AND BY YEAR FOR 1967, 1968 AND 1969

Increase or

1968 1967
(decrease)

between
1969 aPPro, e:rpelldi· 1968 and

Chapter estimates pnat101ls titre 1969

$ $ $ $
I. Official records ............ 1222800 1041600 1064601 181200

11. Recurrent publications ...... 739100 725100 840 893n 14000
Ill. Studies and reports ........ 180600 184500 158618n (3900)
IV. Office of Public Information 113200 114800 120410 (1600)
V. International Narcotics Con-

trol Board ................. 25600 26200 19467 (600)
VI. Other contractual printing .. 85700 82200 106956 3500

TOTALJ chapters I to VI 2367000 2174400 2310945a 192600
VII. Less:

Deduction for internal repro-
duction .................. (550000) (550000) (489986)

TOTAL, Section 11 1817000 1624400 1820959n 192600

n Includes cost. of additional copies for sales purposes.

248. The Secretary-General attributes the increase
to the continuing rise in the costs of labour and mate
rials-which has already resulted in an increase in unit
costs of approximately 8 per cent over the 1967 level,
the expansion of United Nations activities, particularly
in the economic and social fields, increased demands
from Governments especially as regards statistical pub
lications in the major economic fields, and more fre
quent issues of increasingly voluminous and complex
statistical publications, particularly those relating to
international trade.

249. Of the total estimated increase of $192600
over the 1968 appropriation, as much as $181 200 re
lates to chapter I, Official Records. The Advisory Com
mittee notes with concern that despite the adoption
by the General Assembly of resolution 2292 (XXII)
on publications and documentation of the United
Nations, and the steps taken by the Publications Board
to give effect thereto, the Secretary-General foresees

a substantial increase in the length of the records of
the General Assembly and the Security Council, and
their commissions and committees. Increased provisions
are also requested under the other items in the chapter.
The Advisory Committee believes that General As
sembly resolution 2292 (XXII) should be strictly com
plied with, and accordingly recommends a reduction
of $75 000 under chapter r.

250. The estimate under chapter H, at $739 100, is
$14000 above the 1968 appropriation of $725 100.
The Advisory Committee notes that increased require
ments are included for the Economic Commissions for
Europe (up $16810), Africa (up $10190), and Asia
and the Far East (up $6630), for the Department of
Economic and Social Affairs (up $4850), and for the
United Nations Office at Geneva (up $300). These in
creases are partly offset by lower requirements for
the Office of Legal Affairs (down $16300), the Eco
nomic Commission for Latin America (down $4380)
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253. In the light of the foregoing observations, the
Advisory Committee recommends an appropriation
of $1 667000 for 1968, representing a reduction of
$150000 in the estimate submitted by the Secretary
General.

$

$

50000

75000

25000

150000

8983200
9179548
9210800

Part IV. Special expenses

SECTION 12. SPECIAL EXPENSES

Section 11. Printing

Chapter I. Official records .
Chapter n. Recurrent publications 1
Chapter Ill. Studies and reports f' .
Chapter VII. Deduction for internal reproduc-

tion (increase) .

RecapitltlMioH of rcductions rccolllmcndcd:

and the Department of Political and Security Council
Affairs (down $4 100). The pHhlications programme
covered by chapter H would appear to be over-ambi
tious in some respects; for instance it seems unlikely
that the Office of Legal Affairs will be able to issue
36 volumes of the Treaty Series within a period of
twelve months; similarly the publication of four issues,
totalling nearly 500 pages, in the series Social vVelfare
Services in Africa may be difficult to achieve in prac
tice.

251. The estimated cost of studies and reports under
chapter HI, at $180600, is $3900 less than the cor
responding appropriation for 1968. The estimate relat
ing to the Department of Economic and Social Affairs,
however, shows a 30 per cent increase from $91 700 in
1968 to $119500 in 1969. In the light of the observa-
tions in the preceding paragraph on chapter H, and of
the likelihood that not all the publications budgeted
for under chapter IH will in fact be issued, the Ad
visory Committee recommends a reduction of $25000
under chapter H and Ill.

252. The deduction for internal reproduction is esti- Estimate submitted by the Secretary-
mated by the Secretary-General at $550000, the same General. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8983200
figure as in the 1968 appropriations. The capacity of Estimate recommended by the Advisory
the internal reproduction services-which rose from Committee .
511 738263 page units in 1966 to 594666490 page 1967 (actual expense) .
units in 1967-is expected to increase further as a result 1968 ( . . )
f h · 11' f 1 dd" 1 ... appropnatlOn .o t e 1l1sta at'lon 0 t le a lhona composlt1on eqUlp-

ment requested by the Secretary-General which will 254. The estimate uncler this section, in the amount
lead to fuller utilization of the printing capacities. The of $8983200, is $227600 below the 1968 appropria-
internal reproduction services would thus be able to tion of $9210800. If the latter amount is adjusted to
absorb a growing proportion of the printing require- exclude $129000 for the three chapters for which pro
ments of the United Nations. Furthermore, the rise in 11LellWrW entries have been included in the 1969 esti-
the costs of labour and materials referred to in para- mates and the amount of $105 800 relating to previous
graph 248 above will in itself increase the value of the programmes not provided for in 1969, there will be a
work done internally. Accordingly the Advisory Com- net increase of $7200 in 1969 over 1968. A breakdown
mittee recommends that the estimate under chapter VII by chapter, together with the corresponding figures for
be increased by $50000 to $600 000. 1967 and 1968, is given in table 19 below.

TABLE 19

Chapter
1969

estimates

1968
app"o,

Priations
1967

expenses

I. United Nations Memorial Cemetery in
Korea .

n. United Nations International School, New
york .

Ill. International School at Geneva .
IV. The United Nations bond issue .
V. The Triangular Fellowship Programme

(Office of Public Information) .
VI. United Nations Programme of Assistance

in the Teaching, Study, Dissemination and
Wider Appreciation of International Law

VII. United Nations participation 111 the Joint
Inspection Unit .

VIII. United Nations participation in jointly
financed activities of administrative co-
ordination .
Previous programmes not provided for 111

1969 .

$

76700

Pro mcmoria
Pro' memoria
8700000

19500

Pro mcmoria

125000

62000

$

125500

49000
30000

8651000

19500

50000

125000

55000

105800n

$

106162

48900
30000

8717461

19927

56847

46475

153776b

TOTAL, Section 12 8983200 9210 800 9179548

no Includes $5 800 appropriated in 1968 for prizes for outstanding achievements in the
field of human rights, and, as a transitional ,t,easure, $100000 for a subvention to the
integrated educational and training programme utablished by General Assembly resolution
2349 (XXII).

b Includes $29961 for the former special training programme for South West Africans,
$70 022 for the special training programme for territories under Portuguese administration,
and $53 793 for assistance in cases of natural disaster provided in terms of G(:neral Assembly
resolution 2034 (XX) of 9 December 1965.
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255. Chapter I includes a provision in the amount
of $76700 for the maintenance of the United Nations
Memorial Cemetery in Korea which was established
and is maintained pursuant to General Assembly reso
lution 977 (X) of 15 December 1955. The property on
which the Cemetery is located has been granted in
perpetuity to the United Nations under the terms of
an agreement, effective 11 December 1959 (A/4330).
The decrease of $48800 compared with the 1968 appro
priation is attributable to the completion of the build
ing programme for which an amount of $56000 was
appropriated in 1968; this is partly offset by increased
requirements in respect of salaries, wages, common
staff costs and contractual maintenance.

256. Chapters II and III contain pro memoria en
tries relating to the United Nations International
School, New York, and the International School at
Geneva, pending possible decisions by the General
Assembly to make financial contributions to these two
schools. The Advisory Committee understands that
separate reports on these schools will be submitted by
the Secretary-General to the Assembly at its twenty
third session.

257. The estimate under chapter IV (United
Nations bond issue) provides an amount sufficient to
pay on 15 January 1969 interest charges at the rate
of 2 per cent per annum and the instalment of the
principal due on that date in respect of United Nations
bonds which were issued pursuant to General Assem
bly resolution 1739 (XVI) of 20 December 1961, as
amended by resolutions 1878 (S-IV) of 27 June 1963
and 1989 (XVIII) of 17 December 1963. The Ad
visory Committee has been. informed that as a conse
quence of the devaluation of the pound sterling and
several other currencies in November 1967, both the
actual expenditures incurred in 1968 and the estimate
of payments to be made in 1969 and subsequent years
have been reduced accordingly. But for this devalua
tion, the 1969 estimate under chapter IV would have
been approximately $8.8 million, comprising $6017700
in respect of repayment of principal and $2778650 in
interest. Despite the reduction in expenses brought
about by devaluation, the 1969 estimate reflects an
increase as compared to the appropriation for 1968 for
the following reasons: in the first place, while interest
is payable annually at a constant rate of 2 per cent
on total bonds outstanding, the scale of repayment rises
irregularly from 3.1 per cent of principal value at the
end of the first year after initial sale, to 5.1 per cent
at retirement twenty-four years later. Secondly, as the
total issue of $169905679 was sold over a period of
several years, and unequal quantities were sold in each
of these years, different rates of retirement are generally
applicable to different quantities of bonds on the date
a payment is due. The fact that $121 054506 worth of
total sales, or over 70 per cent, were made in the first
year of issue, coupled with a rise in the scale of repay
ment ·on this portion of the bonds from 3.4 per cent
to 3.6 per cent in 1969, explains the increase in the
1969 appropriation.

258. Chapter V makes provision for the Triangular
Fellowship Programme of the Office of Public Informa
tion. The estimate for 1969 in the amount of $19500
-the same as for 1968-provides for the travel and
subsistence expenses of twelve to fifteen persons active
in educational broadcasting in Spanish-speaking de
velophg countries who are to attend a four-week

seminar at Headquarters. The Advisory Committee
understands that the series will be completed in 1970
when a similar seminar will be held for participants
from French-speaking developing countrie~.

259. Provision under chapter VI has been made on
a pro l1z,el1wria basis pending consultations between
the Secretary-General and the Advisory Committee
on the United Nations Programme of Assistance in
the Teaching, Study, Dissemination and Wider Appre
ciation of International Law to be held in September
1968. The Secretary-General will submit his recom
mendations on the programme in 1969 to the General
Assembly at its twenty-third session after those con
sultations, as provided in General Assembly resolution
2313 (XXII) of 14 December 1967.

260. Chapters VII and VIII make provision in the
amounts of $125000 and $62000 respectively for
the United Nations share of the expenses of the Joint
Inspection Unit and of certain activities of administra
tive co-ordination. The expenses of the Joint Inspec
tion Unit (which show no change as compared with
1968) include the salaries and common staff costs of
the Inspectors and their supporting secretariat staff,
official travel, translation and other general and miscel
laneous expenses. The expenses relating to administra
tive co-ordination activities are $7000 above the 1968
appropriation; they include the direct costs of the secre
tariats of the International Civil Service Advisory
Board (ICSAB) and the Consultative Committee on
Administrative Questions (CCAQ), the costs of ses
sions of ICSAB and the Expert Committee on Post
Adj ustments and the employment of consultants for
special technical studies.

261. In the light of the foregoing the Advisory
Committee recommends an appropriation of $8 983 200
uncler Section 12, as proposed by the Secretary-General.

Part V. Technical prog,'ammes

SECTIONS 13, 14, 15 AND 16. TECHNICAL PROGRAMMES

$
Estimate submitted by the Secretary-

General Pro 1nemoria
Estimate recommended by the Advisory

Committee Pro memoria
1967 (actual expense) 6 398447
1968 (appropriation) 6400000

262. The estimates for Part V relate to the United
Nations technical assistance activities which are to be
financed from the regular budget. The operational pro
grammes involved fall into four main categories.

1. Economic development (e.1:cluding industrial developme11t) J

social development and public administration (Section 13):
(a) Technical assistance in the field of economic develop

ment, as envisaged in General Assembly resolutions
200 (Ill) of 4 December 1948 and 304 (IV) of
16 November 1949;

(b) Technical assistance in social development fields, as
contemplated in General Assembly resolutions 418
(V) of 1 December 1950, 537 (VI) of 2 February
1952, 1042 (XI) of 21 February 1957 and 1838
(XVII) of 18 December 1962;

(c) Advisory services,consultation, training, and research
in the field of public administration, as envisaged in
General Assembly Iresolutions 518 (VI) Qf 12 January
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1952, 723 (VIII) of 23 October 1953 and 1024 (XI)
of 21 December 1956 i

(d) Appointment of operational, executive, and administra
tive personnel, in accordance with General Assembly
resolution 1530 (XV) of 15 December 1960 i

II. Industrial develop/1/ent (Section 14):

Technical assistance in industrial development as envisaged
in General Assembly 'resolution 2298 (XXII) of 12 De
cember 1967 i

Ill. Human rights advisory services (Section 15):

IV. Narcotic drugs control (Section 16):

263. The initial estimates for 1969, as submitted by
the Secretary-General, contain a pro memoria entry
under Part V. The Secretary-General indicates that it
became necessary for him to follow this procedure in
the light of the adoption by the General Assembly of
resolution 2298 (XXII) of 12 December 1967 and
subsequent developments.

264. In its report on the budget estimates for 1968,
the Advisory Committee described the evolution of the
procedures governing the regular programme of tech
nical assistance between 1962 and 1967.37 Those pro
cedures were initiated by General Assembly resolution
1768 (XVII) of 23 November 1962, and were subse
quently elaborated in Economic and Social Council
resolutions 953 (XXXVI) of 5 July 1963 and 1008
(XXXVII) of 21 July 1964, and General Assembly
resolution 2029 (XX) of 22 November 1965. Under
this system, the level of the provision under Part V
for each year was determined by the General Assembly
on the basis of a provisional estimate put forward by
the Secretary-General in accordance with the recom
mendations of the Governing Council of UNDP, as
endorsed by the Council. In the interests of maximum
flexibility in meeting priority needs, the constituent
sections of Part V were administered as a whole, so
as to accommodate programme changes arising during
the operational year.

265. Indeed, in operative paragraph 6 of its resolu
tion 1008 (XXXVII) the Economic and Social Council
specifically decided that "the level of the Secretary
General's annual budget submissions for technical pro
grammes and the programmes thereunder should con
tinue to be subj ect to the advice, guidance and review"
of the Technical Assistance Committee; under the

37 Ibid., Twenty-second Session, S1tpplement No. 7 (A/6707),
paras. 331 et seq.

terms of operational paragraph 4 of General Assembly
resolution 2029 (XX), the functions of providing
"general policy guidance and direction" were trans
fen"ed from T AC to the Governing Council of UNDP.

266. Under the terms of its resolution 2298 (XXII)
of 12 December 1967, the General Assembly decided
that a separate section within Part V should be estab
lished for technical assistance in industrial development,
and that the provisions of paragraph 4 of its resolu
tion 2029 (XX) would not apply to the programme of
technical assistance in industrial development; the task
of considering and approving the related projects and
programmes and of providing general policy guidance
and direction with reference to the utilization of the
resources in question was entrusted to the Industrial
Development Board.

267. On 25 January 1968, the Governing Council
of UNDP, at its 106th meeting "requested the Secre
tarv-General to submit to the seventh session of the
CO~l11cil a comprehensive study of the purpose and
objectives of the regular programme and its relationship
to the programmes of UNDP together with any recom
mendations he may deem appropriate".

268. By resolution 11 (ll) of 14 May 1968 the
Industrial Development Board recommended a plan
ning level of $1.5 million for the programme of tech
nical assistance in industrial development to be financed
under Section 14 of the regular budget for 1969.

269. At its 130th meeting, on 26 June 1968, the
Governing Council of UNDP decided "to approve that
portion of the regular programme for 1969 set out in
the report of the Secretary-General (DP/RP/5/
Add.2)" in the amount of $5408600, subject to the
provisions that "the question of the appropriations as
between the various sections of Part V (Technical
programmes) would need to be resolved by the General
Assembly at its twenty-third session after its considera
tion of the recommendations emanating from the In
dustrial Development Board, the Governing Council
of UNDP, and the Economic and Social Council",
and that "the Secretary-General, in the interim, limit,
as appropriate, commitments against anticipated pro
gramme resources under all sections of Part V to the
current levels".

270. A comparison, by major fields of activity,
between actual expenses in 1966 and 1967, and ap
proved estimates for 1968 is given in table 20 below.

TABLE 20

1966 1967 1968
actual actual app"ov(!(!
e~jJetlse e,l:jJetlse e.1timaten

$ $ $
I. Economic development ..... , ............. ,. .2215210 2419385 2,56950Q

Social development ......... , ............. , 1956378 1744757 1669800
, . ...-

Public administration I •••••••• I •••••• I "" f. 1045313 988058 874300

Sub-total 5216901 5152200 5113600

II. Industrial development • •• I t I I •• t. I. 1.1 I,. I 887878 952716 991400
Ill. Human rights advisory services •••• I •••• I I' 198483 219986 220000
IV. Na'rcotic drugs control • t" I' I I •••• ' ••••••• 66762 73545 75000

TOTAl, 6370024 6398447 6400000

a DP/RP/5/Add,2.
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271. The Advisory Committee would recall that in
its report on the budget estimates for 1968,38 it reiter
ated the view that the amounts to be appropriated
under Part V depended on policy decisions taken by
the General Assembly in the light of over-all budgetary
considerations. Bearing this in mind, and in the absence
of a submission by the Secretary-General, the Advisory
Committee is not in a position to make any recommen
dation as to the amount of the estimate under Part V
of the budget for 1969. At the same time the Commit
tee believes that the exclusion from the initial estimates
of an item of expenditure of this magnitude conflicts
with the spirit of financial regulations 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6.

38 Ibid'., para. 330.

Part VI. Special missions and related activities

SECTION 17. SPECIAL MISSIONS

$
Estimate submitted by the Secretary-

General ., , " .. ,. 6 371 400
Estimate recommended by the Advisory

COl11mittee ,.,., ,..... 6321 400
1967 (actual expense) ",., ,.".. 6 305661
1968 (appropriation) , .. ', " ,..... 6 157600

272. The estimate of $6371 400 under this section
represents an increase of $213 800 over the 1968 appro
priation. The breakdown by chapter of the estimates
for 1969, compared with appropriations in 1968 and
actual expenses in 1967, is given in table 21 below.

TABLE 21. SPECIAL MISSIONS AND RELATED ACTIVITIES: ANALYSIS BY CHAPTER AND BY YEAR

FOR 1967, 1968 AND 1969

111cl'ease

1968 1967
(decrease)

betweell
1969 aPPro- e:l;Pelldi. 1969 and

estimates pr~atlOns tllre 1969

$ $ $ $

4601200 4230400 4496371 370800

(30300)

(11000)

165300

116200

245411

44538

1089324

116200

C1lapter

1. United Nations Truce Super
vision Organization in Pales
tine (UNTSO) .",.,., ....

II. United Nations Military Ob
server Group in India and
Pakistan (UNMOGIP) ... , 1193400 1028100

Ill. United Nations Representa-
tive for India and Pakistan
(UNRIP) ,."..... Pro 11/emoria 30300

IV. United Nations Commission
for the Unification and
Rehabilitation of ~orea

(UNCURK) 234000 245000

V. United Nations Supply Depot
in Pisa " , .

VI. Ad. Hoc Working Group of
Experts established under
resolution 2 (XXIII) of the
Commission on Human Rights

VII. United Nations Council for
Namibia and United Nations
Commissioner for Namibia ..
Previous expenses not pro
vided for in 1969 .... , ... ,.

TOTAL, Section 17

42000

184600

6371400

40000

12800011

455800b

6157600

145593

21046

263378c

6305661d

2000

56600

(455800)

213800

a Appropriated for 1968 under Sections 3, 4 and 5 in the amounts of $95000, $30000,
and $3000 respectively.

b Includes the following missions for which provision was made in 1968, but which are
either not expected to continue in 1969 or for which no basis presently exists on which to
prepare an estimate: the Special Committee on the Situation with regard to the Implementa
tion of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples
($150000), and the United Nations Middle East Mission ($305800).

c Includes the following missions not provided for in 1969 but for which expenditures
were incurred in 1967: the Special Committee on the Situation with Regard to the Implemen
tation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples
($126073); United Nations Special Mission to Aden ($53443); United Nations Middle
East Mission ($36628); Special Representative of the Secretary-General in the Middle East
($8,377); former OfTIce of the Special Representative of -the Secretary-General in Amman
($22344); Special Committee on the Policies of Apartheid of the Government of South
Africa ($16446) and miscellaneous claims and adjustments for prior years ($67).

d Includes $1 804 797 expended in 1967 under former Section 17, United Nations Field
Service.

!
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273. The prOVISIons under chapters I, H, IH and
IV relate to four special missions which were estab
lished as follows: United Nations Truce Supervision
Organization in Palestine-under Security Council reso
lutions 48 (1948) of 23 April 1948 and 73 (1949) of
11 August 1949; United Nations Military Observer
Group in India and Pakistan-under a resolution dated
13 August 1948 of the United Nations Commission for
India and Pakistan which had been set up under Se
curity Council resolution 39 (1948) of 20 January
1948 ;so United Natiolls Representative for India and
Pakistan-under Security Council resolution 80 (1950)
of 14 1Iarch 1950; and United Nations Commission
for the Unification and Rehabilitation of Korea-under
General Assembly resolution 376 (V) of 7 October
1950.

274. The Advisory Committee has always proceeded
from the premise that the United Nations organs which
created these special missions would keep their activi
ties and the need for their continuation under constant
review. The Committee's own task in the matter is to
inquire whether they are administered in the most
efficient and econumical manner. The Committee notes
that the manning table of UNTSO is to be reduced by
four (from 547 to 543), and that of UN110GIP is to
be increased by three (from 126 to 129) , while that of
UNCURK remains unchanged at 37. The increases in
the estimates are attribl~table to adjustments in salary
and subsistence rates for non-professional administra
tive and technical services personnel, and to increased
requirements for the maintenance and rental of prem
ises and equipment, operation and maintenance of
vehicles, purchase of furniture and equipment, and pur
chase of vehicles. As in 1968, the Advisory Committee
believes that savings can be effected in all these require
ments. The Committee understands that the Secretary
General does not anticipate that any expenditures will
arise under chapter HI.

275. The estimate of $116200 under chapter V
relates to the United Nations Supply Depot in Pisa.
The Advisory Committee was informed that the costs
of this depot-which has been in existence since 1957
have so far been met out of the UNEF Special Account.
The Secretary-General recommends that this depot be
continued in view of the desirability-in view of the
losses in material and equipment suffered as a result
of the conflict in the Middle East in 1967-of moving
the central radio stores from Jerusalem, and of con
solidating these stores with other necessary supplies
and equipment, thereby keeping stock levels at a con
trolled minimum; the total cost value of items currently
stored at the Pisa depot is estimated by the Secretary
General at $1 million. The Advisory Committee was
informed that the Pisa depot was needed to perform
backstopping functions mainly for the UNTSO opera
tion, but also for UNFICYP and UNMOGIP, and
that its continuation was advantageous in view of the
generosity of the Italian Government in providing of
fice premises and facilities free of charge. Consequently
the costs to be borne by the United Nations relate
almost entirely to salaries, wages and other staff costs.

30 In paragraph 7 of resolution 91 (1951) of 30 March 1951,
the Security Council decided that the "military observer
group shall continue to supervise the cease-fire" in the State
of Jammu and Kashmir.

276. As regards the detailed estimates under chapter
V, the Advisory Committee is of the opinion that, since
the staff of the depot amount to a total of eleven, it
should be possible to reduce the size of the fleet of
vehicles below the present number of eight. On the
broader question of how the costs of the depot should
be charged, the Advisory Committee feels that thought
might be given to charging them, in the light of ex
perience, to the operation or operations which the depot
is intended to serve.

277. Chapter VI makes provision in the amount of
$42000 for expenses relating to further activities of the
Ad Ifoc Vvorking Group of Experts originally estab
lished uncleI' resolution 2 (XXIII) of 6 March 1967
of the Commission on Human Rights. The estimate
covers travel, fees and subsistence allowances of mem
bers, translation and reproduction costs and temporary
assistance (three professional and two general service
posts) .

278. As regards the question of fees, the Advisory
Committee-in its comments on a request by the Secre
tary-General to incur :mmnitments under the terms
of General Assembly resolution 2364 (XXII) on un
foreseen and extraordinary expenses for 1968, relating
to activities of the ..etd Hoc vVorking Group-advised
him that it would not feel justified in concurring in
the payment of fees to all members of the Vvorking
Group. Although the Committee had approved such
payments in 1967, it had not at that time appreciated
that persons who represented their Governments on
the Commission on Human Rights and who were, in
certain cases, also members of permanent missions,
would be appointed to the Ad Hoc Grour;; indeed it
assumed that the Group would be compmled of non
governmental experts within the meaning of Economic
and Social Council resolution 9 (H) of 21 June 1946,
under the terms of which the action of the Commission
on Human Rights was taken. When this assumption
proved to be ill-founded the Advisory Committee con
sidered that it would be more appropriate to treat the
Ad Hoc Working Group as a subsidiary body of
the Human Rights Commission at least in so far as the
majority of the members were concerned. In conse
quence, the Advisory Committee concluded that due
regard should be had to the position taken by the
General Assembly at its sixteenth session on the recom
mendation of the Fifth Committee.40 The Assembly's
decision reaffirmed

"the basic principles governing the emoluments of
persons who serve on organs and subsidiary organs
of the United Nations, according to which neither
fee nor other remuneration shall normally be paid to
" (i) A rapporteur of a United Nations body;
" (ii) IVlembers serving on organs and subsidiary

organs of the United Nations in an individual
personal capacity.

"Where appropriate, a subsistence allowance at the
standard rate, together with travel expenses, shall
be payable, but the allowance shall not be deemed to
contain any element of fee or remuneration."

For the same reason, the Advisory Committee recom
mends that the estimate under chapter VI be reduced
by the amount of the fees proposed for those members

40 Official Records of ;he General Assembly} SLrteallth
Session, Am~c.ves, agenda item 54, document A/5005, para. 10.
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chapter VI, to give effect to the Committee's recom~

mendations in paragraphs 278 and 279 above.

Reduction 1'CCOll/mClldcd:

pQl·t 1711. Office of tlte United Nations Higlt
COll11nissioner for Refltgees

SECTION 18. OFFICE OF THE UNITED NATIONS HICH
COMMISSIONER FOR REFUGEES

$

50000

$

3675500

Section 17.Special missions

Estimate submitted by the Secretary~

General .
Estimate recommended by the Advisory

Committee 3 600 500
1967 (actual expense) 3259977
1968 (appropriation) 3 469 000

282. The estimate of $3675 500 under this section
represents an increase of $206500 as compared with
the $3 469 000 appropriated in 1968. Table 22 gives the
chapter breakdown of the estimates for 1969, the appro
priations for 1968, the actual expenditures for 1967,
and the amount of the credits for staff assessment and
the subvention for the grant-in-aid as reflected under
Income sections 1 and 2 respectively.

283. In its consideration of Section 18, the Advisory
Committee noted the detailed presentation of the esti~

mates relating to the Office of the United Nations
High Commissioner for Refugees, and the concern for
economy underlying this presentation.

of the Ad H DC vVOl'king Groups to whom these basic
principles can be held to apply.

279. As regards temporary assistance, the Advisory
Committee is convinced that since the work of the
Ad IfDC Group in 1969 will be confined to the consid
eration and adoption of its reports, which will pre
sumably have been drafted and translated in advance,
i.e., between the return of the Mission from the field
in 1968 and the end of the year, a substantial reduction
can be effected in the temporary assistance and transla
tion requirements.

280. The estimate of $184600 under chapter VII
relates to the salaries, wages, common staff costs and
travel of the United Nations Commissioner for Namibia
and his staff of ten (five professioal and five general
service) , as against seven (four professional and
three general service) in 1968. The increase over the
1968 appropriation of $128000-·which did not include
any provision for the post of the Commissioner him
self-amounts to $56 600. The Advisory Committee
was informed that no duplication exists between the
functions of the Commissioner and his staff, and those
of the staff in the Department of Trusteeship and Non
Self-Governing Territories who serve as the secretariat
of the Council for Namibia; it trusts that continued
attention will be paid to ensuring that such duplication
does not arise.

281. In the light of the above observations, the
Advisory Committee recommends an appropriation of
$6321 400 under Section 17, representing a reduction
of $50000 in the estimate submitted by the Secretary
General; $10000 of this reduction is to be applied to

TABLE 22. SECTION 18. OFFICE OF THE UNITED NATIONS HIGH COMMISSIONER FOR REFUGEES

Chapter

I. Salarie, and wages

n. Common staff costs

Ill. Travel of staff .

IV. Public information activities

V. Hospitality .

VI. Permanent equipment for
field offices .

VII. General expenses and sup-
plies .

VHI. Contractual printing .

IX. Contingencies .

1969
estimate

$

2580000

604000

160000

26000

7500

21000

193000

9000

75000

1968 1967
appro· e.-rj;l'lldi·

Priation tltT;?

$ $

2486000 2315439

578000 544760

160000 157605

26000 24632

5000 5002

16000 20546

189000 184783

9000 7210

Increase or
(decrease)
betweCl~

1968 alia
1969

$

94000

26000

2500

5000

4000

75000

TOTAL Gll0SS, Section 18 3675.500 3469000 3259977 206500

Deduct

Income from staff assessment .. 477000

Grant-in-aid from voluntary
funds 410000

TOTAL NET 2788500

46000011

412400b

2596600c

448625

412400

2398952

17000

(2400)

191900

11 Revised estimate.
b Actual figure.
c In addition, allocations totalling $60000 (net) from voluntary funds are available

for 1968 administrative expenses related to programmes in Africa which started in 1967.
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284. Increased estimates for 1969 have been 'Sub
mitted in respect of chapter I, Salaries and wages (up
$94 000), chapter Il, Common staff costs (up $26 000),
chapter V, Hospitality (up $2500), chapter VI, Per
manent equipment for field offices (up $5000), and
c'h,Jnter VII, General expenses and supplies (up
$4 vOO), Furthermore, provision has been included for
a nev: chapter IX, Contingencies, in the amount of
$75000.

285. The estimate under chapter I, subchapter (i),
provides for a total of 286 established posts (102
professional and 184 general service), the same as in
1968. In order to be able to cope, however, with the
growing refugee problem in Africa, and particularly in
the central and eastern parts of that continent, the
High Commissioner proposes to carry out a redeploy
ment of his staff resources. This will reduce the size
of the branch offices in Europe, and increase the staff
in Africa, in keeping with the recommendations made
by the Advisory Committee in its report on the budget
estimates for 1968:11 Of the 286 established posts
proposed for 1969, 130 (54 professional and above,
and 76 general service) are at headquarters and 156
(48 professional and 108 general service) in twenty
eight branch offices: 12 in Africa (with a total staff
of 68), 8 in Europe (with a total staff of 58), 3 in
Asia and the Far East (with a total staff of 9), 3
in the Americas (with a total staff of 13), and one each
in the Middle East and Australia (with a total staff of 5).

286. The Advisory Committee has been informed
that the increase in the number of branch offices and
the shift towards a situation where the High Commis
sioner will more and more frequently initiate and
promote global development projects for refugee areas,
which would be planned and administered under the
full responsibility of the Government concerned and
the other members of the United Nations system,
creates the need for additional posts at the more
senior levels. The High Commissioner has accordingly
requested a total of twelve reclassifications (five from
P-2 to P-3, six from P-3 to P-4, and one from P-4
to P-5) in the professional category, at an additional
expenditure in 1969 of $6500, and three recla:ssifica
tions to the principal level in the general service
category. Having considered the special reasons ad
vanced in justification of the proposed reclassifications,
the Advisory Committee concurs in the High Commis
sioner's proposals.

287. The estimate under chapter I (ii), Correspon
dents, consultants and temporary assistance, shows an
increase of $5 000 compared to the 1968 appropriation,
to provide for a legal consultant in France ($1 200),
a part-time assistant in Ghana ($2000) and additional
temporary assistance ($1800). Recognizing the efforts
made by the High Commissioner to keep the size of
the establishment down to a minimum, the Advisory
Committee has no objection to the proposed increases.

288. The Advisory Committee was informed that
the increase of $2500 under chapter V, Hospitality,
was being requested to make it possible to increase
the allotments for the twenty-six existing branch offices
from an average of $140 to $200 per annum, to provide
$440 for the two new branch offices, and to add $500
to the amount of $1 400 now available for expenses
incurred by senior staff at headquarters.

41lbid" T7.c:mtJ'-second SessioHJ SHpplement No. 7 (A/6707),
para. 354.

289. As regards the request of $75000 for con
tingencies, the High Comml,sioner feels that the budget
estimates for 1969 make no provision for the possible
need' to take urgent action to deal with new refugee
situations, especially bearing in mind the fact that
groups .of refugees already exist in several parts of
the world, particularly in Asia and Africa, in respect
of whom the Governments concerned may, before long,
request the assistance of the High Commissioner.
Being unwilling to increase his establishment in antici
pation of possible requests, or to make provision for
certain possible additional items, such as travel costs
or general expenses simply to guard against potential
needs, the High Commissioner has proposed that a
contingency provision be inserted, in keeping with the
recommendation of the Ad Hoc Committee of Experts
to Examine the Finances of the United Nations and
the Specialized Agencies.42 At the same time the High
Commissioner has indicated that he realizes that the
inclusion of such a contingency provision is perhaps
without precedent in the regular budget of the United
Nations.

290. The Advisory Committee is of the opinion that
the whole question of the desirability or otherwise of
including a contingency provision in the regular budget
of the United Nations requires further study. In par
ticular, it is not clear from the report of the Ad Hoc
Committee whether the "special appropriation line"
for contingencies should be a separate section of the
budget, or chapters within individual sections; nor is
it clear whether the term "head of the organization"
used by the Ad Ifoc Committee in its recommendation
in paragraph 41 of its second report referred to the
Secretary-General in the case of the United Nations,
or could be applied to, say, the High Commissioner
for Refugees, the Secretary-General of UNCTAD, or
the Executive' Director of UNIDO. Furthemore, the
General Assembly, in operative paragraph 6 of its
n:~wlution 2370 (XXII) of 19 December 1967, re
quested that the Advisory Committee:

"in consultation with the Secretary-General, recom
mend for consideration by the General Assembly at
its twenty-third session an appropriate definition of
'unforeseen and extraordinary expenses', together
with a resolution-and such other action as may be
appropriate-to cope with +de interrelated problems
identified in paragraph 73 of its first report to the
Assembly at its twenty-second session, and in chap
ter In of the second report of the Ad Hoc Com
mittee, especially those recommendations relating to
transfers and supplementary estimates found in para
graphs 35 to 46 thereof".

In the circumstances, the Advisory Committee, while
appreciating the reasons underlying the High Commis
sioner's proposal, recommends that the provision of
$75 000 under chapter IX be deleted from the initial
estimates.

291. Income from staff assessment in the amount
of $477 000 in respect of the staff of the Office of the
United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees has
been included under Income section 1. The grant-in-aid
from voluntary funds has been credited under Income
section 2; it has been provisionally estimated at

42 Ibid., Twenty-first Sessioll, Alllle:l:cs, agenda item 80,
document A/6343, para. 41.
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$410000, Le., 10 per cent of the expected actual pro
gramme commitments in 1968, excluding the grant-in
aid for 1968 and administrative expenditure covered
directly under the Programme.

292. In the light of the foregoing considerations,
the Advisory Committee recommends an appropriation
of $3 600 500 under Section 18, representing a reduc
tion of $75 000 in the estimate submitted by the Secre
tary-General.

Reduction recommended:

$

Section 18. Office of the United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees

Chapter IX. Contingencies 75 000

Part VIII. !ntel'lwtional Court of Justice

SECTION 19. INTERNATIONAL COURT OF JUSTICE

$
Estimate submitted by the Secretary-

General 1 383 360
Estimate recommended by the Advisory

Committee " 1 375000
1967 (actual expense) 1126 025
1968 (appropriation) 1 356350

293. The estimate under this section for 1969
exceeds the 1968 appropriation by $27010, and actual
expenses in 1967 by $257 335. As can be seen from
table 23, this increase is accounted for by increases
under chapter II (Salaries, wages and expenses of the
Registry) and chapter IV (Permanent equipment),
which are partly offset by decreases under chapter I
(Salaries and expenses of members of the Court) and
chapter III (Common services).

TABLE 23. INTERNATIONAL COURT OF JllST1CE: ser.IMARY BY CHAPTER AND BY YEAR FOR

1967, 1968 AND 1969

Chl1ptC/'

1. Salaries and expenses of
Members of the Court .

n. Salaries, wages and expenses
of the Registry .

Ill. Common services .

IV. Permanent equipment

TOTAL

1969
estimates

$

714600

534160

102700

31900

1383360

1968
appl'o

pl'iations

$

731000

504250

112000

9100

1356350

1967
expclldi.

turcs

$

589912

434469

87862

13782

1126025

Illcrcasc or
(dccrcasc)
bctwcct~

1968 ana
1969

$

(16400)

29910

(9300)

22800

27010

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
I

I

I

I
I

I

I

294. The estimate of $714600 for chapter I, Salaries
and expenses of members of the C~'lrt, is $16400
lower than the 1968 appropriation ot $731 000. This
decrease is due in its entirety to reduced requirements
in respect of the pensions payable to members of the
Court and their eligible beneficiaries. The increase of
$124688 between actual expenditure in 1967 and
the estimate for 1969 is largely attributable to the
introduction on 1 January 1968 of adjusted salary and
allowance rates and of improved pension benefits under
the terms of General Assembly resolution 2366 (XXII)
and 2367 (XXII) of 19 December 1967 respectively.

295. It should be noted that the estimate under
chapter I does not include any provision in respect
of ad hoc judges, assessors, witnesses and experts
since such expenses are of a contingent nature. The
Secretary-General has accordingly requested that he
should be authorized to enter into commitments under
the resolution for unforeseen and extraordinary ex
penses in 1.969 in amounts not e.."'Cceeding a total of
$48000 for ad hoc judges (Statute of the Court, Ar
ticle 31), and a total of $25000 for the appointment
of assessors (Statute, Article 30), or the calling of
witnesses and the appointment of experts (Statute,
Article 22). The increase in the ceiling of expenses for
ad hoc judges (up $10500 compared to the ceiling
requested for 1968) is due to the higher rates of
remuneration approved by the General Assembly in
resolution 2366 (XXII).
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296. The increase of $29910 in the estimate under
chapter II (Salaries, wages and expenses of the Reg
istry) over the 1968 appropriation is attributable
solely to the costs of continuing the existing estab
lishment, no additional posts or' reclassifications being
requested. The Advisory Committee has been informed
that $18000 of the above amount is due' to the fact
that the estimate for established posts has been cal
culated on a full-annual-cost basis, since it is expected
that all the new posts approved for 1968 will have
been filled by the end of the year and that no vacancies
will occur in 1969. The Committee would recall in
this connexion that when it was considering the Court's
budget estimates for 1968 it had been informed that
the increase in the number of established posts would
partially offset future temporary assistance require
ments.43 If, as the Committee has now been informed,
no vacancies will occur in 1969, the temporary assis
tance requirements in that year should be lower than
in 1968. Accordingly the Advisory Committee recom
mends a reduction of $5000 under chapter II (H).

297. The estimate under chapter III (Common
services) is $9300 below the 1968 appropriation; this
decrease is attributable in its entirety to a smaller
provision for contractual printing.

298. The increase of $22 800 under chapter IV
(Permanent equipment) is due to the need for replacing

43 Ibid., para. 362.
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Part IX. United Nations Confe"ence on Trade
and Development

SECTION 20. UNITED NATIONS CONFERENCE ON TRADE
AND DEVELOPMENT

300. The estimates under Section 20, which provide
for the United Nations Conference on Trade and
Development established in accordance with General
Assembly resolution 1995 (XIX) of 8 January 1965,
amount to $7878000-$1297000 less than the 1968
appropriation of $9 175 000. If the latter amount is
adjusted, however, to exclude $1 844000 for the second
session of the Conference, and $90 000 for the Inten1a
tional Trade Centre (for which see paragraph 309
below), the 1969 estimate would show an increase of
$637000 over 1968. Table 24 below gives a breakdown
by chapter of the expenses for 1967, the appropriations
for 1968, and the estimates for 1969, together with
the increases or decreases between 1968 and 1969.

301. After allowing for estimated income from staff'
assessment in the amount of $1149000, credited under
Income section 1, and for reimbursement from the
Lead and Zinc Study Group for 'services rendered
($8000) al.ld for contributions from non-member
States ($553 100) credited under Income section 3
or a total of $1 710 lOO-the net cost of UNCTAD in
1969 is estimated at $6 167900, as against a net appro
priation of $6816000 in 1968, and net expenses of
$5263949 in 1967.

302. The estimate under chapter II in the amount
of $85 000 (representing a decrease of $30 000 com
pared with the 1968 appropriation of $115000) pro
vides for the travel and subsistence expenses, and

$
8360

7743000
6661692
9175000

Section 19. International Court of Justice

$
Estimate submitted by the Secretary-

General 7 878 000
Estimate recommended by the Advisory

Committee .
1967 (actual expense) .
1968 (appropriation) .

forty-year-old furniture in fifteen judges' offices, at a
rate of approximately $1 600 per office, and for pur
chasing some additional office equipment.

299. Having considered the fact that provision for
travel of :Members of the Court and the Registry and
other entitlements which are estimated in full may not
be fully utilized, and bearing in mind its observations
in paragraph 296 above concerning temporary assis
tance, the Advisory Committee recommends an appro
priation of $1 375000 under Section 19, which repre
sents a reduction of $8360 in the estimate 'submitted
by the Secretary-General.

Reduction recommended:

TABLE 24

Chapter
H69

estimates

1968
appro

priati01~s
1967

e:>:penses

Increase or
(decrease)
between
1968 a1ld

1969

A. Sessions of the Conference and
of expert and advisory bodies
I. Sessions of the Conference

II. Sessions of expert and ad-
visory bodies . 85000

85000

$

1844000

115000

1959000

$

277973

28987

306960

$

(1844 000)

(30000)

(1874000)

B. Secretariat of UNCTAD
Ill. Salaries and wages .
IV. Common staff costs .
V. Travel of stafi .

VI. Hospitality .
VII. Permanent equipment .

VIII. General expenses .
IX. Printing .

3605000
834000
225000

10000
16000

271 000
138000

5099000

3213600
778000
191000
10000
17000

271 000
124000

4604600

2815118
670994
170165

8012
34974

295263
154313

4148838

391400
56000
34000

(1000)

14000

494400

C. International Trade Centre
X. International Trade Centre Pro 'memoria 90000 (90000)

D. Administrative and conference
services by other United
N atiolls offices

XI. Salaries and wages .
XII. Common staff costs and

travel on home leave .

TOTAL, Section 20

2294000

400000

2694000

7878000

48

2138400

383000

2521400

9175000

1945168

260726

2205894

6661692

155600

17000

172600

(1297000)
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Part X. United Nations Industrial Development
Organization

SECTION 21. UNITED NATIONS INDUSTRIAL
DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION

conference services staff prc·..;ided by other United
Nations offices, shows an increase of $155600 from
$2 138400 in 1968 to $2294000. The increase in
respect of established posts amounts to $78 300, $23 000
of which represents the cost of new posts requested for
1969 (1 professional and 4 general service) , the
balance of $55 300 being the increased cost of con
i:inuing the 1968 establishment into 1969. The increase
under temporary assistance for the servicing of
UNCTAD conferences amounts to $77 300 (from
$649500 to $726800). Bearing in mind its observa
tions in paragraphs 136 and 137 above on the manning
table of the languages ,services in Geneva, the Ad
visory Committee recommends a reduction of $30 000
in the estimate for temporary assistance. The Com
mittee also recommends that the request for new
general service posts should be reduced by two, repre
senting a saving of $8000. The consequential reduction
under chapter XII, Common staff costs relating to
the posts covered under chapter XI, would amount
to $2000.

309. As regards the International Trade Centre,
for which a pro 1nemoria entry has been made under
chapter X, the Advisory Committee will submit a
separate report on the basis of the information to be
made available to it by the Secretary-General.

310. The Advisory Committee understands that
certain decisions taken at the ,second session of
UNCTAD will have financial implications in 1969,
but that these can be accommodated within the totality
of the estimates under Section 20.

311. In the light of the foreg'oing observations, the
Advisory Committee recommends an appropriation of
$7 743 000 under Section 20, representing a reduction
of $135000 in the estimate submitted by the Secretary
General.

fees, as required, relating to some ten to twelve sessions
of expert and advisory bodies. The Advisory Commit
tee notes that actual expenses for this purpose in 1967
amounted to $29 000. Bearing this in mind, and in view
of the likelihood that not every expert and advisory
body scheduled to meet in 1969 will in fact be con
vened, the Advisory Committee recommends a reduc
tion of $10000 under chapter II.

303. The estimate under chapter UI, Salaries and
wages of the UNCTAD Secretariat, at $3605000,
shows an increase of $391 400 ($341 400 under estab
lished posts, and $50 000 for consultants) over the
1968 appropriation of $3213600. The cost of con
tinuing the 1968 establishment into 1969 accounts for
$250 800 of the increase under established posts; the
balance of $90 600 under this item is requested for
two rec1assifications (one within the professional ca
tegory, and 'One from general service to professional)
and for fourteen new new posts (six professional, and
eight general service), thereby increasing the manning
table of UNCTAD from 285 in 1968 to 299 (146
professional and 153 general service) in 1969. The
Advisory Committee understands that the estimate for
established posts has been arrived at after a turnover
deduction of 5 per cent for existing professional posts.
40 per cent for the new professional posts requested
in 1969, and 20 per cent for the new general service
posts. Having considered the detailed justifications
submitted by the Secretary-General, the Advisory Com
mittee recommends that the new posts be reduced by
two professional and one general servic~, representing
a reduction of $25000, under established posts.

304. The estimate for consultants shows an increase
of $50000, from the 1968 appropriation of $200000,
to $250 000. The Secretary-General attributes the
substantial size of the increase to the need for
UNCTAD to engage specialists in various disciplines
for short periods of service. While the Advisory Com
mittee agrees with the Secretary-General that such
a system can be financially advantageous as an alterna
tive to increasing the number of established posts, it
is confident that the size of the increase can be held
down, and accordingly recommends a reduction of
$20000 in the estimate for consultants.

305. The reductions recommended in paragraph 303
above in respect of chapter IU would entail a conse
quential reduction of approximately $8 000 under
chapter IV, Common staff costs.

306. The estimate under chapter V, Travel of staff,.
a.t $225 000, is $34 000 above the 1968 appropriation.
Of this increase $29 000 relates to travel on home
leave. The Advisory Committee recommends a reduc
tion of $25 000 under chapter V.

307. With regard to chapter IX, Printing, the Ad
visory Committee welcomes the steps taken by the
Trade and Development Board and the Secretary
General to reduce the volume of UNCTAD documen
tation, in accordance with General Assembly resolution
2292 (XXII) of 8 December 1967. Despite these
efforts, however, the estimate under chapter IX shows
an increase of $14000, from $124000 in 1968 to
$138000 in 1969. Bearing in mind that printing
capacity at Geneva will be increased in 1969, the
Advisory Committee recommends a reduction of $7 000
in the estimate under chapter IX.

308. The estimate under chapter XI, which covers
the salaries and wages of the administrative and

Recapitulation of 1'eductions recommended:

Section 20. United Nations Conference on Trade
and Development:
Chapter n. Sessions' of expert and advisory

bodies .
Chapter IlL Salaries and wages of UNCTAD

secreta'riat .
Chapter IV. Common staff costs, UNCTAD

secretariat .
Chapter V. Travel of staff .
Chapter IX. Printing .
Chapter XI. Salaries and wages, administrative

and conference services provided by other
United Nations organs .

Chapter XII. Common staff costs, administrative
and conference services provided by other
United Nations organs .

Estimate submitted by the Secretary-
General .

Estimate recommended by the Advisory
Committee .

1967 (actual expenses) .
1968 (appropriation) .
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$

10000

45000

8000
25000
7000

38000

2000

135000

$

9406500

9026000
5799152
8232000
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312. The estimates under Section 21 relate to the
expenses for administrative and research activities of
the United Nations Industrial Development Organiza
tion (UNIDO). Pursuant to paragraph 21 of General
Assembly resolution 2152 (XXI) of 17 November
1966 such expenses "shall be borne by the regular
budget of the United Nations, which shall include n
separate budgetary provision for such expenses". By
resolution 2212 (XXI) of 17 December 1966 the

on the budget estimates

General Assembly decided that the headquarters of
UNIDO should be located in Vienna.

313. A breakdown by chapter of the estimates for
1969, compared with appropriations for 1968 and actual
expenses in 1967 is given in table 25 below. To ensure
full comparability with the 1969 presentation, a number
of adj ustments have had to be made in the amounts
relating to 1967 and 1968; these adjustments are ex
plained in the foot-notes to the table.

TABLE 25

ClIaPter

I. Third session of the Industrial Development Board and meetings
of its subsidiary organs .

II. Meetings of experts and advisory bodies .
Ill. Salaries and wages .
IV. Common staff costs .
V. Travel of staff .

VI. ~ayments ~nd:r annex I, paragraphs 2 and 3 of the Staff Regula-
tIons; hospttaltty .

VII. Permanent equipment .
VIII. Maintenance, operation and rental of oremh .

IX. General expenses . .
X. Publications prog,ramme and contractual reI. H', services ..

XI. International Symposium on Industrial Deve10,.. ~ . . .
XII. Headquarters planning and administrative managem:.:nt .

TOTAL, Section 21

ments for additional staff services ($572 102), have been
distributed as follows:

would promote, rather than inhibit, UNIDO's ability
to discharge the responsibilities entrusted to it by the
General Assembly. The Committee noted in this con
ncxion that, for Section 21 as a whole, there was a
snrplus of $646462 in 1967 and that the Secretary
General anticipates that the 1968 appropriation will
be tlnderspent.

315. The provision nnder chapter I in respect of
sessions of the Industrial Development Board and of
its subsidiary organs, at $70000, shows an increase
of $20000 over the 1968 appropriation of $50000. The
Advisory Committee understands, however, that the
latter appropriation will prove inadequate for a number
of reasons including the doubling of the number of
meetings of the second session of the Board, compared
to the original estimates, and an increase in the volume
of pre-session and in-session documentation. The

a An amount of $50 000 relating to travel of staff on home
leave has been transferred from chapter IV to chapter V to
conform with the revised presentation of these requirements
in 1969.

b To ensure comparability with 1969, expenditure under
chapter III has been adjusted to include $96224 representing
salaries of four professional and four general service posts,
which were transferred from the Office of Technical Co
operation in the Department of Economic and Social Affairs
to UNIDO in the course of 1967, but charged until the end
of that year to Section 3. The common staff costs relating
to these posts amounting to $19390 have been similarly in
cluded under chapter IV. Furthermore, eXpenQ1CUreS in an
amount of $57 185 for travel of staff on home leave have
been transferred from chapter IV to chapter V to conform
with the revised presentation of these requirements in 1969.
Finally, expenditures incurred in 1967 under former chapter
XII, Provision for expenses in connexion with the move to
Vienna ($1 337269), and former chapter XIII, Special require-

314. Although UNIDO completed its move to
Vienna in the course of 1967 as planned, the Advisory
Committee understands that the time that elapsed be
tween then and the submission of the budget estimates
to the Committee was too short to enable the Secretary
General to forecast UNIDO's requirements in 1969
with the degree of accuracy to be found in other sec
tions of the budget estimates. Consequently, the Com
mittee has had to exercise its judgement on the basis
of data which were to some extent preliminary and
subject to further refinement. As in its report on the
budget estimates for 1968,44 so also in its consideration
of UNIDO's estimates for 1969, the Advisory Com
mittee was motivated by the ·belief that an economical
allocation ef resources and a disciplined rate of growth

44 Ibid., Supplement No. 7 (A/6707), para. 390.
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1969

Chapte'!'
Ill. Salaries and wages
IV. Common staff costs
V. Travel of staff .

VII. Permanent equipment ., ..
VIII. Maintenance, operation and

rental of premises .
IX. General expenses .

1967

Chapter XII

$

331731
584519
77145

281272

62554
48

1337269

Chapter XIII

$

396741
171387

3910

65

572103
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Committee notes, in particular, that the Board
by resolutions 3 (ll) and 12 (ll) of 10 and 14 May
1968 respectively, established a working group on
programme and co-ordination, membership in which
IS open to all the members of the Board. This working
group, which is a subsidiary organ of the Board, pur
su.ant to Rule 62 of the Board's rules of procedure,
Will meet about two weeks prior to each annual session
of the Board. The Advisory Committee understands
that, as a result of the establishment of the working
group, it is expected that the duration of the session
of the Board itself will be reduced by one week The
Committee trusts that the Industrial Development
Board will take the necessary steps to ensure that the
dura.ti?n of its O\yn sessions and of meetings of its
subsIdIary organs IS kept to the necessary minimum.

31.6. The es!imate under chapter II covers costs
relatmg to meetmgs of expert and advisory bodies con
vened by the Executive-Director of UNIDO. The Ad
visory Committee notes that although the work pro
gramme submitted to the Industrial Development Board
made provision for a series of meetings estimated to
cost some $141 700, the estimate submitted by the
Secretary-General has been reduced to $100000 to take
account of the unavoidable delays and cancellations
which occur in this type of activity. The Committee
believes that it would be imprudent at this stage to go
beyond the amount approved for such meetings in
1968, and accordingly recommends that the estimate
under chapter II should be reduced by $4000 to
$96000.

317. The estimate under chapter Ill, Salaries and
wages, amounts to $6 172 000, which rep-resents an in
crease of $824000 over the 1968 appropriation of
$5 348000. The estimate for subchapter n), Estab
lis~1e~ posts, is $.5 ?62 000, as against the 1968 appro
pnatlOn of $5 mtllton, and actual expenses in 1967 of
$2719753.

318. UNIDO's establishment in 1968, as approved
by the General Assembly on the recommendation of
the Advisory Committee, amounted to 258 professional
and 296 general service posts, or a total of 554 posts.
The estimates for 1969 make provision for 623 posts
(289 professional and 334 general service); this total
excludes 70 manual workers charged as a lump SU111
under chapter Ill, and the seven posts (4 professional
and 3 general service) proposed for the headquarters
Planning and Administrative J\lanagement Unit under
chapter XII.

319. When considering UNIDO's staffing require
ments for 1968, the Advisory Committee drew attention
to the problems inherent in the recruitment of large
numbers of staff within a short space of time, especially
in view of the need to recruit on a broad geographical
basis experts who are in short supply in most cotl11
tries.45 The information provided to the Advisory Com
mittee in connexion with the consideration of the
budget estimates for 1969 bore out the validity of the
S:0mmittee's observation. As at 31 J\1ay 1968 there were
111 UNIDO 60 unencumbered professional posts out
of a total authorized establishment of 258 such posts.
In the substantive divisions (including the office of the
Executive Director) 50 of the 181 established posts
were unencumbered; the remaining 10 professional
vacancies were in the Division of Administration, Con-

45 Ibid" para. 400.

ference and General Services, which has an authorized
professional establishment of 77.

320. The Advisory Committee was informed that
as at 31 May 1968 appointments to 13 professional
posts (5 of them in the Division of Administration)
were pending, and that 17 other professional posts
:vere under recruitment. Despite that fact, however,
It was expected that a substantial number of authorized
professional posts would remain unencumbered at the
end of 1968. In the Committee's opinion UNIDO's
request for additional posts in 1969 had to be viewed in
the light of that situation.

321. The Advisory Committee considered separately
UNIDO's staffing requirements for (a) the executive,
liaison and administrative services and (b) the tech-
nical divisions. '

322. As regards the former, the additional profes
sional posts being requested for the office of the Ex
ecutive Director, for secondment to other United
Nations offices and for the Division of Administration,
Conference and General Services, amount to a total of
23, 12 of which are language posts. The Advisory
Committee recommends approval of 12 of these new
posts. These 12 posts, together with the 11 vacancies
in the area, would make it possible for UNIDO to add
23 professional posts to the 83 such posts in the ex
ecutive, liaison and administrative services filled as on
31 May 1968; the potential for growth in this area
would thus amount to 28 per cent.

323. As regards the technical area, the Secretary
General r~quests a net total of 8 professional posts;
however, If the proposal that the 5 industrial field
adviser posts should be transferred to extra-budgetary
funds is bo.rne in. ~1~nd, the increase proposed for the
four techmcal dlvlslOns amounts to 13 professional
posts. As the number of unencumbered professional
posts in these four divisions stood at 47 on 31 May
1968 (out of an authorized pr0fessional establishment
of 159), the Advisory Committee is unable at this
stage to recommend any staff expansion beyond the
transfer to the divisions of the five posts now ear
marked for Industrial Field Advisers. The margin
of expansion in the professional manpower resources
of the four technical divisions for 1969 would thus
amount to 52 posts (i.e., 45 per cent over the on-board
strength on 31 May 1968).

324. The Advisory Committee was informed that
no serious problems arise in the recruitment of General
Service staff. Bearing in mind, however the existence
of a relationship between the numbers ~f professional
and general service staff, the Committee recommends
that the number of new general service posts should
be reduced from 38, as requested by the Secretary
General, to 25.

325. The position with regard to the establishment
of UNIDO is summarized in table 26.

326.. The. reductions recommended by the Advisory
Comnuttee 111 the n~1111ber of established posts cor
respond to a reductIon of $160000 in the estimate
under chapter In (i).

327. The e~ti.mate under subchapter (iii), which
covers the antICIpated expenses of experts and con
sultants and UNIDO's share of the costs of the medical
facilities of IAEA, shows an increase fr0111 $260000 in
1968 to $315000 in 1969. The Advisory Committee
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believes that the delays which normally occur in the
engagement of qualified technical experts and the need
to apply a strict order of priorities, to which the
Secretary-General himself refers, will result in some
what lower requirements, and accordingly recommends
a reduction of $15 000 in the estimate under this sub
chapter.

TABLE 26. UNIDO ESTABLISHMENT IN 1969

Gelleral
Professiollal service Totals

Establishment authorized for
196811 •• , .................... 253 296 549

Additional posts requested by
the Secretary-General 36 38 74

TOTAL 289 334 623

Reductions recommended by
the Advisory Committee .... 19 13 32

Proposed establishment for 1969 270b 321 591

U Excluding the five Industrial Field Adviser posts to be
transferred to extra-budgetary funds in 1969.

b As the number of occupied posts as at 31 May 1968
amounted to 195, 75 staff will have to be recruited to fill all
Professional vacancies.

328. The estimate under chapter IV, Common staff
costs, which stands at $1 508000, has been calculated
by the Secretary-General at a rate of 26 per cent of the
gross base salary costs provided for under chapter
Ill. The Advisory Committee notes that the Secretary
General expects that a clearer picture of common staff
costs will emerge in 1969 when the results of the first
full year of operation in Vienna become known. The
reduction recommended by the Committee in respect
of chapter III would entail a consequential reduction
under chapter IV of $41 500.

329. The estimate under chapter V, Travel of staff
-which includes travel on home leave-stands at
$270000 as against an appropriation of $200 000 in
1968. Bearing in mind the vacancy position in UNIDO,
and the Advisory Committee's repeated recommenda
tions that only esssential travel should be undertaken,
the Committee recommends a reduction of $30000 in
the estimate under chapter V, to be applied principally
to subchapters (ii), (iii) and (iv).

330. The estimate of $115000 under chapter VII
covers the acquisition of permanent equipment; the
corresponding appropriation for 1968 was $140000.
The Advisory Committee notes that the estimate in
cludes provision for furniture and fixtures for the 69
new posts requested for 1969 as well as a small reserve
of furniture and office equipment needed for major
conferences held at Vienna. The Committee trusts that
some assistance towards the latter can be provided
by IAEA. Bearing this in mind and in view of the
reduction recommended in respect of chapter Ill, the
Committee recommends a reduction of $10000 in the
estimate proposed by the Secretary-General under
chapter VII.

331. Chapters VIII and IX cover requirements for
the maintenance, operation and rental of premises, and
for general expenses. The estimate for the former, at
$235 000, is nearly three-and-a-half times as much as
the 1968 appropriation ($70000), while the estimate
for the latter ($335000) is nearly double the 1968
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appropriation of $175000. The Advisory Committee
has been informed that the 1968 appropriations will be
exceeded, since UNIDO's requirements had been
underestimated by a considerable margin, and that the
requirements in 1969 will also be increased as a result
of the occupation of additional premises and an expected
rise in prices. The Committee appreciates the difficulties
experienced by the Secretary-General in estimating
UNIDO's requirements under these chapters. At the
same time the Committee believes that it is premature
to assume that the costs will be as high, as is indicated
in the estimate, especially if the necessary economy is
exercised in the expenditure of supplies and utiliza
tion of services. Accordingly, the Committee recom
mends that the combined estimates for chapters VIII
and IX should be reduced by $70000 to $500000.

332. The estimate under chapter X, which covers
the publications programme and contractual reproduc
tion Bervices, amounts to $300 000, the same as the
1968 appropriation. The total for the chapter includes
$180000 for printing, $60000 for contractual transla
tion and typing, and $60000 for contractual reproduc
tion of documentation. The Advisory Committee trusts
that, given the proposed expansion of the translation
and typing services of UNIDO in 1969, recourse to
contractual translation and typing will be correspond
ingly reduced. lVloreover, the continuing high level of
vacancies, especially in the technical divisions, must
necessarily affect the ability of the UNIDO secretariat
to carry out the publications programme in full, parti
cularly if one bears in mind the fact that this pro
gramme is additional to the issuance of the final report
of the Industrial Development Board and of the mono
graphs relating to the International Symposium on
Industrial Development. The Advisory Committee
trusts that in reviewing UNIDO's publications pro
gramme the Publications Board, while satisfying itself
that the technical standards normally applicable to
United Nations publications are maintained, will ensure
also that funds are not dissipated on unnecessarily ex
pensive printing techniques. In the light of the fore
going considerations the Committee recommends a re
duction in the estimate under chapter X of $50 000 to
$250000.

333. The Advisory Committee notes that the pro
vision of $140 000 under chapter XI is intended to
cover the cost of the publication of a series of mono
graphs relating to the 1967 International Symposium
on Industrial Development; provision for their publica
tion had been made in the 1968 appropriations, and a
corresponding amount of $140000 will be surrendered
at the end of the year. The Committee trusts that the
Executive Director of UNIDO will review the mono
graphs and ensure that only those whose usefulness is
unlikely to be impaired by the delay in publication will
in fact be published.

334. The estimate of $149000 under chapter XII
relates to the headquarters Planning and Administra
tive Management Unit, which will supervise and co
ordinate the various activities relating to the planning
and installation of the temporary headquarters and,
subsequently, of the permanent headquarters of
UNIDO; the unit will also provide administrative
management services. The Secretary...General expects
that the move into the permanent headquarters will
be completed in 1972, unless construction is delayed;
thereafter the unit will be reduced in size-since its
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ESTIMATES OF INCOME

336. A summary of the estimates of income in 1969,
as compared with approved estimated income for 1968
and actual income received in 1967 adjusted, for pur
poses of comparison, to take into account the changes
in presentation made in the budget for 1968, is given
in table 27 below.

duties will be confined to the provision of administrative
management services-and transferred to the Division
of Administration, Conference and General Services.
The estimate of $149000 includes salaries and related
staff costs for four professional and three general
service posts ($92000), expenses relating to tech
nical experts and consultants ($45 000), travel on of
ficial business ($8200) and permanent equipment and
supplies ($3800). The Advisory Committee hopes that
the establishment of the unit will prevent costly mistakes
in the planning and construction of the headquarters of
UNIDO, and concurs in the estimate submitted by the
Secretary-General .,mder chapter XII.

335. In the light of the foregoing considerations, the
Advisory Committee recommends an appropriation of
$9 026 000 under Section 21, representing an increase
of $794000 over the 1968 appropriation and a reduc
tion of $380 500 in the estimate proposed by the
Secretary-General. Bearing in mind the element of
conjecture in the estimates for UNIDO, referred to in
paragraph 314 above, the Committee intends to keep
the matter under review.

Recapitulation of red1tctions recommended:

Section 21. United Nations Industrial Development
Organization
Chapter 11 .
Chapter Ill:

$
Subchapter (i) . . . . . . . . . . .. 160000
Subchapter (iii) 15 000

Chapter IV .
Chapter V .
Chapter VII .

~~:~~:~ i'ill } .
Chapter X " .

$

4000

175000
41500
30000
10000

70000

50000

380500

T!i.BLE 27. SUMMARY OF ESTIMATES OF INCOME FOR 1969, COMPARED WITH APPROVED ESTIMATES
FOR 1968 AND ADJUSTED ACTUAL INCOME FOR 1967

11lcrease or
1967 (decrease)

1968 arliltsted between
IlIcome 1969 approved actual 1969 and
section estimates estimates income 1968

$ $ $ $

1. Income from staff assessment 16500000 14620700 13654512 1879300

2. Funds provided from extra-
budgetary accounts ........... 2704790 2436150 2348953 268640

3. General income .............. 3224650 3901000 2636740 (676350)
4. Revenue-producing activities .. 2629800 2677150a 2950267 (47350)

TOTAL, income other than staff
assessment 8559240 9014300 7935960 (455060)

TOT.A.L INCOME 25059240 23635000 21590472 1424240

a Includes $103 500 representing a reserve to be established under the sale of publications
for returnable stock and uncollectable accounts.

Part I. Income from staff assessment

INCOME SECTION 1. STAFF ASSESSMENT INCOME

$
Estimate submitted by the Secretary-

General 16 500 000
Estimate recommended by the Advisory

Committee 16350000
1967 (actual income) 13654512
1968 (estimated income) 14620700

337. The estimate under this section relates to an
ticipated revenue from assessments levied in accord
ance with regulation 3.3 of the Staff Regulations on
salaries and emoluments paid to staff. The full amount
of this revenue will be credited to the Tax Equalization
Fund for distribution therefrom to the Member States
in accordance with General Assembly resolution 973
(X) of 15 December 1955.
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338. The total estimate of $16.5 million is $1879300
higher than the estimate approved for 1968. Of this
total an amount of $13 576000 relates to assessments
on salaries and emoluments charged under Sections
2, 3, 4, 12 and 17 and Income sections 3 and 4. The
balance of $2 924 000 is made up of $477 000 in respect
of the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner
for Refugees (Section 18), $72000 relating to the In
ternational Court of Justice (Section 19), $1 149 000
under the United Nations Conference on Trade and
Development (Section 20) and $1 226 000 under the
United Nations Industrial Development Organization
(Section 21).

339. Inasmuch as income from staff assessment is
directly related to expenditures on salaries and emolu
ments, the reductions recommended by the Advisory
Committee under Sections 3, 20 and 21 (see paras. 140,
303, 308, 322, 323 and 324 above) will entail a con
sequential reduction of $150000 in staff assessment
income.
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Part 11. Other income

INCOME SECTION 2. FUNDS PROVIDED FROM EXTRA
BUDGETARY ACCOUNTS

340. Accordingly the Advisory Committee recom
mends the amount of $16 350000 in respeCt of revenue
under Income section 1.

Red'JtctiOl~ reco1ltmmdcd:

$

3224650

3281650
2636740
3901000

Estimate submitted by the Secretary-
General .

Estimate recommended by the Advisory
Committee .

1967 (actual income) ., .
1968 (estimated income) .

346. Income section 3 is susceptible to considerable
fluctuations from year to year because of the effect
exerted by reimbursements by host countries of the
extra costs involved in holding conferences and meet
ings away from Headquarters or Geneva. The estimate
for 1969 shows a net decrease of $676350 as compared
with the approved estimates fer 1968, and a net increase
of $587910 as compared with actual income for 1967.
Table 28 below gives a breakdown of general income
by items for the years 1967-1969.

INCOME SECTION 3. GENERAL INCOME

($410000) shows a decrease of $30000 as compared
with the 1968 approved estimate and is $2400 below
actual income in 1967. The formula used for calculating
this grant-in-aid, as adopted by the General Assembly
at its twenty-second session is 10 per cent of anti
cipated actual programme commitments for 1968, ex
cluding the grant-in-aid for 1968 and administrative
expenditures covered directly under the Programme.

344. The estimated contribution of $474970 from the
Joint Staff Pension Fund represents an increase of
$53420 over the 1968 approved estimate and of
$113037 over actual income in 1967. It is based on an
agreement for the apportionment of the costs of the
Fund, whereunder they are met initially under the
United Nations regular budget, with a subsequent re
imbursement to the United Nations of two thirds of the
net salaries of established posts, common staff costs
and travel on home leave, together with other ex
penditure according to the merits of each particular
case. The increase over 1967 is attributable mainly to
higher staff costs and to a higher provision for con
tractual investment services.

345. In the light of the foregoing considerations, the
Advisory Committee recommends an estimate 10r In
come section 2 in the amount of $2 704 790 as proposed
by the Secretary-General.

$
150000

$

2704790

Income section 1. Staff assessment income

Estimate submitted ,by the Secretary-
General . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . , . . . . .

Estimate recommended by the Advisory
Committee . , , 2 704 790

1967 (actual income) .,................ 2348953
1968 (estimated income) 2436150

341. The total estimate of $2 704 790 covers the
following anticipated contributions to the regular
budget:

(a) $1 819820 from the Technical Assistance com
ponent of the United Nations Development Programme
as a contribution towards administrative and opera
tional services costs incurred by the United Nations
as a participating organization;

(b) $410000 from the voluntary funds at the dis
posal of the High Commissioner for Refugees as a
grant-in-aid relating to the administrative costs provided
in Section 18 of the budget;

(c) $474 970 from the United Nations Joint Staff
Pension Fund.

342. The contribution from the Technical Assistance
component of UNDP ($1819820) represents an in
crease of $245220 over the 1968 estimate and of
$245200 over actual income in 1967. The amount of
this lump-sum contribution is calculnted pursuant to
Economic and Social Council resolution 1060
(XXXIX) which provides that, beginning in 1966, the
annual allocation towards the administrative and opera..
tional services costs of the participating organizations
will be equal to 14 per cent of one half of the approved
field programmes of the previous bienniu111 (in this
instance the biennium 1967/1968).

343. The estimated grant-in-aid from the voluntary
funds of the High Commissioner for Refugees

TABLE 28. GENERAL INCOME: COMPARATIVE TABLE FOR THE YEARS 1967, 1968 AND 1969

Item

(i) Rental income:
Gross , , , .

Lass:
Related staff costs ,." .

Net , , ,····.··· .. ·,·····,·· .
Cii) Reimbursement for staff and services furnished to spe-

cialized agencies and others , , .
(iii) Bank interest , .
(iv) Sale of used equipment , .. , .
Cv) Refund of prior year's expenditures .

Increase or

1968 1967
(decrease)

between
1969 approved actual 1968 and

estimates estimates income 1969

$ $ $ $

281600 280 100 282565 1500

43600 36900 39760 6700

238000 243200 242805 (5200)

842200 1682600 718853 (840400)
38000 50000 30028 (12000)
79900 87700 51219 (7800)

112000 108000 128983 4000
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TABLE 28. GENERAr. INCOME: COMPARATIVE TABLE FOR THE YEARS 1967, 1968 AND 1969 (continucd)

Item

(vi) Conkibutions from non-member States .
(vii) Television and similar services .

(viii) Miscellaneous .
(ix) Reimbursement for part of the construction costs of the

United Nations building in Santiago, Chile .
(x) Refund of the Organization's contribution to the United

Nations Joint Staff Pentiion Fund in respect of par-
ticipant withdrawals .

TOTAL

1969
estimates

$
1167000

505000
90000

120000

32550

3224650a

1968
aPPl'oved
estimates

$
1098100

400000
111400

120000

Pro mcmoria

3901000

1967
actual
income

$
886373
500088
78391

2636740

Illcl'ease or
(decrease)

between
1968 and

1969

$
68900

105000
(21400)

32550

(676350)

11 Includes an amount of $277400 relating to the United Nations Office at Geneva.

calculated on the basis of the expected level of expen
ditures in 1968. Assessment, however, will be on the
basis of actual expenditure, and in the course of 1969
the non-member States will be advised of the amount
of their contributions towards the related expenditures
incurred in the preceding year.

351. As regards revenue from television, radio and
film services, the Advisory Committee is of the opinion
that the increased facilities available to the Organiza
tion should result in additional revenue. It therefore
recommends that the estimate under item (vii) should
be increased by $20 000 to $525 000.

352. Given the inflationary trends in many parts of
the world, the Advisory Committee feels that miscel
laneous income is likely to amount at least to the
estimate approved for 1968. Accordingly, the Commit
tee recommends that the estimate under item (viii)
should be increased by $20000 to $110000.

353. The estimate under item (x) in the amount of
$32550 relates only to the refund by the United
Nations Joint Staff Pension Fund-under the terms
of the amendments to the Regulations of the Fund
as set out in section II of General Assembly reso
lution 2191 (XXI) of 15 December 1966-0f con
tributions paid in respect of guides and dispatchers in
the Visitors' Service who are engaged on temporary
appointments for periods not exceeding two-and-a-half
years. The refunds, which may accrue to the Organiza
tion as a result of other staff withdrawing from the
Fund within five years of becoming participants therein,
cannot, of course, be estimated in advance.

354. In the light of the foregoing observations, the
Advisory Committee recommends an estimate of
$3281 650 for Income section 3, representing an in
crease of $57 000 over the estimate submitted by the
Secretary-General.

347. The rental income accruing at Headquarters
and Geneva includes garage parking fees and the rental
of office space by specialized agencies, staff sponsored
activities and external organizations. The Secretary
General expects gross revenue under this item to
remain at approximately the same level as in 1967
and 1968. The decrease of $5 200 in net revenue is
attributable to the increased staff costs directly related
to the supervision and operation of the garage at
Headquarters. The Advisory Committee ascertained
that this increase in staff costs amounted to $6 700,
and was largely due to the addition of one general
service post to the manning table, which now consists
of one professional and three general service posts.

348. The net decrease of $840400 under item (ii),
Reimbursement for staff and services furnished to
specialized agencies and others, is wholly attributable
to the decrease in the number of conferences and
seminars scheduled to be held outside Headquarters
and Geneva in 1969, with a consequent reduction in
the amount of extra costs reimbursable by the host
Governments. The estimated revenue under item (ii)
includes $220 000 for services rendered by the Interna
tional Computing Centre (as against $195 000 in
1968), and $153200 by way of reimbursement to be
made by the Latin American Institute for Economic
and Social Planning for common services provided in
the United Nations Building in Santiago, Chile.

349. As regards estimated revenue under item (iii),
Bank interest, in the amount of $38 000, the Advisory
Committee, bearing in mind the high levels of interest
payable by banks on deposits, is of the opinion that
the Secretary-General has underestimated revenue
from this source, and recommends that it be increased
by $7000 to $45000. Similarly, the Committee feels
that the sale of used equipment may yield additional
revenue, and accordingly recommends that the estimate
under item (iv) should be raised by $10000 to $89900.

350. Item (vi) provides for contributions which
under rule 161 of the rules of procedure of the General
Assembly and Regulation 5.9 of the Financial Regula
tions and Rules of the United Nations-are payable
by non-member States for their participation in the
following United Nations activities: the International
Court of Justice, the 'international control of narcotic
drugs, the Economic Commission for Europe, the
Economic Commission for Asia and the Far East and
UNCTAD. The estimate of $1 167 000 has been
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RccapltulatioH of illcrcases 1'ccoI1t11le1tded:

Income section 3: General income:

Item (iii). Bank interest .
Item (iv). Sale of used equipment .
Item (vii). Television and similar services .
Item (viii). Miscellaneous .

TOTAL INCREASE

$

7000
10 000
20000
20000

57000
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INCOME SECTION 4. REVENUE-PRODUCING ACTIVITIES

355. The various revenue-producing activities of a
commercial nature which are grouped under this sec
tion can be divided into activities where the profit
motive is subsidiary and those where it plays a more
prominent role. The latter include the United Nations
Postal Administration, the Gift Centre and the Souve
nir Shop. The former category includes activities such

Estimate submitted by the Secretary-
General .

Estimate recommended by the Advisory
Committee .

1967 (actual income) .
1968 (estimated income) .

$

2629800

2722800
2950267
2677150

as the sale Jf publications and the guided lecture tour
services; v; hich are designed primarily to disseminate
information about the United Nations, and the catering
services, where the aim is to provide on-the-premises
facilities for delegates and staff at the lowest possible
price. In accordance with the changed form of presen
tation first introduced in the budget for 1968, all
clearly identifiable related expenses, including the
salaries and common staff costs of supporting staff
and the run-on costs of additional copies of publica
tions have been charged to the appropriate chapters
of Income section 4.

356. Table 29 below compares the 1969 estimates
under the four constituent chapters of the section,
with the approved estimates in 1968 and actual income
in 1967. All figures are net, after deducting the related
expenses.

TABLE 29

Increase or
(decrease)

1968 1967 between
1969 approved actual 1968 a/HI

Chapter estimates estimates income 1969

$ $ $ $

1. Sale of United Nations post-
age stamps ................ 2117000 '2091600 2241324 25400

n. Sale of publications and the
bookshop .................. 199 000 152550 252264 46450

Ill. Services to visitors and lec-
ture tours ................. (16200}n 14300 91305 (30500)

IV. Souvenir and gift shops and
catering services ............ 330000 315200 365374 14800

TOTAL 2629800 2573650 2950267 56150

a The operation is a~tually expected to make a .profit of $16350, since .as indic::ted
in paragraph 36~, an estl1~ated amount o~ $32 550 ~e111g a re~und by !h.e Umted ~atlOns
Joint Staff PensIOn Fund 111 respect of gUIdes and dIspatchers 111 the VIsItors' SerVIce, has
been credited under Income section 3, item (x).

357. The estimate under chapter I, Sale of United
Nations postage stamps, at $2 117 000, shows a? in
crease of $25400 over the 1968 approved estImate
of $2091600. The increase in gross revenue is very
much higher-$222 000 (from $2 923 000 in 1968 to
$3 145000 in 1969), but most of this increase is offset
by the increase in the expenses charged against revenue
($1 028000, or $196600 more than the 1968 figure of
$831400). This increase is attributable to several
factors. Staff costs show a rise of $117 600 (from
$635400 in 1968 to $753000 in 1969) to accommodate
the higher costs of continuing the 1968 establishment
into 1969, and to provide for eight new posts (one
professional and two general service at Headquarters
and five ,general service at Geneva), two reclassifica
tions of general service posts (both at Headquarters),
and increases for temporary assistance (up $12000 to
$200 000), for overtime and night differential, and for
travel. The increases for the printing of postage stamps
and promotional expenses amount to $40000 ($125000
as against $85000 in 1968) and $20000 ($75000
against $55000) respectively. The balance of the in
crease ($19000) relates to communications, and various
supplies and services.

358. The Advisory Committee hopes that the in
creased expenditure on promotional activities and the
strengthening of staff resources at Geneva will lead to
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a larger increase in revenue than is anticipated by the
Secretary-General, and accordingly recommends that
the estimate under chapter I should be increased by
$83 000 to $2 200 000.

359. The estimate under chapter Il, Sale of pub
lications and the United Nations Bookshop, shows an
increase of $46450, from $152 550 in 1968 to $199000.
Total gross revenue is estimated at $1 435 000, $70000
more than the 1968 approved estimate adjusted to ex
clude a reserve of $103 500 for returnable stock and
uncollectable accounts. Expenses at $1 236000 are
$23 550 higher than the 1968 figure of $1212450. The
main change proposed by the Secretary-General is that
fourteen general service posts in the Sales Section
at Headquarters should be transferred from temporary
assistance to the established manning table in recogni
tionof the fact that the functions involved are of a
continuing nature; the Secretary-General also proposes
the creation of 'One additional professional post at Head
quarters and one general service post at Geneva, and
the reclassification of two posts (one in the professional
category and one from general service to professional).
The result of these proposals is to increase the cost
of salaries and common staff costs by $102600 from
$260400 to $363000, and to decrease temporay assis
tance from $111 700 to $28 000, i.e., by $83 700; the
net increase under staff costs thus amounts to $18 900.
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360. The Advisory Committee is of the opinion that
it would be more prudent to restrict the conversion of
temporary assistance into established posts to ten gen
eral service posts, as against fourteen proposed by the
Secretary-General, with a corresponding reduction un
cler the item Established posts, and increase in tempo
rary assistance requirements.

361. The estimate under chapter Ill, Services to
visitors and guided lecture tours, shows a net deficit
of $16200 ($10000 at Headquarters and $6200 at
Geneva), as against a net income of $14300 for 1968,
i.e., a decrease of $30500. If the 1969 estimate, how
ever, is adjusted to take into account the refund of
$32550 by the United Nations Joint Staff Pension
Fund in respect of guides and dispatchers, which is
shown under Income section 3, item (x), it will be
seen that the service to visitors and guided lecture tour
operations will .show a surplus of $16350.

362. The Secretary-General estimates that some
1 090000 visitors will take the guided lecture tours at
Headquarters in 1969, i.e., approximately the same
number as the average for recent years. Gross revenue
from fees is estimated at $898000 in 1969, or $34000
more than the 1968 estimate of $864000. The expenses
charged against revenue amount to $908 000 as against
$838810 in 1968, and include $341 000 for salaries and
common staff costs of established posts (up $24 500
from the 1968 figure of $316 500), $465000 for salaries
of guides and dispatchers (no change from 1968), and
$71 000 for common staff costs of guides and dispatchers
(an increase of $43690 over the 1968 figure of $27 310;
however, as has been indicated in the previous para
graph, it is expected that $32 550 of this amount
will be refunded by the United Nations Joint Staff
Pension Fund). T11e net deficit on the Headquarters
operation thus amounts to $10000.

363. The increase under established posts at Head
quarters is partly attributable to the proposal by the

Secretary-General for the establishment of two addi
tional general service posts, and the reclassification
of four posts (two in the professional category and
above and two from general service to professional).
Included in the proposed reclassifications is that of the
post of the head of Visitors' Service from P-5 to D-l
in recognition of the fact that the incumbent has been
entrusted with responsibility also for two units in the
Office of Public Information which are not revenue
producing-the Non-Governmental Organizations Sec
tion and the Educational Liaison Section. No evidence
has been offered that the level of responsibilities of the
post of head of the Visitors' Service per se has in
creased. As has been stated in paragraphs 51 and 52
of chapter I above, a thorough reappraisal and review
of the policies, procedures and activities of OPI is now
being carried out. In the circumstances, and also bear
ing in mind its observations on the question of reclas
sifications and upgradings, particularly at the higher
level, throughout the Secretariat and in OPI i:-1 para
graph 146 of chapter IH, and paragraph 55 of chap
ter I, the Advisory Committee cannot concur in the
granting of an adclitional D-l post.

364. Gross revenue from the Visitors' Service at
Geneva is estimated at $68000 and expenses at $74200,
including $41 000 for salaries and common staff costs
of established posts. This compares with approved esti
mated revenue of $60 000 and expenses of $70 890
(including $39 690 for salaries and common staff costs)
in 1968. Thus the estimated deficit on the operation
amounts to $6200, as against $10890 in 1968.

365. The net estimated revenue under chapter IV,
Souvenir Shop, Gift Centre and Catering Services,
amounts to $330000, an increase of $14800 over the
1968 figure of $315200.

366. Table 30 below lists the consolidated estimates
of revenue and expenses for the three operations in
chapter IV, for 1969, with comparative figures for
1967 and 1968:

Item

(i) Souvenir shop .
(1'1') G'f1 t centre .

(iii) Catering services .

TOTAL, REVENUE

TABLE 30

Increase or
(decrease)

1968 1967 between
1969 approved actual 1968 and

estimate estimate income 1969

I $ $ ,
300000 250000 303863· 50000
127000 139000 119173 (12000)

(11923)

427000 389000 411113 38000

Less:
Commercial Management Ser

vice:
Established posts .
Common staff costs .

TOTAL, STAFF COSTS

ADJUSTED NET REVENUE

81500
15500

97000

330000

59100
14700

73800

315200

37297
8442

45739

365374

22400
800

23200

14800

367. The estimate for the Souvenir Shop is based
on gross sales of $760000 as against $660000 in 1968,
and for the Gift Centre of $600 000 as against $570 000.
This increase is, however, partly offset by higher cost
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of merchandise and some increases in operating ex
penses. The policy governing the 'operation of the
catering services is that the price structure should be
so designed, and adjusted from time to time, as to
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of $2722800 for Income section 4, as against $2 629 800
proposed by the Secretary-General, i.e., an increase
of $93 000 - $83 000 under chapter I and the balance
of $10000 under the remainder of the section.

achieve a break-even point for the catering services
as a whole. The increased cost of the Commercial
Management Service is attributable to the transfer of
one professional post to that service, and to the creation
of one new general service post.

368. In the light of the foregoing observations, with
particular reference to paragraphs 358, 360 and 363
above, the Advisory Committee recommends an estimate
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IIIcrease j'ecommellded:
Income section 4. Re\'enl1c-prodl1cing activities .. 93000
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